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Abstract 

Vegetation structure provides a direct link between forest ecosystem productivity and 

earth-atmosphere fluxes, and is both a result and driver of these interactions. Therefore, the 

ability to collect objective, quantitative and three-dimensional measurements of vegetation 

structure is essential, particularly in light of climate change. However, a significant 

challenge still remains as to how to best measure changes in forests and prepare for future 

climatic scenarios. Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) has shown its potential to provide 

such measurements, offering a new approach to monitoring how forest systems change 

through time and space. The overall aim of this thesis was to improve the characterisation 

of the seasonal dynamics of UK woodland vegetation structure using the Salford Advanced 

Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA), a research TLS with dual-wavelength full-waveform 

capabilities.  

There were three key objectives to this research: (1) the development of a radiometric 

calibration for the SALCA instrument to produce an apparent reflectance product, (2) the 

separation of SALCA point clouds into leaf and wood on a tree and plot scale using dual-

wavelength lidar, and (3) the examination of the seasonal dynamics of vegetation structure 

in a range of UK forest types. To address these objectives, two field campaigns were 

conducted. SALCA measurements of artificial reflectance targets were acquired from both 

field campaigns to generate a calibration dataset to address Objective 1. The two field 

campaigns comprised a tree-scale validation experiment at Alice Holt Forest (to address 

Objective 2), and a multi-temporal monitoring experiment using SALCA and 

hemispherical photography at Delamere Forest in five different plots (to address Objective 

3).  

Key findings relating to Objective 1 have highlighted the complexities of SALCA intensity 

response, such as the effect of internal temperature. As a result, a novel approach to 

radiometric calibration was developed using artificial neural networks which produced an 

apparent reflectance product with measured accuracy comparable with other approaches. A 

key conclusion of this research relating to Objective 2, is that dual-wavelength TLS has the 

potential to aid separation of leaf and wood material. However, there still remain 

significant ecological, instrumental, and processing challenges to be overcome. Temporally 

and vertically resolved plot measurements have provided a quantitative analysis of foliage 
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dynamics to address Objective 3 and results have shown how this differences between 

species. The research presented in this thesis has explored the use of dual-wavelength full-

waveform TLS for improved characterisation of forest vegetation. Future research 

priorities should focus on the radiometric calibration and investigation of other methods for 

leaf-wood separation to extend and complement this research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Research context 

Forests are essential to life on Earth and amongst the wide range of ecosystem services that 

they provide (MEA, 2005), of particular significance is the role they play in regulating 

Earth’s climate through the global carbon cycle. Forest vegetation absorbs and releases 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) through photosynthesis and respiration. This activity 

alters atmospheric CO2 concentration on time scales from seconds to millennia. The 

accumulation of CO2 in its various forms has received significant attention over the last 

decade as a result of its status as a greenhouse gas responsible for absorbing long-wave 

terrestrial radiation leading to warming of Earth’s atmosphere. Atmospheric CO2 is 

currently increasing well beyond the projected natural accumulation level, making this the 

most important contributor to the enhanced climate effect (Broadmeadows & Matthews, 

2003). The additional increase in atmospheric CO2 is widely accepted to be the result of 

anthropogenic activities causing global ‘climate change’, the most significant 

environmental issue facing our planet today (IPCC, 2013), and the direct linkages between 

vegetation, climate, and carbon, mean that forests have a significant role to play. 

In addition to their role in the atmospheric CO2 balance, trees also retain large amounts of 

carbon in accumulated biomass in both long-lived woody structures and short-lived foliage 

and fine roots; approximately half the dry mass of this organic material is carbon 

(Broadmeadows & Matthews, 2003; Drake et al., 2003). The biomass of forests is 

particularly high, 20-50 times higher than established agricultural lands (Houghton, 2005), 

with forests globally holding 70-90% of terrestrial aboveground and below ground carbon 

(Houghton et al., 2009). It is for these reasons that forests have attracted attention for 

climate change mitigation strategies. In particular, retaining and enhancing carbon stocks 

and reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as detailed in global policies such as the Reducing 
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Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD) and REDD+ initiatives 

launched by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 

Plants have evolved so that they are finely tuned to the seasonality of their environment. 

As a result, forests are also sensitive indicators of climate change, observed through 

vegetation phenology. This is because phenology, the timing of the seasonal cycles of 

foliage growth and senescence, is closely related to climate (Richardson et al., 2009). This 

environmental sensitivity means that phenology is a significant resource with which to 

examine how species and ecosystems have responded to past temperature variation, and as 

an important indicator of ongoing and future climatic change (IPCC, 2007; Menzel et al., 

2006; Sparks & Gill, 2002). The periodic accumulation and loss of photosynthetic 

biomass, observable in the phenological stages, is the driving force behind the annual flux 

of atmospheric CO2 and ecosystem primary productivity, and varies between years based 

on patterns of weather and climate, as well as resource availability (Ahl et al., 2006; 

Haggerty & Mazer, 2008). Therefore, phenology can be considered a measure of the 

physical, chemical, and biological condition of the environment, as well as the “...most 

responsive aspect of nature to global warming” (Sparks & Menzel, 2002). The IPCC 

Working Group II report released in March 2014 attributed high confidence to earlier 

greening, leaf emergence and fruiting in temperate European trees (IPCC, 2014), as a result 

of the warming conditions predicted. However, large uncertainties remain as to how 

phenology, and therefore forest carbon fluxes, will respond to projected future climate 

change. In the UK, species potential distributions are likely to shift; the suitability and 

yield of species are already being incorporated into current management decisions, but a 

significant challenge remains as to how to best measure changes in forests and prepare for 

uncertain events (Read et al., 2009). It is clear that a key requirement to address these two 

concerns is to increase understanding of the interactions between site, species, and climate 

(Sparks & Gill, 2002; Ray et al., 2010). By bridging the gap between these factors, 

vegetation phenology provides a measurable and quantifiable resource for this purpose. 

In order to understand and respond to the two-way relationship between forests and 

climate, and how changes in one will affect the other, it is clear that we must be able to 

quantitatively measure both these systems in an accurate and robust manner. Current 

approaches exist that can measure atmospheric carbon flux measurements directly from the 

forest ecosystem, such as eddy covariance instruments mounted on flux towers above the 
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canopy (e.g. Mizunuma et al., 2013). In contrast, the forest vegetation which drives these 

fluxes is not so easily measured. Forests represent dynamic heterogeneous ecosystems with 

diverse spatial, structural, and biological composition, making them among the most 

important global repositories of terrestrial biodiversity of plants, animals, and micro-

organisms (MEA, 2005), but this complexity poses significant measurement challenges. 

The ability to collect accurate and verifiable measurements of forest aboveground standing 

biomass has proved a technical barrier in the past. Reasons for this include the infrequency 

and non-standardisation of national forest surveys and the lack of appropriate methods 

such as adequate global forest monitoring systems (Baker et al., 2010). Space agencies are 

responding to the latter by planning future systematic data acquisition strategies. For 

example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have announced 

proposals for two new instruments which will observe how forests and ecosystems are 

affected by changes in climate from the International Space Station platform. One is a 

multi-wavelength laser-based instrument due to be launched in 2018, the Global 

Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation Lidar (GEDI), anticipated to collect high spatial 

resolution observations of tropical and temperate forest structure for aboveground carbon 

quantification, habitat quality, biodiversity, and to study vegetation response to climate at 

the landscape level (NASA, 2015). The GEDI mission evolved from the result of recently 

proven abilities of Light Detection And Ranging (lidar) systems to collect revolutionary 

three-dimensional (3D) datasets with high detail and accuracy from airborne (Airborne 

Laser Scanners: ALS) and ground-based platforms (Terrestrial Laser Scanners: TLS) to 

characterise forest structure (e.g. Asner, 2009; Jupp et al., 2009). 

Recent advances in tree reconstruction modelling techniques now mean that total above-

ground biomass (AGB) can be accurately estimated directly, and increasingly 

automatically, from a TLS 3D model (Raumonen et al., 2013; Hackenberg et al., 2015). 

Although currently only possible for individual trees or local plot scale, this is undoubtedly 

an exciting achievement that has the potential to set a new benchmark beyond the use of 

previously-accepted allometric equations. Data from Earth observation systems (such as 

from GEDI), innovative modelling techniques, and ground-based field measurements, have 

the potential to be incorporated into robust systems for global forest monitoring and 

accounting, such as fulfilling Measuring, Reporting, and Verification (MRV) objectives for 

REDD+ (Baker et al., 2010).  
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However, challenges still remain that hinder the full characterisation of tree structures from 

laser scanning systems. One of these is the inability to distinguish between woody material 

and photosynthetically-active foliage. Carbon is allocated among plant organs to two main 

pools: slow decomposable carbon pools with low metabolic activity (woody material), and 

fast decomposable dynamic carbon pools (foliage) which control moisture, gas exchange, 

and radiation interception (Franklin et al., 2012). Carbon allocation is a topic of significant 

ecological interest. One of the reasons for this is that relationships between key ecological 

processes and Gross Primary Production (GPP) differs between these tree components, and 

therefore their potential effect on carbon sequestration in times of rising CO2 (Litton et al., 

2007; Campioli et al., 2010). It has been found that total biomass alone is not a good 

predictor of carbon flux in forests (Litton et al., 2007). Therefore, rather than assuming 

whole plant carbon use, it has been recommended that estimates are made by component 

(Litton et al., 2007). Although the physiological mechanisms involved in each organ are 

relatively well understood, directly measuring how much of each pool is present at one 

time and their spatial and temporal variability still poses a significant challenge. 

The work in this thesis tests the use of the world’s first operational dual-wavelength TLS, 

the Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA) (Danson et al. 2014) to 

characterise structural change in a range of UK woodland canopies. The SALCA research 

instrument is an innovative full-waveform laser scanner developed by the University of 

Salford and Halo Photonics Ltd. for measuring forest environments. The dual-wavelength 

measurement characteristic of the system has the potential to separate foliage and wood, 

based on the spectral properties of these forest components at the wavelengths the 

instrument uses. This research will test this potential using high resolution 3D data 

acquired from the SALCA instrument over a full annual season of foliage growth. 

1.2 Aim of Research 

 

In order to achieve this aim, systematic multi-temporal monitoring is conducted using 

SALCA alongside hemispherical photography and destructive measurements to quantify 

The overall aim of this research project is to improve characterisation of the seasonal 

dynamics of UK woodland vegetation structure using dual-wavelength terrestrial laser 

scanning. 
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leaf change over an annual seasonal cycle in a range of UK forest types. Such information 

aims to provide a new approach for phenological monitoring in forest environments. This 

framework will allow integration of the complex three-dimensional (3D) structure of forest 

environments with multi-temporal data collection facilitating a four-dimensional (4D) 

analysis. Three key research objectives supporting this aim are detailed in the following 

sections. 

1.2.1 Objective 1 

Produce an apparent reflectance product for the SALCA instrument 

In order to fully utilise the radiometric information recorded from a TLS instrument, a 

calibration to an apparent reflectance product is required. As this has not yet been 

developed for the SALCA instrument, the first stage of this research is to develop an 

approach in which this can be achieved. Although not a trivial task, the generation of an 

apparent reflectance product provides a basis for an increased level of ecological 

information to be derived from the TLS data, therefore potentially facilitating leaf-wood 

separation. 

1.2.2 Objective 2 

Assess whether dual-wavelength lidar can be used to separate leaf and wood returns 

Developing an accurate method to allow isolation of foliage from woody components 

would considerably aid studies of carbon dynamics in forest ecosystems, increase accuracy 

in forest structural measurements, act as a validation tool for other indirect approaches, and 

has been identified as a current limitation of current TLS systems (Hosoi & Omasa, 2007). 

Dual-wavelength lidar provides a new opportunity for leaf-wood separation based on 

spectral properties of these materials at SALCA wavelengths. 

Creating a vegetation product that relates only to photosynthetically-active biomass should 

allow improved estimates of leaf area index (LAI), the most important variable for 

modelling a range of ecological processes. Destructive sampling of foliage carried out at 

the Forestry Commission’s research agency Forest Research UK site at Alice Holt, 

Farnham, in July 2014, provided a rare opportunity for assessment of accuracy of such a 

product. 
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1.2.3 Objective 3 

Examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of foliage in a range of UK forest types 

Phenology varies spatially across a canopy, both within and between individuals, and 

across communities. The phenology of individual plants plays a key role in determining 

how ecosystems are structured and how they function, but it is the canopy as a whole that 

defines ecosystem productivity. Current phenological studies lack detail of canopy 

structural change and fail to address such factors as the spatial distribution of green leaf 

area within the canopy. The scale and high resolution that TLS allows facilitates the 

retrieval of structural information from individual trees to a whole stand scale.  Foliage 

profiles, a key structural metric describing canopy vertical structure, using only foliage 

(defined in objective 2) will be created and compared on a plot basis, along with gap 

fraction estimates from TLS and hemispherical photography.  

Seasonal change in biomass reflects the functioning of the forest:  the rates of 

photosynthesis, respiration, growth, and therefore rates of carbon accumulation and loss. A 

quantitative assessment of the development and loss of foliage throughout a full annual 

seasonal cycle in a range of forest types will be carried out to create a time-series of key 

biophysical parameters. This will aid understanding of the spatial characteristics of 

seasonal vegetation dynamics for a variety of UK forest types and will address some of the 

key limitations of current phenology studies, as discussed in the following chapter. 

1.3 Structure of thesis 

The thesis contains nine chapters. The current chapter, Chapter 1, has provided the context 

for the research and introduced the main aim and objectives. This is followed by a review 

of relevant literature in Chapter 2, together with an outline of specific research questions 

that this research addresses. Chapter 3 details the data collection protocols implemented 

and a description of the chosen study sites. The development and implementation of a 

radiometric calibration for the SALCA instrument (Objective 1) is outlined in Chapter 4. 

The focus of Chapter 5 is exploring the dual-wavelength full-waveform data and 

investigating methods of leaf-wood separation on a tree scale (Objective 2). This is 

extended in Chapter 6 to attempt a validation approach using direct measurements. Chapter 

7 up-scales the leaf-wood separation to the plot scale for five differing forest types, and 
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explores methods of quantitative assessment of vertical distribution of plant material. The 

final research chapter, Chapter 8, applies the same approaches to the full time-series of plot 

scale measurements to allow the spatial and temporal characteristics of seasonal growth to 

be examined (Objective 3). 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to establish a framework for the research, define relevant terms, 

and critically examine key published work in the field of study. This has been carried out 

using a systematic literature review and addresses the link between UK vegetation 

phenology, carbon dynamics, and climate change, before discussing relevant techniques 

for measuring seasonal vegetation growth. Finally, specific research questions key to 

fulfilling each objective are outlined. 

2.2 Vegetation phenology and carbon dynamics in UK woodlands 

Recent statistics from the National Forest Inventory show that woodlands comprise 

approximately 13% of the total land area of Britain, which equates to 3.1 million hectares 

(Forestry Statistics, 2013). Existing UK woodlands, including their soils, are both a store 

of carbon and a system that removes CO2 from the atmosphere. In 1995 it was estimated 

that in the UK 80% of the carbon contained in terrestrial vegetation is found in forests and 

woodlands, amounting to around 91.9 million tonnes carbon (Cannell & Milne, 1995), 

showing that UK woodlands are a key component of the UK carbon store. One of the most 

important feedbacks between vegetation and the climate system is the influence of 

vegetation on atmospheric CO2, which feeds through to global temperature (Richardson et 

al., 2013). 

The relationship between phenology and climate is represented in Figure 2.1, which 

illustrates the primary feedback between vegetation and the climate system driven by 

phenology. Of particular importance in this cycle is the role of the canopy - the interface 

between the vegetation surfaces and the atmosphere. The dynamic structure of the canopy 

controls trace gases (carbon dioxide and water vapour fluxes), exchanges of latent and 
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sensible heat (Bowen ratio), and substances such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 

(Richardson et al., 2013). Phenology determines the development and senescence of 

foliage and therefore drives all of the physiological activities in the canopy, which impact 

the structure and composition of the atmosphere which feeds through to the larger climate 

system (Figure 2.1).  

 

Figure 2.1. Conceptual model illustrating the primary feedbacks between vegetation and the 

climate system that are influenced by vegetation phenology (source: Richardson et al., 

2013). The development and senescence of foliage is highlighted in blue. 

 

The growth of woody plants is controlled by heredity and environmental factors operating 

through physiological processes. Genetic variations in physiological and growth 

characteristics are responsible for differences between tropical and temperate, and 

evergreen and deciduous trees, as well as differences among and within species 

(Kozlowski et al., 1991). Trees in tropical rainforest grow continuously through growth 

cycles facilitated by environmental conditions favourable to all year round growth (Read & 

Frater, 1999). In temperate regions, such as the UK, the seasonal variations in temperature, 

light intensity, photoperiod (day-length), and rainfall, govern a regime that provides 

alternating favourable and unfavourable conditions for growth.  In winter months, 

groundwater may be frozen and daylight hours are short, so trees risk losing water from the 

leaves while not producing adequate quantities of carbohydrates to survive (Packham et 

al., 1992). Furthermore, leaf cells typically contain a large amount of water which is liable 

to freeze at low temperatures, posing a risk of damage to the protoplasm (Wareing & 
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Phillips, 1981). To address these issues trees may have leaves with a small surface area to 

limit water loss (needle-leaved evergreen) or lose their leaves during winter (deciduous) 

(Read & Frater, 1999). Thirty-six percent of UK woodland is deciduous broadleaved, 55% 

coniferous, and the remaining proportion is mixed (Forestry Statistics, 2013). All these 

woodland types show distinct annual seasonal cycles of CO2 driven by the seasonal growth 

of the vegetation. 

2.2.1 Deciduous phenology 

In the UK, the most common broad-leaved deciduous species are oak (Quercus robur), ash 

(Fraxinus excelsior) and birch (Betula spp.) (Forestry Statistics, 2013). Figure 2.2 displays 

the daily CO2 fluxes and cumulative Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP) for a mixed oak 

deciduous woodland using data averaged over an eight-year period (Read et al., 2009). Net 

Ecosystem Productivity is the difference between photosynthetic gain (NPP) and 

respiration loss from the ecosystem, representing the rate of accumulation of CO2: the 

integral of the net CO2 uptake in the growing season, and the loss during the winter leafless 

period (Morison et al., 2012). This annual variation is striking and emphasises the impact 

of weather conditions on woodland CO2 exchange. Richardson et al. (2007) attribute 40% 

of the variance in NEP directly to variation in environmental drivers such as increased soil 

respiration with increasing temperatures, and 55% to the physiological adjustments of the 

ecosystem to external conditions such as a warm spring causing earlier spring emergence, 

on an annual basis. 

 
Figure 2.2. Daily net CO2 fluxes (vertical columns) and cumulative Net Ecosystem 

Production (NEP) (solid line) of a mixed oak deciduous woodland at the Straits Enclosure, 

Alice Holt, Surrey, averaged over 8 years: 1999-2006 (Source: Read et al., 2009). 
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The annual shifts in balance between canopy photosynthesis and ecosystem respiration 

govern relatively large fluxes into and out of the stand. The stand is a carbon sink when 

NEP is positive, and a source when NEP is negative. At the beginning of the year (Day of 

year = 0, Figure 2.2) deciduous trees are in a state of dormancy in which growth is 

temporarily suspended, the trees have no foliage, and therefore NEP is negative as CO2 is 

released by maintenance respiration (Bonan, 2002; IPCC, 2013). Exposure to a period of 

cold temperatures is needed to break the dormancy in resting buds, referred to as the 

‘chilling requirement’ which is met once environmentally unfavourable growing 

conditions remain for an extended period during winter; the optimal temperature for this is 

5-7°C (Street & Opik, 1984; Polgar & Primack, 2011).  As a protective mechanism to 

prevent the buds developing before the stable return of favourable growing conditions in 

spring, no growth occurs if warm weather occurs in winter before the plant satisfies its 

chilling requirement. 

In spring, when air temperatures and day length (photoperiod) increase, the dormant 

resting buds begin to expand and green tissue emerges signalling budburst (Wareing & 

Phillips, 1981) at around 20
th

 May (day 140) for the stand depicted in Figure 2.2. In 

deciduous ecosystems, the development of this new foliage is a pre-requisite for 

photosynthetic uptake to occur at the start of the growing season, and the stand becomes a 

carbon sink as the CO2 balance is shifted. Following budburst, leaves continue to unfold 

and expand until a state of maturity is reached. The duration and warmth of the growing 

season strongly influences primary production (Packham et al., 1992). Throughout this 

time, the colour and nature of leaves can vary dependent on growing stage and species. For 

instance, beech leaves emerge in May a fresh bright green colour and mature to a darker 

green colour during summer (Read & Frater, 1999). 

Mid-June to end of July (days 160-200) is the most productive time of the year; warm 

temperatures coupled with maximum photoperiod length lead to a state of maturity in the 

canopy. When this occurs, leaves are fully expanded and green leaf area is at its peak, 

facilitating maximum photosynthetic activity and as a result, maximum NEP (Peñuelas & 

Filella, 2001). In many species this period is accompanied by the development of closed 

dormant ‘resting buds’ in summer or autumn when temperatures and light conditions are 

still favourable (Lang et al., 1987; Okubo, 2000; Arora et al., 2003). This is the case for 

many common European woody plants including oak, ash, sycamore, and pine (Wareing & 
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Phillips, 1981). The onset of autumn in deciduous plants is clearly signified by the colour 

change (senescence) and fall (abscission) of leaves, driven by environmental factors such 

as decrease in day-length and temperature. Leaf senescence is characterised by the 

yellowing of the leaf, due to the breakdown of chlorophyll which causes other leaf 

pigments such as carotenes to become visible, and decline in leaf protein content and 

moisture (Street & Opik, 1984).  This process typically starts at the ends of leaves and 

progresses towards their base. A thin plate of cells with soft cell walls is formed between 

the leaf stalk and the branch – the abscission layer – which is eventually broken by the 

wind causing the leaf to fall. These processes also occur in evergreen trees but the leaves 

have a longer life span and are shed gradually (Read & Frater, 1999). The nature of leaf 

fall that occurs can also depend on the growth stage of the tree species. In oak and beech, 

for instance, there is a tendency for the dead leaves to be retained on the shoots of juvenile 

trees during winter months, whereas they are normally shed in the adult stages (Wareing & 

Phillips, 1981). As a result, in autumn and winter, photosynthetic capacity slowly declines 

causes a decrease in NEP and the stand becomes a carbon source once more. 

2.2.2 Coniferous evergreen phenology 

Coniferous woodlands in the UK are dominated by Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and 

pines (Pinus spp.) and hold their needles for a longer-lifespan than broad-leaved species 

(Forestry Statistics, 2013).  The needle-leaves that are common in evergreen species have 

low photosynthetic capacity, low nitrogen concentration in foliage, and low leaf area per 

unit leaf mass (Bonan, 2002). Needles have a high initial carbon construction cost per unit 

photosynthetically active leaf area but as they have a longer lifespan and can 

photosynthesise all year round the high initial investment is recouped despite low 

photosynthetic capacity (Bonan, 2002). Figure 2.3 shows daily net CO2 fluxes for a Sitka 

spruce stand in Scotland, and illustrates that coniferous woodlands have a longer 

photosynthetic season due to the ability to photosynthesise earlier in the spring and later 

into the autumn until photoperiod and temperature limits photosynthetic activity (Givnish, 

2002; Read et al., 2009). Recovery of conifer photosynthesis occurs when favourable 

environmental conditions return in spring. Despite averaging the data over a five year 

period, the high day to day variability in CO2 exchange is clear, particularly in autumn. 
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Figure 2.3. Daily net CO2 fluxes (vertical columns) and cumulative Net Ecosystem 

Production (NEP) (solid line) of Sitka spruce woodland at Griffin Forest, Perthshire, 

averaged over 5 years: 1997-2001. (Source: Read et al., 2009). 

2.3 Vegetation phenology and climate change 

Although woodlands in the UK are not faced with the same threats as many other regions 

of the world, such as large scale deforestation or wildfires, there are still many challenges 

that exist when attempting to sustainably manage such a significant resource. In light of the 

global concern for anthropogenic climate change, the UK Government issued a legally 

binding target to reduce the net UK carbon account by 80% in 2015 from the 1990 baseline 

(Climate Change Act, 2008). To assess these targets in a forestry context, and as a national 

response to the IPCC 4
th

 Assessment Report, the Forestry Commission produced a UK 

based assessment compiled by leading experts in forestry and climate change chaired by 

Professor Sir David Read, commonly known as ‘The Read Report’ (Read et al., 2009). 

This independent assessment examined the potential of UK woodlands to mitigate and 

adapt to our changing climate, and described how the impacts of climate change are 

becoming apparent in UK woodlands with effects on productivity, tree condition, leaf 

emergence, soil function, fauna and flora, and forest hydrology. However, the report noted 

that there is uncertainty about the likely severity and extent of these impacts (Read et al., 

2009). Several projected trends, supported by the UK Climate Projections by the Met 
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Office (UKCP09) for the UK were identified which would impact woodland vegetation 

growth: 

 Increased temperature, lengthening of growing seasons, and rising CO2 

concentrations 

 Increased precipitation in winter 

 Increased frequency and severity of summer droughts 

 Pests and diseases of forest trees representing a major threat 

The report concluded that “clear, robust, research programmes” will be required to 

underpin the changes of forestry policy and practice to meet the challenges of the changing 

climate (Read et al., 2009). However, an extensive body of literature provides compelling 

evidence that the climate has already changed considerably over the past fifty years and 

has affected the timing of vegetation phenophases (IPCC, 2013). In temperate regions, air 

temperature is considered to be most closely related to the phenological shift of vegetation 

(Menzel et al., 2006). 

Sparks and Gill (2002) report changes of spring activity of several plant and animal species 

advancing by up to a month, and more marked in the UK than elsewhere in Europe. The 

Read Report documented that in the UK the leafing date has advanced by two to three 

weeks since the 1950s (Read et al., 2009). The Forestry Commission confirm a clear 

temporal advancement in phenology for some species (Ray et al., 2010). 

Figure 2.4 suggests that leafing of pedunculate oak trees in Surrey is now around 25 days 

earlier than in the 1950s and has advanced by approximately 6 days for every 1°C increase 

in spring temperature (Ray et al., 2010). However, the large variability in the data is clear 

and this may be attributed partly to the fact that the data is based on subjective visual 

observations. These studies highlight that spring phenology has responded to recent 

climate change in some measurable way, although large uncertainties remain as to how 

phenology will respond to projected future climate change such as scenarios depicted in 

UKCP09.  
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Figure 2.4. First leafing date of pedunculate oak trees (Quercus robur) in Surrey (source: 

Ray et al., 2010). 

In the last decade the value of phenological data, particularly in climate change research, 

has been fully recognised. In 1999 (and reviewed in 2003), the timing of budburst of oak 

was identified as an official UK Government indicator of climate change (indicator 25 of 

34) based on data from the UK Phenology Network (Cannell et al., 1999; Cannell et al., 

2003). Climate science and the changes in vegetation phenology have entered more into 

public consciousness with the release of IPCC reports and media attention although the 

study of phenology has in fact a long history, in Europe dating back to early 1700s, with 

most developed countries having a recording scheme by 1850-1950 (Sparks & Menzel, 

2002). This recent increase in public and scientific interest is marked by the emergence of 

a number of research and monitoring projects in the UK such as the UK Phenology 

Network (http://www.naturescalendar.org.uk/), the UK Environmental Change Network 

(http://www.ecn.ac.uk/), and the establishment of a UK-based International Phenology 

Garden (IPG) (http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/INFD-5ZZLRE). The IPG program was 

established in 1959 in Europe and the scheme uses cloned plants to minimise genetic 

variability (both within and among populations) to observe the timing of phenophases in a 

set of chosen species. An IPG site was established at Alice Holt Forest in Surrey, a long-

term monitoring and experimental site of Forest Research UK, providing a useful 

international dataset. However, the scheme has received criticism for being 

unrepresentative of wild-grown native plants, which may be locally adapted to 

environmental conditions (Richardson et al., 2013). 

 

http://www.naturescalendar.org.uk/
http://www.ecn.ac.uk/
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/INFD-5ZZLRE
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2.3.1 Vegetation phenological monitoring by visual observations 

Traditional methods of phenological data collection involve direct human visual 

observation of discrete phenological events, for instance, noting the date at which a certain 

tree shows the first sign of budburst. There are several accepted protocols available which 

provide guidance for observations (such as Koch et al., 2007, Miller-Rushing & Primack, 

2008, and the IPG protocol). However, variations in definitions, criteria, sampling 

methods, and frequencies, often make the data difficult to compare (Denny et al., 2014). 

More recent methods, such as the protocol employed in the National Phenology Network 

in America (USA-NPN) phenology observation program, Nature’s Notebook 

(www.nn.usanpn.org), also include an intensity/abundance measure (e.g. percentage of 

buds open) (protocol described in Denny et al., 2014). However, estimating, or even being 

able to visualise, these fine scale changes in tall heavily occluded tree canopies poses 

obvious challenges.   

Furthermore, all these methods are subject to the observer’s skills and experience and only 

representative of the specific organism observed in the local site conditions. The observer 

can change from year to year, as can the plants measured, the amount of occlusion of the 

canopy, and day of year surveyed. Despite these significant limitations, the method of 

visual observations is still commonly adopted today and has been used to provide evidence 

to the IPCC and Read Report (IPCC, 2007; 2013; Read et al., 2009). 

The resultant data can best be described as a descriptive summary of phenological change 

and a requirement exists to quantify and gain more detailed information about vegetation 

growth dynamics to match the level of detail in carbon studies (such as Figures 2.2 and 

2.3). This would ensure that these important interactions are accurately reproduced by 

models and further understood by forest managers, ecologists, and climate scientists.  

2.3.2 Phenological modelling 

There are two main model frameworks for phenological information: those that are used to 

predict the onset of a defined phenological event (usually budburst), and those that predict 

and analyse long term climatic data which incorporate phenology data as a primary input 

and/or a projected output. 

The phenological stages of woodland phenology can be represented by a transitional date 

describing a discrete time where one phase ends and the next begins; for example budburst 

file:///C:/Users/Lucy/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/www.nn.usanpn.org
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signals the break of dormancy and the onset of leaf expansion. Models have been 

developed to predict these dates based on climatic conditions in order to forecast (and 

recreate past events) large area climate change impacts on phenology (such as Morin et al., 

2009) and to represent the seasonal course of foliage development and senescence, and 

associated physiological activity (Richardson et al., 2012). Numerous models exist for 

predicting the onset of budburst based on temperature, such as the Bud Dormancy Release 

Model by Seeley (1996). The Forestry Commission research branch, Forest Research UK, 

have developed a budburst model for oak using day length and temperature, based on 

Hänninen (1990); the model uses observational data collected at IPG sites. Good 

agreement has been found between predicted and observed dates when datasets from 

multiple sites are combined, although variations in “observer performance” are noted 

(Forest Research, 2013), highlighting the issues raised in Section 2.3.1. 

Numerous complex and sophisticated climatic models exist that are used to predict future 

climate scenarios and project likely environmental impacts, such as the Atmosphere-Ocean 

General Circulation Models (AO-GCMs), which have formed the core of IPCC report 

climate projections (IPCC, 2013). However, many of the land-atmosphere interaction 

models do not place sufficient emphasis on accurately modelling vegetation phenology or 

the seasonality of ecosystem processes (Richardson et al., 2012); a factor that was reflected 

in the latest IPCC report for two key studies. Firstly, Pitman et al. (2009) compared the 

impact of land use change according to seven climate models which showed a wide range 

of results. It was reported that these discrepancies were “...mostly due to different 

assumptions on ecosystem albedo, plant phenology and evapotranspiration” (IPCC, 2013 

ch8 pp32). Secondly, a study by Schwalm et al. (2010) found a difference between 

observations and simulations of ten times the observational uncertainty when comparing 

22 terrestrial carbon cycle models to simulate the seasonal dynamics of land-atmosphere 

CO2 fluxes from 44 eddy covariance towers. Again, poor simulation of spring phenology 

was listed in the model shortcomings (IPCC, 2013). 

In another example, three carbon-climate models were examined (HadCM3LC, IPSL-

CM2-C, and IPSL-CM4-LOOP) against measured CO2 in the atmosphere to reproduce 

global growth rate, seasonal cycle, and the El Niño–Southern Oscillation, it was found that 

two out of the three models generally underestimate seasonal amplitude and suggests 

uncertainty in describing vegetation phenology (Cadule et al., 2010). The Joint UK Land 
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Environment Simulator (JULES) land surface model, developed using UKCP (2009), and 

the Met Office HadCM3, acknowledges vegetation phenology as an important factor 

(Clark et al., 2011). In the current JULES model, phenology is characterised by scaling the 

maximum annual LAI by a temperature factor. When compared to using daily MODIS 

LAI, only very small improvements were observed (Slevin et al., 2015). 

An important consequence of the poor representation of phenology in model simulations is 

that phenology, particularly budburst, drives primary feedbacks to the climate systems 

between vegetation and the atmosphere, and therefore uncertainty in the prediction of these 

events can feed forward to generate uncertainty in estimates of carbon and water cycling 

(Migliavacca et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2013). 

2.4 Canopy structural and biophysical parameters 

Forest canopy structure, and seasonal dynamics of foliage growth, encompasses far more 

than solely the size and shape of the canopy over time. The spatial arrangement of stems, 

branches, and leaves, dictates the nature of the exchange surface including how much light 

can penetrate through gaps in the architecture (Pretzsch, 1997). Due to the structurally 

complex nature of forest canopies a number of biophysical variables have been developed 

to quantify and describe particular canopy elements – facilitating comparisons of one 

canopy to another. Estimates of biomass (that of standing wood and the seasonally 

dynamic foliage elements) are important inputs in carbon studies as well as a wide variety 

of other applications, however there are numerous other structural parameters that can also 

be quantitatively measured to give an insight into canopy structure, providing indicators of 

how open or dense the canopy is, or the spatial distribution of branch or leaf biomass. 

Structural and biophysical properties of vegetation, such as LAI, gap fraction, foliage 

profiles, clumping index, and leaf angle distributions are significant parameters related to 

ecosystem structure and function (Jonckheere et al., 2004; Danson et al., 2007; Jupp et al., 

2009). These properties can be used to describe vegetation dynamics over time with 

repeated measurements.  

Leaf area is highly correlated with vegetation productivity (Webb et al., 1983). LAI is a 

biological parameter that defines the area that interacts with solar radiation and carbon 

dioxide exchange with the atmosphere (Kozlowski et al., 1991; Clawges et al., 2007) and 

is therefore a primary factor controlling the optical properties and light transmission of the 
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canopy (Kozlowski et al., 1991). This information is essential for modelling and 

simulation of ecological and hydrological processes. LAI was first defined by Watson 

(1947) as the total one-sided area of photosynthetic tissue per unit ground surface area, but 

the definition has more recently been updated to the maximum projected leaf area per unit 

ground surface area (Jonckheere et al., 2004), to take into consideration the irregular form 

of needles and leaves. LAI is a dimensionless quantity and therefore independent of scale, 

appropriate to a canopy that forms a continuous and homogeneous layer. The LAI of forest 

stands varies widely depending on species, age, and site condition. In temperate deciduous 

forests LAI is typically in the region of 3-6 and temperate evergreen coniferous forests 

may reach an LAI of 11 or 12 (Kozlowski et al., 1991). Seasonal LAI changes reflect 

phenological events such as leaf unfolding, expansion and senescence (Hertel et al., 2012). 

The vertical distribution and availability of light is one of the most important factors for 

production of biomass (Hertel et al., 2012), and is quantified by the Foliage Area Volume 

Density (FAVD), also called leaf area density, defined as the total one-sided leaf area per 

unit of layer volume (Wilson, 2011). FAVD is a vertical profile of LAI where the integral 

of the FAVD gives the LAI (Morsdorf et al., 2006). 

LAI can be estimated indirectly via the gap fraction; the probability of a ray of light 

passing the canopy without encountering any plant elements (Danson et al., 2007). Gap 

fraction is a key structural parameter in its own right which offers a measure of how open 

or dense a canopy is; gap fraction equals zero where there is a complete gap, and equals 

one when there is plant element present. The pattern of light absorption through a canopy 

often matches the logarithmic expectation of Beer-Lambert Law and has therefore been 

adapted for vegetation canopies (Monsi & Saeki, 1953). Beer-Lambert Law relates the 

attenuation of light to the properties of material through which the beam is travelling; 

absorbance is related to the concentration of the solution, the length of the light path 

through the solution, and an extinction coefficient. For vegetation canopies, a layer of 

leaves tends to absorb a fraction of incident light (depending on structural and reflectance 

factors). Light that passes through the first layer of leaves may be partially absorbed by the 

second layer, and so on. If each layer of leaves absorbs the same proportion of incident 

light, the resultant curve of light absorption as a function of leaf area will have logarithmic 

form. Under the assumption that gap fraction (Pgap) is equivalent to transmittance (T), 

Beer-Lambert Law can be adapted as follows: 
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(2.1) 

                

where    is the transmitted light intensity after travelling path length   through the canopy, 

   is the incident light intensity and   is the extinction coefficient, which is the fraction of 

foliage area projected onto a perpendicular plane (‘G-function’; Ross, 1981), and     is 

the leaf area index. 

Equation 2.1 then is inverted to solve for LAI.   is usually approximated to 0.5 to assume 

a spherical leaf distribution (Martens et al., 1993). However in practise the extinction 

coefficient has been found to vary with solar elevation, canopy structure, and ratio of direct 

to diffuse beam irradiance and therefore generally varies between 0.25 and 0.75 (Jarvis & 

Leverenz, 1983). The main assumptions of this approach are that the foliage elements are 

randomly dispersed, the canopy is homogeneous, and the canopy elements exhibit isotropic 

canopy radiation (equal transmittance in all directions) (Hopkinson & Chasmer, 2007). 

However, rather than being randomly located, canopy elements are generally clumped in 

natural forest stands. This non-random arrangement of foliage is particularly common 

among many conifer species and can be described by the Clumping Index (Ω) (Walter et 

al., 2003). Clustering of canopy elements increases the transmittance of light and leads to 

underestimation of LAI, therefore the term ‘effective LAI’ is usually used (Clawges et al., 

2007). To produce the ‘true LAI’, the effective LAI derived from the gap fraction inversion 

is combined with the clumping index where a Ω value near to zero indicates a very high 

clumped canopy whereas a value of one means a random spatial distribution (Chen & 

Cihlar, 1995). 

2.4.1 Direct methods of measuring vegetation canopy structure 

Direct or semi-direct measurement techniques for measuring vegetation structure are those 

made directly on canopy elements, such as stratified clipping (Hosoi & Omasa, 2009) or 

point-quadrant sampling (Warren-Wilson, 1959), and have been widely used for 

quantifying biophysical parameters in forests. One method of direct measurement is the 

felling and stripping of leaves of a single tree. After leaf collection, leaf area and dry mass 

is measured and the area divided by the measured mass to give an estimate of Specific Leaf 

Area, the projected area of fresh leaf per gram of dry leaf (SLA, cm
2
 g

-1
), a measure of leaf 
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thickness (Clawges et al., 2007). The remainder of the leaves are dried and the total dry 

mass is multiplied by the average SLA to give a value of LAI (Breda, 2003). This method 

can also be used to obtain a vertical leaf area density profile of the foliage of a tree based 

on harvesting plant elements within defined height levels (Clawges et al., 2007). Light, and 

therefore SLA, scales with height in the canopy because sun-adapted foliage (compared 

with lower shady leaves) shows significantly higher photosynthetic activity (Marek et al., 

1989). 

These approaches are referred to as ‘destructive’ methods, as the plants being measured are 

damaged in some way as forest measurements are derived by active collection of plant 

material (Jonckheere et al., 2004). For this reason these methods clearly do not facilitate 

multi-temporal studies. The use of litterfall traps is a non-destructive direct method of 

calculating LAI of deciduous trees. This method collects leaves during leaf fall in traps of 

certain area distributed below the canopy and the area of collected leaves is measured and 

LAI determined by weight (Finotti et al., 2003). However, this method measures 

cumulative LAI rather than being an accurate measure at a single time, making it 

unsuitable for multi-temporal studies. 

For evergreen species, a destructive sampling or allometric equations approach needs to be 

adopted. Direct methods derive information of high accuracy and therefore are often used 

as reference measurements to validate indirect estimates, such as remote sensing 

approaches (Baker et al., 2010). In fact, they are the only methods that measure ‘true’ LAI 

and associated variables as they directly separate the foliage. However, whilst direct 

methods are accurate for a specific location, they are inherently time consuming, labour 

intensive, and expensive, and therefore impractical for a wider level analysis (Lichti et al., 

2002; Gibbs et al., 2007). Furthermore, the destructive nature of these approaches mean 

that repeated readings are impossible, to assess seasonal change, for instance (Houghton et 

al., 2009). With direct methods, it is not always practical, or even possible, to measure 

biomass by cutting down trees, especially in an urban setting or protected area.  

2.4.2 Indirect methods of measuring vegetation structure 

Indirect methods collect information from the canopy without coming into physical contact 

with its elements. Based on radiative transfer theory, indirect methods infer LAI from the 

measurements of light transmission through the canopy (Ross, 1981; Breda, 2003). This is 

the case for specially designed instruments such as the LAI-2000 Plant Canopy Analyser 
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(Licor Inc., Nebraska) which measures diffuse radiation by means of a fisheye light sensor 

for five zenith angles (Jonckheere et al., 2004). This instrument has been used to estimate 

LAI in coniferous (Gower & Norman, 1991) and deciduous stands (Cutini et al., 1998). 

The Tracing Radiation and Architecture of Canopies (TRAC) (3rd Wave Engineering, 

Ontario, Canada) is a hand-held instrument which collects information on the gap size 

distribution of a canopy. This quantifies the effect of non-random spatial distribution of 

foliage (Ω), which can be used to convert effective LAI to true LAI (Jonckheere et al., 

2004). Although the LAI-2000 and TRAC are both portable and non-destructive, they rely 

on a number of assumptions and in fact measure Plant Area Index (PAI) as they cannot 

distinguish between leaves and woody material. They are also unable to retain a permanent 

record of the canopy structure. Other indirect optical methods for characterising vegetation 

structure such as satellite remote sensing, hemispherical photography, and terrestrial laser 

scanning, are outlined next. 

2.5 Remote sensing of vegetation 

Remote sensing interprets the interactions between electromagnetic energy and matter at 

selected wavelengths and offers a practical alternative for mapping aboveground biomass 

and other key biophysical variables related to seasonal vegetation growth at regional scales 

(Ji et al., 2012). Offering a substantial departure from the traditional methods of 

measuring, remote sensing is able to map large areas efficiently, providing a valuable 

means of monitoring forests due to their complex widely distributed nature (Wulder, 

1998). Remote sensing methods can be split into passive and active techniques. Passive 

techniques, such as optical imagery, rely on the availability of naturally occurring solar 

energy, whereas active methods provide their own energy source and so are independent of 

solar or terrestrial radiation (Campbell, 2002). Recent remote sensing advances for 

evaluating carbon and vegetation structure in forests primarily include optical remote 

sensors (satellite and near-surface sensors), radio detection and ranging (radar) and light 

detection and ranging (lidar). Remote sensing methods are based on the utilisation of the 

spectral properties of vegetation, as discussed below. 

The radiation incident on a vegetation canopy is subject to three processes: reflectance, 

transmittance, and absorption, depending on characteristics of the radiation flux 

(wavelength, angle of incidence, polarisation) and of the vegetation target (surface 
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properties, cellular structure, composition) (Goel, 1988; Guyot, 1990). The success of 

remote sensing relies on the ability to relate reflectance measurements to vegetation 

properties. Due to the similarity in composition of pigments, other organic constituents, 

and water, leaves from a wide variety of plants possess similar optical properties. The 

spectral signature of a healthy green leaf is shown in Figure 2.5 and illustrates the 

proportion of reflected radiation at specific wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum 

(Malthus et al., 2002). 

Radiation incident on a green leaf is strongly absorbed in the visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum (400-700nm), which means that the percentage of radiation 

reflected is low (Figure 2.5). This is caused by pigments, such as chlorophyll, carotenes, 

and xanthophylls, within the leaf (Jensen, 2006). Healthy green leaves absorb radiation 

efficiently in the blue and red regions of the spectrum where incident light is required for 

photosynthesis (Jensen, 2006) and these absorption features allow detection of stress in 

leaves (Carter, 1993). The relatively higher reflectance at green wavelengths is what causes 

healthy green foliage to appear green (Kozlowski et al., 1991).  

 

Figure 2.5. Optical properties for a typical leaf across the optical spectrum (source: Malthus 

et al., 2002). 
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The high reflectance of radiation in the near-infrared region of the spectrum is caused by 

cell structure within the leaf (700-1200nm) (Figure 2.5). The ‘red edge’ (700-750nm) 

describes a rapid rise in reflectance that can be related to chlorophyll concentrations and 

detection of senescence and dead vegetation (Jensen, 2006). Internal scattering at the cell 

wall-air interfaces within the leaf are responsible for the high reflectance (40-60%) and 

high transmittance (40-60%) in the near-infrared region (Jensen, 2006). The relationship 

between red and near-infrared canopy reflectance has resulted in the development of 

several vegetation indices from remote sensing data such as the Normalised Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Guyot, 1990). The shape of the spectral signature in the 

shortwave infrared region is controlled by the absorption by leaf water (Figure 2.5). A 

strong relationship exists between the reflectance in the middle infrared and the amount of 

water present in the leaves of a plant canopy (Kozlowski et al., 1991). 

Researchers have attempted to predict the reflectance of radiation in specific wavelengths 

for a given leaf or vegetation canopy. A number of factors have to be considered in these 

canopy reflectance models including the area and orientation of leaf components (LAI, leaf 

angle distribution), soil reflectance, illumination (amount of direct and diffuse light and 

angle of incidence), and sensor characteristics (Goel, 1988; Jensen, 2006). Furthermore, a 

vegetation canopy is not an ideal diffusely reflecting surface; instead it shows non-

Lambertian characteristics which can be described by the bidirectional reflectance 

distribution function (BRDF). Canopy reflectance models are typically based on 

geometric-optics, radiative transfer theory, or average transmittance theory (Jensen, 2006). 

Examples include the Scattering from Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves (SAIL) model that use 

radiative transfer equations to model energy fluxes, and the geometric-optical Li-Strahler 

model (1985). 

The physical principles described above provide the basis for mapping large areas with 

satellites. Satellite remote sensing has provided a framework for global up-scaling of 

phenology and to observe spatial patterns using the spectral reflectance of the Earth’s 

surface. Annual time series using spectral indices such as NDVI or Enhanced Vegetation 

Index (EVI) can be related to transitional dates by using local minima and maxima values 

from the rate of change of the index (Schwartz et al., 2002; Naito et al., 2012). For 

example, Zhang and colleagues identified four key transitional dates: green-up, maturity, 

senescence, dormancy (also used by Ahl et al. (2006) in a similar MODIS study) using this 
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method from MODIS data for New England, USA. Although ‘realistic results’ were 

produced, no validation (ground or other) procedures were adopted (Zhang et al., 2003). 

Limitations to this approach include the spatial and temporal resolution of the data, quality 

and availability of images (clouds, shadow, etc), and inconsistent methods and definitions 

(White & Nemani, 2003). There is a critical need for accurate field data to understand and 

validate satellite-derived outputs, but traditional field data is not at scales compatible with 

coarse resolution remote sensing observations (Zhang et al., 2003). A further limitation to 

this approach is the inability to separate understorey and overstorey phenology due to the 

restriction to two-dimensions in the image data. Understorey phenology can change 

throughout the season subject to a changing light environment and satellite based 

phenology cannot directly account for this, despite understorey being an important part of 

the woodland ecosystem (Liang et al., 2011). For instance, a study by Ahl et al. (2006) and 

colleagues estimated an earlier onset of greenness from MODIS data than field 

measurements as observed understorey greened earlier than the canopy. 

Due to heterogeneity in woodlands (such as species composition, type, age, site 

characteristics) and the inability to separate vertical strata (ground vegetation, understorey, 

canopy) the use of course resolution satellite data limits the evaluation of spatial variability 

in phenology. Furthermore, the spatial resolution and frequency of satellite-based 

monitoring makes it difficult to detect phenological events at the species or community 

scale and therefore this method is unsuitable for the fine scale analysis that this research 

project requires. 

2.6 Current techniques for characterising seasonal vegetation growth 

Recently, ‘near-surface’ optical methods such as digital cameras/webcams and 

hemispherical photography have been applied to derive information on vegetation 

phenology. These methods are discussed below, followed by an evaluation of laser 

scanning systems for this purpose. 

2.6.1 Digital camera and webcam technologies 

Methods for monitoring phenology from digital cameras and webcams have been 

developed in an attempt to fill the gap between spatially integrated information from 

satellite sensors that do not distinguish among individual tree species, and point 
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observations of phenological events at species level (Ahrends et al., 2009). Photographs 

are taken repeatedly over time using high resolution commercial digital cameras 

(Sonnentag et al., 2012; Ahrends et al., 2008; Ide & Oguma, 2010), or real-time webcams 

(Richardson et al., 2009), to provide a time course of vegetation indices analysed from red, 

green, and blue (RGB), or hue, saturation, and light (HSL) digital values. Mizunuma et al. 

(2013) found an improved correlation with vegetation colour indices from downward-

facing digital camera images with GPP than between MODIS-derived NDVI and GPP, 

over two years (Mizunuma et al., 2013). Ahrends et al. (2009) collected data from two 

forest sites using downward facing digital RGB cameras and CO2 flux tower data. Daily 

green fraction taken from RGB values displayed a pronounced seasonal variation which 

were used to derive timing of vegetation development stages and followed the same 

trajectory as measured GPP (Ahrends et al., 2009). In a recent study, Morris et al. (2013) 

piloted the use of networks of traffic monitoring cameras for automatic extraction of 

phenological metrics. However, there are certain limitations associated with using near-

surface optical imaging such as changing illumination conditions and background effects 

(multiple trees and disturbances), limited image resolution, and changes in observation 

geometry, which lead to uncertainties and unreliability of this method.  

2.6.2 Hemispherical photography 

Hemispherical digital photography, also known as fish-eye photography, is an established 

technology for describing forest canopies frequently used by the ecological community 

(Leblanc et al., 2005; Seidel et al., 2012). This method involves a standard digital camera 

with a fish-eye lens attached, pointing upwards into the canopy (or sometimes downwards) 

and is the most widely used technique to provide estimates of gap fraction at multiple 

zenith angles (Zhang et al., 2005; Danson et al., 2007; Chianucci & Cutini, 2012). 

Photographs taken in this way provide a permanent 2D image of the forest at a given time, 

which allows information on forest gaps to be extracted, and has been used as a validation 

method, for example for terrestrial laser scanning (Danson et al., 2007). A classification is 

carried out based on the contrast between sky (or ground) and canopy in the photograph. 

As such, the gap fraction (Pgap( )) can be calculated using the ratio of pixels classified as 

canopy gap (    ) to the total number of pixels (    ) for a specific zenith angle (  : 

        
       

       
 (2.2) 
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As a result, correct exposure is important for accurate retrieval of canopy parameters and 

therefore photographs should ideally be taken under diffuse light such as an overcast day 

(Zhang et al., 2005). Wang et al. (1992) found reasonable agreement between 

hemispherical photography and LAI-2000 Plant Canopy Analyser when studying the 

spatial variability of LAI in an oak forest. However, the limitations of using 

hemispherical photographs in this manner are that they are limited by sky conditions, an 

inability to distinguish foliage from woody material (i.e. measure PAI rather than LAI), 

and methodological errors can occur at any stage of image acquisition and analysis 

(Jonckheere et al., 2004; Calders et al., 2011; Chianucci & Cutini, 2012). 

2.6.3 Light detection and ranging 

LIght Detection And Ranging, commonly referred to as lidar, is a remote sensing approach 

that utilises the properties of scattered light to extract information on a target including its 

position in 3D space. A significant advantage of lidar systems is that they provide their 

own energy source making them ‘active’ sensors independent of solar and terrestrial 

radiation. They are not constrained by time of day or atmospheric conditions, unlike 

passive sensors that are sensitive to variations in solar illumination (Campbell, 2002). The 

application of lidar to vegetation studies is discussed here, while the physical principles 

behind lidar systems are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Lidar systems can be classified according to the platform on which they operate: 

spaceborne, airborne, or ground-based systems. Spaceborne laser scanners  (SLS) are those 

positioned on Earth-orbiting satellites from which measurements are taken from space. The 

Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation Lidar (GEDI) is a multi-spectral lidar system 

planned for launch in 2018. GEDI will collect high resolution observations of tropical and 

temperate forest structure at the landscape level (NASA, 2015). Lidar systems mounted on 

airborne platforms are referred to as airborne laser scanners (ALS): laser pulses are sent 

from the ALS towards the Earth’s surface and positions are generated from the lidar 

sensor, the Inertial Navigation Unit (INU) of the aircraft, and a Global Positioning System 

(GPS) (Heritage & Large, 2009). ALS has been used to scan large areas in great detail 

leading to the production of high accuracy Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) (Wehr & 

Lohr, 1999), and more recently to forest canopy information (Drake et al., 2003; Asner, 

2009). Gap fraction has been estimated from discrete return ALS by measuring the 

penetration rates based on the fraction of laser returns from below the canopy to the total 
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returns (Lovell et al., 2003), or to derive gap fraction empirically from ALS metrics (Hall 

et al., 2005), to give LAI (Morsdorf et al., 2006; Solberg et al., 2009). 

Due to the fact that ALS systems operate from long ranges above the canopy, the spatial 

resolution of data acquisition, and inability to characterise full vertical structure of 

vegetation, means that ALS does not lend itself to phenology measurement as well as their 

ground-based alternatives. TLS cover a small area but point density can be very high 

(green points in Figure 2.6), and their position below the canopy facilitates characterisation 

of ground vegetation, understorey and full vertical profile. Returns acquired from ALS 

(black points in Figure 2.6) typically suffer from occlusion particularly in dense canopies. 

A lower spatial density and larger footprint size also restricts the amount of detail on the 

vegetation components that can be collected. It is for these reasons that this research is 

focussed on TLS, discussed in more detail in the following section. 

 

Figure 2.6. Combined point clouds from ALS (black dots) and TLS (green dots). Source: 

Holopainen et al., (2014). 

2.7 Terrestrial lidar 

TLS are lidar systems which operate from a ground-based platform and scan in increments 

of arc in both the vertical (zenith) and horizontal (azimuth) direction. TLS are capable of 

collecting accurate three-dimensional (3D) information on vertical structure and foliage 
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distribution, as well as understorey vegetation properties. This addresses many of the 

limitations of previously outlined methods, providing an opportunity for improving both 

the accuracy and level of information gathered on phenological characteristics and carbon 

dynamics in forests. Although only developed over the past decade, TLS have already been 

shown to accurately obtain tree diameter and stem density (Watt & Donogue, 2005), as 

well as LAI (Lovell et al., 2003; Jupp et al., 2009), and gap fraction (Danson et al., 2007). 

2.7.1 Gap fraction 

Danson et al. (2007) developed an approach to estimate the gap fraction based on the ratio 

between the number of laser returns from a TLS and the total number of emitted beams, in 

a similar way that gap analysis on a DHP is done (Equation 2.2). This approach has been 

applied by others (Calders et al., 2011; Moorthy et al., 2011), including a modified 

approach for a waveform TLS (Lovell et al., 2003). Comparisons of gap fraction from TLS 

and hemispherical photography have shown both a good agreement (Danson et al., 2007) 

and an underestimation of gap fraction from TLS (Lovell et al., 2003; Calders et al., 2011).  

Data points around the edge of the canopy are more likely to be classified as vegetation 

rather than gap in TLS datasets due to partial hits (Vaccari et al., 2013). Attempts have 

been made to correct for this by using return intensity (Ramirez, 2011) or apparent 

reflectance (Strahler et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2011). Returns have also been grouped into 

3D volumetric pixels (voxel approach) with a pre-defined dimension (Hosoi et al., 2010; 

Hosoi & Omasa, 2006) and then each voxel classified as occupied or empty (Henning & 

Radtke, 2006; Béland et al., 2014). 

2.7.2 LAI 

Estimates of LAI from gap fraction can be calculated in a number of ways, for instance, 

using Miller’s integral approximation or inversion of the ‘hinge angle’. Miller’s integral is 

an adaptation of Beer-Lambert Law (Equation 2.1) and requires gap fraction measurements 

at a range of zenith angles, as follows: 

       
               

 
      

 
  

 

 

 

where   is the zenith angle. For a uniformly homogeneous canopy of height z, path length 

  (Equation 2.1) is equal to         .  In Equation 2.3, gap fraction measurements at high 

zenith angles are usually neglected as they have been found unreliable (Jupp et al., 2009; 

(2.3) 
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Zhao et al., 2012). A typical zenith value of 57.5°, also known as the hinge angle between 

vertical and horizontal facet effects, is also used to estimate LAI. This is convenient 

because the G-function is almost independent of the foliage angle distribution, and remains 

more or less constant (G=0.9) at different angles (Warren-Wilson, 1963). For hinge angle 

inversion, LAI is estimated as follows: 

                           

where             is the gap fraction at the hinge angle direction.  The zenith ring 

between 55° and 60° is typically used to approximate the hinge region (Jupp et al., 2009; 

Zhao et al., 2011; Calders et al., 2015). Jupp et al. (2009) also introduced a method of 

estimating LAI by separating the fraction of horizontal and vertical material in the canopy. 

The estimation is done by fitting a linear model to a plot of the following: 

                

   
 

 
     

The vertical component,   , is then equal to the gradient and the horizontal component,  

  , is the intercept on the y axis. The sum of    and    is then the LAI estimate. This 

method partially accounts for clumping, but still has some bias due to clumping effects 

(Jupp et al., 2009). 

2.7.3 Foliage profiles 

Leaf area in a tree canopy is a three-dimensional attribute. LAI can be expressed as a 

vertical profile, known as a foliage profile. The foliage profile is defined as the total one-

sided leaf area per unit of layer volume (Wilson, 2011), where the sum of the foliage 

profile over all the vertical layers is the LAI. Leaf area as a function of height is a key 

parameter to quantify vegetation structure, radiation interception, growth, and habitat. 

Typically, maximum rates of photosynthesis, and therefore leaf thickness (measured as 

SLA) are found in the highest section of the canopy and may be lower in leaves at the 

extreme external edge of the canopy (Woodman, 1971; Kozlowski et al., 1991). 

Furthermore, the vertical distribution of components in a canopy has been identified as a 

major factor controlling canopy reflectance (Wang & Li, 2013). Kozlowski et al. (1991) 

identifies that the vertical distribution of canopy leaf area can be described by a normal 

distribution curve which shows maximum leaf area at an intermediate position within the 

(2.5) 

(2.4) 
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crown and gradually decreases upward and downward through the canopy. Millers integral 

can be calculated as a function of height, by introducing a vertical parameter (z) into 

Equation 2.3), to obtain vertically resolved gap fraction: 

          
                 

 
      

 
  

 
 

 

where z is height above the ground. Vertical plant profiles may also be derived from the 

vertically resolved directional gap probability             using the method of Jupp et 

al. (2009), which uses a solid angle weighted normalised profile: 

           
 

  
 
               

               
  

where   is the height at which the laser pulse exits the canopy. The foliage area volume 

density, FAVD(z), is largely independent of clumping and is approximated from the hinge 

angle LAI (Equation 2.4). The solid angle weightings are calculated by the solid angle 

(mean zenith angle for each interval) subtended by the zenith bin size. This weighting 

gives zenith angles that represent a larger area in each height plane a larger weight than 

zenith angle bins that represents a smaller area (i.e. those directly above the scanner) (Jupp 

et al., 2009). The idea here is to minimise the impact of clumping and sampling variation 

on the shape of the profiles. To enable this approach to be appropriate for sensors with 

multiple returns, the gap fraction at a zenith interval as a function of height (Pgap(θ,z)), is 

calculated as: 

           
           

    
     

                

where      is the total number of outgoing laser pulses for the zenith angle interval. For 

multiple return instruments (discussed in Chapter 4), the assumption is made that for a 

specific transmitted laser pulse each return equates to a beam area interception of      

where    is the number of total returns for that transmitted laser pulse (Calders et al., 

2011). 

A series of studies used TLS to estimate the vertical profile of foliage using voxel-based 

methods and showed that this can detect seasonal changes in broadleaved woody canopies 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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(Hosoi & Omasa, 2006; 2007; 2009; 2012). However, although this was a multi-temporal 

study, with only three visits in a year (May, August, November), it showed the potential of 

TLS to identify differences across seasons, but not phenological timings, or to give much 

insight into ecosystem processes. Furthermore, a significant conclusion was that the ability 

to separate foliage from woody material would increase the accuracy of forest 

measurements and that this is a current limitation of commercial TLS, as is the lack of 

validation in many TLS studies (Hosoi & Omasa, 2007). Current methods of separating 

foliage from woody components in a forest canopy using TLS involve scanning the trees at 

different stages of the seasonal cycle and assessing the leaf-off versus leaf-on results 

(Henning & Radtke, 2006; Hosoi & Omasa, 2009; Béland et al., 2011). However this 

method is clearly inapplicable for evergreen species, relies on multiple scans several 

months apart, and even then is not a true representation of the true foliage component. 

Calders et al. (2015) analysed a TLS time series of PAVD (plant area volume density; 

included woody material) of 48 measurement days of four plots in the Netherlands over 

spring 2014. Sigmoidal models were used to define the start of season, corresponding well 

with field observations and earlier than estimates from MODIS NDVI time series. 

2.7.4 New sensors 

Several new innovative TLS have recently been developed. The VEGNET in-situ 

monitoring lidar (Portillo-Quintero et al., 2014) is a portable TLS which measures 

vegetation at the hinge angle to generate PAI and PAVD in a rapid and repeatable way. 

Unlike other TLS, VEGNET was developed solely for vegetation and phenological 

monitoring applications, but the sensor still suffers from the inability to separate foliage 

from wood to enable true LAI, and FAVD, to be accurately quantified. However, the 

development of experimental multi-spectral TLS could overcome this limitation. There are 

currently four multi-spectral TLS systems in operation, their key features are summarised 

in Table 2.1. 

Two research TLS systems currently exist which measure vegetation using two different 

laser wavelengths, the Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA), and the Dual 

Wavelength Echidna Lidar (DWEL). This dual-wavelength functionality has the potential 

to separate leaves and wood based on their spectral signatures (discussed in Chapter 4). If 

successful, these systems would allow for more accurate measurements of the forest 

environment, therefore reducing uncertainty in carbon, hydrological, and phenological 
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cycles. In addition, a recently developed Hyper-Spectral Lidar prototype (HSL) has full-

waveform capabilities and uses a supercontinuum laser over a spectral range of 480-

2200nm. Although still at the laboratory stage, early results have demonstrated the ability 

of the HSL for deriving information on vegetation targets using spectral indices, such as 

seasonal changes in chlorophyll content on pine specimens (Hakala et al., 2015). 

Table 2.1. Key features of current multi-spectral TLS instruments. 

Feature SALCA DWEL HSL MWCL 

Status Field operational Field operational Laboratory-based 

prototype 

Laboratory-based 

prototype 

Wavelengths 1063nm and 

1545mn 

1064nm and 

1548nm 

480-2200nm 

(supercontinuum 

laser) 

555nm, 670nm, 

700nm and 

780nm 

Measurement Full-waveform 

digitisation 

Full-waveform 

digitisation 

Full-waveform 

digitisation 

Photo-counting 

Key reference Danson et al., 

2014 

Douglas et al., 

2014 

Hakala et al., 

2012 

Wei et al., 2012 

 

Another recent development is a Multi-Wavelength Canopy Lidar (MWCL) which 

measures at four wavelengths: 555nm, 670nm, 700nm and 780nm, further exemplifies the 

growing popularity in developing custom research instruments for vegetation analysis. 

Results from the MWCL have shown that this system can detect small leaf-level changes 

in reflectance due to biochemical concentration (Wei et al., 2012). 

2.8 Conclusion 

It is clear that the seasonal fluxes of CO2 follow a distinct trajectory for both deciduous and 

coniferous woodland types, driven by the magnitude and physiological activity of plant 

leaf area in the canopy. Therefore, a method for systematic monitoring, accurate 

estimation, and generation of increased ecological information, is vital to study the carbon 

and water exchanges between forests and the atmosphere. The study of vegetation 

phenology needs to go beyond attributing a discrete phenophase and towards measuring 

the seasonal dynamics in forests as a continuous dynamic cycle with 3D characteristics. An 

effort to improve characterisation of these events would increase the information available 

for climate scientists, policy makers, land managers and forest ecologists. Recently, the 

study of vegetation phenology has become high profile and has received great public and 
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scientific interest as a tool for monitoring climate change. However, if this phenomenon is 

to be used as an indicator, it is vital that robust methods exist with which to accurately 

quantify fine scale changes in complex 3D canopies. 

To carry out an ecologically sound study, it is important that the biological scale at which 

measurements are made is appropriate for the phenomenon being measured. Vegetation 

phenology varies within communities with local weather and site conditions, and the 

phenology of individual plants plays a key role in determining how ecosystems are 

structured and how they function (Cleland et al., 2007; Newnham et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, observing at a scale where individuals can be monitored within the context of 

the surrounding canopy will allow species in differing site conditions to be examined, and 

will provide a framework within which to establish which species will be best suited to the 

projected change of environmental conditions (Read et al., 2009). The scale and resolution 

of TLS allows assessment of forest stands from individual leaves, to single trees, to plot 

level. 

Long-term monitoring would require robust measurements of LAI, as do comparisons of 

LAI among stands or communities (Martens et al., 1993). TLS allow a quantitative and 

objective representation of a canopy at a single time. A time-series of repeated 

measurements allows for variation in these parameters to be analysed and related to 

phenological vegetation dynamics, such as the rate of expansion of leaf material, or the 

onset of senescence in the canopy, as well as being an indicator of plant condition. These 

variables may allow objective comparisons between single trees and stands. 

The majority of studies tend to focus on isolated phenological events, particularly budburst 

in spring, and therefore fail to capture the full phenology as a cycle of which it is a part. 

Data has suggested a delay in autumn events in recent years (Sparks & Menzel, 2002), but 

this is not well understood (Richardson et al., 2013). In addition, many studies consider a 

single site and woodland type, with a clear emphasis on broadleaved deciduous species 

even though evergreen stands also exhibit a clear seasonal trend. Deciduous and evergreen 

woodlands comprise 91% (Forestry Statistics, 2013) of UK woodlands, with evergreen 

plantations making up the larger part. It is therefore important to consider and examine 

both types in a range of site conditions in order to aid understanding of the phenological 

cycle and response to a changing climate. 
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In conclusion, there is a requirement for a comprehensive frequent multi-temporal study 

that can monitor structural change and seasonal characteristics of UK woodland phenology 

as a dynamic 3D ecosystem throughout a full annual seasonal cycle. Dual wavelength TLS, 

together with direct destructive measurements, have the potential to allow a 4D approach 

to measuring the seasonal dynamics of foliage by quantifying the spatial locations (x,y,z) 

of foliage over time. 

2.9 Research questions 

As a result of the literature review a number of research questions have been developed to 

address each of the three key objectives (Chapter 1.2) and are presented in Figure 2.7. In 

order to complete these requirements two field campaigns are necessary: a direct 

destructive field experiment to provide TLS validation (conducted at Alice Holt, Surrey, 

UK), and a multi-temporal study (conducted at Delamere Forest, Cheshire, UK). 

Objective 1 is concerned with generating an apparent reflectance product for SALCA data 

and is addressed in Chapter 4 by considering two key research questions. In order to 

develop a radiometric calibration procedure to derive apparent reflectance it is necessary to 

first understand the radiometric characteristics of the instrument, this is the focus of the 

first research question (Q1.1). The second (Q1.2) considers the accuracy of the approach. 

The input data for this objective are empirically derived measurements of SALCA intensity 

response. The desired output is a method to derive apparent reflectance which can be 

applied to all datasets to provide a basis for the following two objectives. 

Objective 2, to investigate the classification of returns into leaves and wood, is examined 

by two research questions which address a key limitations of current studies outlined in the 

literature review. There are currently no commercial systems with dual-wavelength full-

waveform functionality. Having full access to the instrument design and raw data for the 

SALCA system provides a unique opportunity to assess the potential benefits and 

applications to forest environments. The first research question (Q2.1) investigates if leaf-

wood separation can be achieved on a tree (Chapters 5 and 6) and plot (Chapter 7) scale, 

using dual-wavelength datasets acquired by the SALCA instrument. An examination of 

these approaches to a range of different, but common, UK woodland species on a plot scale 

will be addressed in the second research question (Q2.2). The input data for Objective 2 is 

leaf-off and leaf-on TLS and direct measurements of individual oak trees (Alice Holt field 
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campaign) and leaf-off and leaf-on TLS measurements of five forest stands (Delamere 

Forest field campaign).  

 

Figure 2.7. Structure of research questions, inputs and outputs to address each objective. 

The thesis chapter numbers that relate to each objective are given at the bottom of the 

figure. 

Objective 3, to examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of foliage, uses a time-

series of SALCA and DHP data acquired at Delamere Forest in five forest stands. This 

quantitative analysis of foliage seasonal dynamics is addressed through the consideration 

Aim

To improve characterisation of the seasonal dynamics of UK woodlands using dual-

wavelength terrestrial laser scanning

Objective 1

Produce an apparent 

reflectance product for the 

SALCA instrument

Objective 2

Assess whether dual-

wavelength lidar can be 

used to separate leaf and 

wood returns

Objective 3

Examine the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of 

foliage in a range of UK 

forest types

Chapter 4 Chapters 5, 6, 7 Chapters 7 and 8

Input data:

Empirically derived 

measurements of 

SALCA intensity 

response.

Output:

Method to achieve an 

apparent reflectance 

product which can be 

applied to all datasets.

Input data:

(1)  Individual trees at 

Alice Holt forest. (2)  Five 

forest stands in winter and 

summer conditions at 

Delamere Forest.

Output:

Method to separate leaf-

wood returns on multiple 

scales and species.

Input data:

TLS and DHP Time-

series of five forest 

stands at Delamere

Forest.

Output:
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woodlands.
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of two research questions. The first (Q3.1) uses vertical structural metrics (FAVD) to 

assess whether the spatial distribution of foliage varies between stands. The second (Q3.2) 

utilises LAI temporal profiles to examine whether there are differences in the temporal 

characteristics of foliage growth between stands. The creation of a time-series of 

quantifiable parameters derived for a full annual seasonal cycle for a range of plots will 

address some of the limitations outlined in the literature review, such as the majority of 

phenological studies focussing on isolated phenological events (predominantly budburst), 

inadequate temporal resolution of data collection, or incorporation of only one species or 

site. Rather than a set of discrete phenological events, the seasonal dynamics of foliage 

growth is a continuous cycle that has 3D spatial characteristics which change throughout 

the year. Hemispherical photography, and detailed visual observations will be considered 

alongside TLS data to examine the sensitivity to change, as well as the seasonal response 

of the TLS-derived parameters and apparent reflectance. As outlined in the review, LAI 

and foliage area volume density (FAVD) are important quantifiable biophysical parameters 

but are frequently estimated as plant area index (PAI) and plant area volume density 

(PAVD) profiles as robust methods to separate the foliage are lacking. There will be no 

direct validation of this objective although hemispherical photographs will provide 

coincident measurements. The results are presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Study sites and data collection methods 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the experimental design and methodological approaches adopted for 

this research. In order to fulfil the aim of this research, to improve characterisation of the 

seasonal dynamics of UK woodland vegetation structure using dual-wavelength TLS, a 

dataset is required that will allow for forest canopy TLS measurements to be made together 

with an opportunity for an assessment of the accuracy of those measurements. The only 

accurate method to validate indirect approaches such as TLS is to collect direct 

measurements which generally have a destructive nature. Due to the requirement for 

repeated measurements over time to facilitate a phenological study, together with the 

restrictions on felling trees, the validation dataset was collected at Alice Holt, and a 

separate field site used for the multi-temporal study at Delamere Forest. An overview of 

the approach at each site is given in Table 3.1. The following sections describe both study 

sites and the protocols implemented at each. 

Table 3.1. Summary of objectives and methods applied for each study site. 

Field campaign 1 2 

Site name Alice Holt Delamere Forest 

Location Surrey, UK Cheshire, UK 

Scientific focus Validation of TLS Multi-temporal phenology 

Scale Tree (x3) Plot (x5) 

TLS 
Leaf-on and leaf-off from 

multiple positions 

Many throughout year 

Hemispherical photos No Yes (coincident with TLS) 

Destructive measurements 
Yes (foliage and wood of 3 

trees) 

No 

ASD spectrometry Yes Yes 
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3.2 Alice Holt study site 

A destructive sampling fieldwork campaign was undertaken with Forest Research UK, the 

research agency of the Forestry Commission, as part of a collaboration between University 

College London, University of Newcastle, and University of Salford.  The fieldwork was 

carried out at Alice Holt, located approximately 6.5km south of Farnham, Surrey, UK, a 

mixed deciduous and coniferous plantation forest. The forest is owned and managed by the 

Forestry Commission UK for timber production and recreation. A research station is based 

at Alice Holt and the forest contains long term monitoring plots, including the oak-

dominated Straits Enclosure, a carbon flux measurement site where the destructive 

measurements took place. The location of the site is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1. Site Location maps, showing: a) location of Alice Holt Forest within England, 

b) location of study site within the Straits Inclosure, and c) location of the three trees 

chosen for destructive sampling (Tree 01, Tree 02, and Tree 03). The red rectangles in a) 

and b) show the graphical extent of sub-figures b) and c), respectively. 
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3.2.1 Trees for destructive sampling 

Three oak trees were chosen within Alice Holt forest for destructive field sampling. The 

trees were selected based on their accessibility and dimensions, so that a range of sizes 

were represented denoted by their diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height, and are 

referred to as Tree 01 (large oak), Tree 02 (medium oak), and Tree 03 (small oak).  

3.2.2 Experimental design 

The TLS measurements at Alice Holt were acquired in two phases in order to achieve leaf-

off and leaf-on measurements. The first visit occurred on 26-27
th

 March 2014 when no 

foliage was present, and the second visit on the 2-3
rd

 July 2014 in full-leaf conditions. On 

both visits, low resolution scans (0.24° in azimuth and 0.06° in zenith) of each of the three 

sample trees were acquired following the TLS protocol (described in Section 3.4.2). Due to 

the proximity of the scan positions (constrained by surrounding trees) from the target trees, 

the instrument was operated from the forest floor by placing it on the ground. This is due to 

the TLS instrument only scanning to -6° in elevation and therefore scanning from a tripod 

would omit the base of the tree. Conducting the scans from the ground ensured that the full 

tree was imaged in the scan. Three scans were carried out from different aspects of each 

tree (North, South-East, South-West), to ensure each section of the tree was adequately 

represented in the point cloud. To aid merging of the multiple scans, eight reflective targets 

were set out around each tree in positions enabling them to be viewed from multiple 

scanning positions.   

The destructive sampling experiment (described in Section 3.4.1) took place during 7
th

 – 

10
th

 July 2014, four days after the leaf-on TLS data acquisition while the trees were still in 

full-leaf. This was undertaken by a team from Forest Research UK, University of Salford, 

University of Newcastle, and University College London, coordinated by Dr. Eric Casella 

of Forest Research. Systematic spectral measurements were also acquired during the 

destructive experiment to include samples of leaves and tree bark. 

3.3 Delamere forest study site 

Delamere Forest, the largest wooded area in Cheshire, UK, is located approximately 40km 

south-west of Manchester and covers an area of 972ha. The forest is dominated by 

evergreen coniferous plantation (Scots pine Pinus sylvestris, Corsican pine Pinus nigra) 

with patches of deciduous broadleaf (oak Quercus, sweet chestnut Castanea sativa, silver 
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birch Betula pendula, common beech Fagus sylvatica, rowan Sorbus aucuparia, ash 

Fraxinus excelsoir) and deciduous conifers (Japanese larch Larix kaemferi). The forest is 

owned and managed as a timber and recreational resource by the UK Forestry Commission 

and attracts a large number of leisure visitors from the North West of England. Permissions 

were obtained from the Forestry Commission to undertake the research. Information 

collected during site visits and from examination of stock maps confirmed Delamere forest 

as suitable for the multi-temporal field campaign for the following reasons: 

 Species composition – the forest comprises a variety of common UK woodland tree 

species of both evergreen coniferous and deciduous broadleaf variety within close 

proximity of one another. 

 Site conditions and logistics – relatively flat topography, forest tracks to aid 

movement of equipment, Forestry Commission office onsite, toilet and refreshment 

facilities. Parking facilities in the site allow easy transport of equipment to and 

from site. 

 Existing data - established research site and therefore a record of previous data 

exists which may be useful to the study (e.g. Ramirez et al., 2013). 

 Location –proximity to Manchester reduces travel and accommodation costs and 

maximises data collection time in the field. 

 

3.3.1 Plots for multi-temporal data collection 

Five locations were identified within Delamere forest at which data collection took place, 

referred to as plots. The location of the site and selected plots is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Several preliminary visits to the study site were undertaken in order to identify the site for 

each plot and a number of factors were taken into account including species composition, 

topography, understorey and ground vegetation, size and age of trees, access, and 

proximity to one another. Common UK broadleaf deciduous species are represented in 

Plots 1, 2, and 3. The relatively small number of key plots meant that they could all be 

scanned consecutively in a single field day, prioritising frequency and resolution of data 

acquisition over number of sites. Plot 4 comprises evergreen conifer species which 

provides an opportunity to assess seasonal changes in the UK’s most widely planted 

conifer forest type. Finally, Plot 5 contains Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi), a deciduous 

conifer. This choice of data collection sites allows analysis and comparison of broadleaf 
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and needle-leaf species, and the presence of oak (Quercus petraea) in Plot 1 provides a 

link between the destructive sampling conducted at Alice Holt. A basic overview of the 

characteristics of each plot is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.2. Site Location maps, showing: a) location of Delamere Forest within England, b) 

location of study site within Delamere Forest, and c) location of the five plots chosen for 

multi-temporal sampling (labelled 1-5). The red rectangles in a) and b) show the graphical 

extent of sub-figures b) and c), respectively. 
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Plot Ground/understorey Canopy Description 

1 

  

Broadleaf deciduous 

Tree species: Sessile oak 

(Quercus petraea; common), 

Silver birch (Betula pendula; 

common), sweet chestnut 

(Castanea sativa; rare), ash 

(Fraxinus; rare). Ferns, 

bracken, leaf litter, moss. Near 

to road. 

2 

  

Broadleaf deciduous 

Tree species: Sweet chestnut 

(Castanea sativa;  abundant), 

Rowan (Sorbus; rare). 

Multilayered canopy. Some 

young samplings. Slightly 

sloping to two sides. Dry soils. 

3 

  

Broadleaf deciduous 

Tree species: Common beech 

(Fagus; abundant), sweet 

chestnut (Castanea sativa; 

rare). Mostly bare ground, 

some small grasses patches. 

Open on West side and path to 

East. 

4 

  

Conifer evergreen 

Tree species: Corsican pine 

(Pinus nigra; common), 

Weymouth pine (Pinus 

strobes; common), Scots pine 

(Pinus sylvestris; common) 

Dense ferns, scrub. Damp. 

Slightly undulating ground. 

5 

  

Conifer deciduous 

Tree species: Japanese larch 

(Larix kaempferi; abundant) 

Sparse understorey and ground 

vegetation, mixture of bare 

ground and low laying 

vegetation. 

Figure 3.3. Site description of plots, including the tree species present (Latin name, 

abundance). 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-5nldxl
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3.3.2 Experimental design 

The multi-temporal field campaign at Delamere forest was carried out during a full annual 

seasonal cycle between March 2014 and April 2015. The frequency of visits varied 

according to the amount of growth activity in the canopy. In spring (April through to June) 

visits were made around twice a week in order to capture budburst, leaf development, and 

leaf growth. In summer (July through to September) full leaf is reached in the canopy, 

during this time green leaf area stays relatively constant (Peñuelas & Filella, 2001) and 

therefore visits were scaled back to around twice per month. On each field visit visual 

phenological observations, hemispherical photographs, and TLS measurements were 

acquired according to the relevant data acquisition protocols described in the following 

sections. Thirty five field visits were carried out and the plots surveyed at each visit are 

shown in Figure 3.4. A revised optical filter combination was installed to the TLS 

instrument prior to 1
st
 April, therefore the TLS data collected before this date (hashed 

areas; Figure 3.4) were not used as the output laser power differences mean that they are 

not comparable. 

Due to the nature of TLS data collection, the weather can pose a significant limitation. 

Adverse weather conditions such as wind, rain, or fog, may reduce data quality 

considerably. For instance, the laser beam can be scattered by falling raindrops or 

suspended fog particles triggering a false return. Furthermore, the TLS instrument used is 

not fully watertight and any rain droplets that land on the external filter could also create 

erroneous returns. Therefore efforts were made to avoid adverse weather conditions by 

planning according to the Met Office weather forecast. However, weather patterns do 

change and rain can occur unexpectedly: if adverse weather was encountered in the field, 

TLS scanning was aborted and all electronic equipment covered. It is worth noting that due 

to the amount and weight of equipment involved in field scanning activity, a fieldwork 

assistant was required to accompany all of the field visits. These constraints on weather 

and resource availability did occasionally limit the frequency of visits. Furthermore, as 

Delamere Forest is actively managed as a timber resource by the Forestry Commission 

forestry works are routinely carried out throughout different areas of the forest. As a result, 

some plots were inaccessible during certain periods due to machinery present for thinning 

works and timber collection. This was the case for plot 5 and prevented visits to this plot 

during springtime. As a consequence, this plot was scanned once in summer and again the 

following winter to provide a leaf-on and leaf-off dataset. 
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Visit Data visited 
Plot number 

Notes 
1 2 3 4 5 

X1 10 March      Generator broke – no scanning 

X2 12 March       

X3 13 March      Equipment failure – no scanning 

X4 17 March       

X5 24 March      Equipment failure – no scanning 

1 01 April      New optical filter combination 

2 02 April       

3 08 April      Very windy so re-scanned on 9
th
 April 

4 09 April       

5 15 April       

6 17 April       

7 24 April       

8 28 April       

9 02 May       

10 07 May      Scan at plot 3 aborted before 

completion due to adverse weather 

11 13 May       

12 14 May       

13 18 May       

14 19 May       

15 26 May       

16 30 May       

17 03 June       

18 13 June       

19 19 June       

20 26 June       

21 04 July      Scan at plot 2 aborted before 

completion due to adverse weather 

22 17 July       

23 31 July       

24 07 August       

25 21 August       

26 02 September       

27 11 September       

28 27 October       

29 09 April      2015 

30 21 April      2015 

Figure 3.4. Details of fieldwork visits. The hatched areas (12
th
 March and 17

th
 March) 

indicate previous optical filters. 
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3.3.3 Defining plot size 

To establish the area of interest in each plot, it is necessary to define a plot size. This can 

be done by consideration of the hinge angle. As introduced in Chapter 2, a zenith angle of 

57.5° allows a convenient estimation of LAI as the G-function is approximately 

independent of leaf inclination angle (Warren-Wilson, 1963). For valid LAI estimation 

from the hinge region, the laser beams must be able to exit the top of the canopy. It is 

under this principle that the following protocol was adopted to define the plot size for each 

plot independently. 

First, the maximum tree height was determined for each plot. This was done by 

examination of the height distribution of the entire scan in leaf-off conditions. Leaf-off 

datasets were used as opposed to leaf-on to limit foliage material from occluding the upper 

canopy and leading to an underestimation of top height. For each plot, histograms were 

drawn to show the frequency distribution as a function of the z-coordinate plus the height 

of the instrument optical centre (1m), and the height of the tallest tree was identified. 

Secondly, the horizontal distance that a beam from the outer edge of the hinge region (60°) 

can exit the top of the canopy was determined as follows: 

     
     

           
 

where     is the radial distance in metres projected on the xy plane that a laser beam at a 

zenith angle of 60° (elevation angle        in radians) can exit the top of the canopy at a 

plot height of      . Finally, the horizontal distance from the origin (scanner location) to 

each return was calculated and all returns with a distance larger than     were discarded. 

3.4 Protocols 

This section describes the data collection protocols adopted for the field campaigns; not all 

outlined protocols are applicable for both sites as described in the experimental plans 

above. 

3.4.1 Destructive sampling 

Destructive measurements were only acquired at the Alice Holt survey site. After TLS 

scanning had been completed and photographs taken, each of the three trees (Tree 01, Tree 

02, Tree 03) were felled by a Forest Research technician and measurements of DBH, 

(3.1) 
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height, and lengths of stems and branches were taken using a tape measure and callipers. 

Each tree was divided into height levels referred to as strata. The large oak had four height 

strata, and the small and medium oak had two height strata due to their smaller size where 

the first stratum encompasses the low branches and the second stratum the main canopy. 

This facilitated the examination of the vertical distribution of leaf area. From the full 

height of each tree, wood discs from the main stem and branches were taken every 1m to 

be used to calculate woody biomass and bark-to-wood ratios. A detailed account of the 

woody biomass sampling protocol will not be given here as it is outside the interest of this 

research project which is focussed on quantifying the foliage component of the canopies.  

The foliage sampling had two key components. The first involved manually stripping off 

each leaf from the branches and putting them into bags according to the height stratum to 

which they belonged. Several volunteers were involved with leaf collection. Each bag was 

weighed as fresh weight and then oven dried in potato sacks to obtain dry mass. The bag 

weights were subtracted from the final results. This method allowed total dry foliage mass 

estimation for each height stratum. The second component involved collecting a selection 

of leaves at random from each stratum on each tree, 90 samples were collected in total. 

Leaf area was calculated individually by classification with the GIS software ArcMap
©

, 

and fresh weight was measured using a 0.001g precision balance. The leaf samples were 

then oven dried for 72 hours at 75°C and weighed to obtain dry mass. Specific Leaf Area 

(SLA) was derived for each of the samples by dividing the estimated one-sided surface 

area by the mass. Finally, the leaf area for each tree height stratum was estimated by 

multiplying the measured dry mass of all the leaves by the average SLA value calculated 

from the samples. This protocol is widely accepted for direct leaf sampling (e.g. Clawges 

et al., 2007; Béland et al., 2011). 

3.4.2 TLS 

To ensure that the TLS data collection with the SALCA instrument was reliable, accurate, 

and repeatable, a protocol was followed as shown in Figure 3.5. Data were recorded and 

stored directly in the internal computer of the SALCA instrument. After a scanning day, 

the acquired data was transferred to an external hard drive. The SALCA instrument, data 

formats, and processing procedures are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.5. Workflow for TLS fieldwork setup and 

scanning procedure and parameters. Note setup 

differences between sites. 

 

 

Parameter 
 

Setting 
 

Justification 

 

Azimuth 

resolution 

 

 

Delamere: 

0.06°  

 

 

 

 

Alice Holt: 

0.24°  

 

 

High resolution to achieve 

maximum point density for 

detecting very fine changes 

such as bud development 

and growth. 

 

Low resolution as change 

detection not required so 

prioritised speed of data 

acquisition. 

 

Maximum 

range 

60m Adequate for size of plots, 

limit wasted data and 

unnecessary storage 

capacity. 

 

Handset with digital 

display to read laser 

temps from internal 

thermocouples 

Calibration 

panel 

Laptop 

Battery pack 

and connectors 

100cm 

1. Risk assessment and 

permit approval 

2. Survey planning 

Identification of plot centres 

with white peg to allow 

repeat measurements from 

constant viewpoint. 

3. Equipment setup 

Level instrument, centre 

over white peg, and 

orientate board with 

magnetic North. 

4. Instrument height 

Delamere: Using a tape, 

measure 100cm from the 

ground to top of the board 

(130nm from ground to 

optical centre). 

Alice Holt: Scanner placed 

on the ground 

5. Set calibration panel 

Erect calibration panel at 

same height relative to 

scanner and perpendicular 

to laser output.  

6. SALCA operation 

Connect to power and 

switch on. Use laptop to 

remote desktop to internal 

SALCA computer, set 

parameters and start scan.  

7. Record calibration 

parameters 

Log ambient air and laser 

temperatures every ten 

minutes throughout the 

scan.  
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3.4.2.1 Calibration panel 

Performing a radiometric calibration on the TLS raw data is the subject of the following 

chapter (Chapter 4). To facilitate the calibration and empirically measure the intensity 

response with range, reflectance, and temperature, an external reference target of known 

reflectance was used during field scanning. A medium-density fibreboard (MDF) panel 

(w500mm x h750mm x d9mm) was sourced and two undercoats applied of a water-based 

white matte emulsion (Crown Pure Brilliant White Matte Emulsion). The panel was 

divided into six equal sub panels of 250mm x 250mm. Matte black water-based emulsion 

(Colours by B&Q Matt Emulsion ‘Jet Black’) was mixed with the white paint using the 

measurements stipulated in Table 3.2 and two coats applied to the corresponding square 

using a roller. When dry, the reflectivity of each sub panel was measured 10 times with an 

ASD spectroradiometer using a contract probe to obtain the mean measured reflectance 

shown in Table 3.2. Sub-panel 5 was re-painted during data collection to a reflectance of 

44.13% and 40.38% for the 1063nm and 1545nm wavelengths respectively, in order to 

ensure that this reflectivity region was sufficiently represented. 

Table 3.2. Panel reflectance measured with an ASD spectroradiometer using a contact 

probe for each of the six 25cm by 25cm sub-panels. Mean values from 10 measurements 

at the two wavelengths of the SALCA instrument. Standard deviation shown in brackets. 

Sub-

panel 

White 

(ml) 

Black 

(ml) 

Reflectance % 

λ1063 

Reflectance % 

 λ1545 

1 200 0 88.78 (0.45) 80.36 (0.21) 

2 160 40 27.61 (0.57) 24.50 (0.40) 

3 120 80 17.08 (0.32) 15.24 (0.38) 

4 80 120 9.99 (0.97) 8.77 (1.02) 

5 40 160 6.15 (0.45), 

44.13 (0.63) 

5.55 (0.54), 

40.38 (1.05) 

6 0 200 3.46 (0.04) 3.53 (0.05) 

 

This multi-reference panel was used in a large number of field scans to characterise 

intensity variation (Chapter 4). Previous deployment of the SALCA instrument exposed a 

drop in received power over time from the beginning of a scan; and this has been attributed 

to an internal thermal effect. To aid measurement of this effect thermocouples were 

attached to the casings of the two laser units inside the instrument as a proxy for laser 

temperature. 
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3.4.3 Spectral measurements 

Spectral measurements were taking with an analytical spectral device (ASD) 

spectroradiometer (FieldSpec 4). The FieldSpec 4 measures the spectral range of 350-

2600nm, allowing the reflectivity of materials at the wavelengths inherent to the SALCA 

instrument to be extracted. To operate in the field, the instrument is connected to an 

external battery and operated from a laptop. A contact reflectance probe was attached to 

the FieldSpec. Rather than relying on solar illumination, the contact probe provides an 

internal light source allowing for measurements to be made close to the ‘hot spot’ 

direction, and therefore analogous to lidar. A calibrated spectralon reference panel was 

measured frequently throughout the data collection to provide a ‘white reference’. Then the 

measured samples were calibrated to absolute reflectance using the measured reflectance 

of the white panel. A leaf grip device, with integrated white and black background panels 

was connected to the contact probe, for measuring transmittance and reflectance, 

respectively. For each sample measured, a number of spectra were collected and an 

average taken.  

To take the measurements a contact probe was held against the target surface. It is 

important that the probe sits flush against the surface and pressure is applied so that no 

extraneous light can enter the fibre. This was a simple task for wide flat broadleaf leaves 

but more of a challenge for pine needles (as the elements are smaller than the contact probe 

footprint) and for some bark (when rough and curved). A solution was to layer the fine 

needles into a dense bunch and apply pressure to the contact probe to achieve a satisfactory 

seal. Black tape was wrapped around the end of the contact probe to trap any escaped light. 

At Alice Holt, spectral measurements were acquired coincidently with the tree felling and 

destructive measurements. Leaf samples were chosen at random from a range of heights 

from each tree. The reflectance of both the upper and lower surfaces and the transmission 

of each leaf were measured using a leaf clip as described above. Bark reflectance was 

taken at a range of height intervals up the trunk and branches of different sizes. At 

Delamere Forest, spectral measurements were acquired on a single summer (full-leaf) date. 

Reflectance of the upper surfaces was measured for five semi-randomly selected (had to be 

accessible) leaves for each species, and bark reflectance was taken of the main trunks. 
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3.4.4   Phenological observation protocol 

On each field visit to Delamere forest, detailed visual observations were noted based on the 

observational protocols set out by the International Phenological Gardens (IPG). There is a 

subset of 18 plant species which are planted at all new IPGs (Figure 3.6), and the Delamere 

fieldwork plots contained three of these key species. 

 

Figure 3.6. Eighteen species part of the IPG Standard-Observation-Programme, three of 

which are represented in fieldwork plots (highlighted). Phenological phases: Beginning of 

leaf unfolding (BO), May shoot (M), Beginning of flowering (B), St. John’s sprouts (J), 

First ripe fruits (F), Autumn colouring (LV), Leaf fall (BF). Source: Koch et al. (2002). 

The phenological observations in this study were extended to include noting the stages of 

leaf development and growth in more detail (Figure 3.7). Where possible, the amount and 

spatial distribution of activity was also recorded with the aid of binoculars and photographs 

taken from a number of angles. The collection of this information was particularly useful 

during the transitional phases of spring and autumn and provides a descriptive reference 

for each dataset. 

 
Figure 3.7. Five individual buds from a single beech tree located in Plot 3 on 15th May 

2014. From left to right: closed bud, bud burst, leaf unfolding, leaf expansion, full leaf.  
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3.4.5 Hemispherical photography 

Hemispherical photographs were obtained on each scanning occasion at Delamere forest 

using a Nikon D70s digital SLR camera with a Nikon 10.5mmf/2 8DX rectangular fish eye 

lens. Two photographs were taken in the zenith direction in each plot – one on the North-

South axis and one on the East-West axis, this was to account for the lens not being a full 

circular fish eye. The fish-eye lens has been calibrated in a previous study (Ramirez, 2011) 

based on the methodology proposed by Baret (2004). For the data to be optimal the sky 

conditions should be uniform when the photographs are taken, these conditions are usually 

seen early or late in the day or during overcast conditions (Welles & Cohen, 1996). The 

procedure for taking hemispherical photographs was as follows: 

i. Attach fish-eye lens to camera and mount the camera on photography tripod. 

ii. Align camera lens with ground peg (plot centre)  to ensure that the photographs 

were taken from the same position as the scans. 

iii. Measure and adjust the height of the camera to 132cm to coincide with the height 

of the TLS instrument. 

iv. Use a compass to orientate camera to North-South direction. 

v. Use a bubble level to level the camera. 

vi. Turn camera on and take a picture with automatic exposure and infinity focus. 

vii. Move to the East-West axis, re-level, and check height, acquire second photograph. 

The hemispherical photographs were processed using CanEye (version 6.1), a free 

software package downloadable from http://www6.paca.inra.fr/can-eye (Weiss et al., 

2004) which works in conjunction with Matlab. The software can be used to extract 

canopy structure properties (such as LAI and gap fraction) from true colour images (Weiss 

et al., 2004). These biophysical characteristics can then be compared with estimates 

derived from TLS data from SALCA. The first stage of image processing is to import the 

true colour hemispherical image and define the processing parameters described in Table 

3.3. 

The next stage in the processing is to classify the image into classes representing sky 

(gaps) or vegetation. This is an interactive step where the user can manually adjust the 

allocation of pixels to either class. Once this step is complete the outputs are generated to 

include a binary image and statistical biophysical parameters (Figure 3.8). For each date 

http://www6.paca.inra.fr/can-eye
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and plot, both the NS and EW hemispherical photograph are processed and the average of 

the two results adopted. 

Table 3.3. Processing parameters used for hemispherical photographs in Caneye 

Parameter Setting Description 

 

Image size (pixels) 4662, 

4662 

Determined automatically by software 

Optical centre (pixels) 2331, 

2331 

Centre point of image 

Zenith angular 

Resolution 

5° Angles for which the Gap Fraction will be 

computed. Balance between resolution and 

computational time 

Azimuth angular 

resolution 

5° Angles for which the Gap Fraction will be 

computed. Balance between resolution and 

computational time 

Sub-sampling factor 3 Computational time. One pixel out of three 

Circle of interest 60° Limit of the image used during the processing. 

Zenith angles higher >60° are not taken into 

account due to large occurrence of mixed pixels in 

these areas. Commonly used in gap fraction 

analysis 
 

 

Figure 3.8: Image processing in Caneye. Image on left is input true colour image of 60° 

circle of interest. Image on right is binary image following classification to sky or 

vegetation 

3.5 Conclusion 

In order to fulfil the objectives of this research, two study sites were selected for data 

collection. Forest Research UK long-term monitoring and research site, Alice Holt, 

facilitated a collaborative destructive sampling campaign of three oak trees, combined with 

leaf-on and leaf-off TLS measurements. Five plots within Delamere Forest were selected, 
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based on tree species, stand composition, and logistical factors, for a multi-temporal study 

focussing on plot scale phenology. This chapter presented descriptions of both field 

campaigns including the experimental designs and data collection protocols. SALCA, the 

TLS instrument at the focus of this research, is the subject of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SALCA instrument description and radiometric 

calibration 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA) is an experimental Terrestrial 

Laser Scanner (TLS) developed to measure forest environments. This chapter starts with a 

discussion of the physical principles that underpin LIght Detection And Ranging (lidar) 

technology, followed by a description of the characteristics of the instrument. The 

remaining sections of this chapter outline and test a new approach to convert the intensity 

data recorded by the instrument into units relating to the forest target reflectance, 

addressing research Objective 1. This is carried out by performing a radiometric calibration 

using artificial neural networks (Schofield et al., 2016). 

4.2 Principles of lidar 

Lidar systems operate on the same physical basis as that of Radio Detection And Ranging 

(radar) except that a laser (with a wavelength between 532nm and 1.5µm) is used instead 

of radio waves; we can therefore apply the measurement principle first introduced in radar 

remote sensing to describe the flow of radiant energy in lidar systems using the radar 

equation (Wagner et al., 2006): 

   
    

 

      
   

where    is the received power,    the laser pulse energy at the transmitter, Dr the aperture 

diameter of the receiver optics, R the distance from the laser to the target,   
  the beam 

divergence, and   is the backscatter cross-section, computed as: 

(4.1) 
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where   is the angle defining a backscattering cone in relation to surface roughness,   the 

reflectivity of the scatterer and    is the illuminated area of the scattering element. These 

equations were developed from Baltsavias (1999) but disregard atmospheric effects as 

these can have negligible effect on the measurements over the short ranges measured in a 

forest environment (Campbell, 2002; Wagner et al., 2006). 

Assuming that all variables in the radar equation are constant except distance from the 

target, and that the target fills the entire beam footprint, the return power intensity    can 

be simply expressed as: 

   
 

  
 

There are two main types of lidar system, ‘time-of-flight’ and ‘continuous-wave’ (CW). 

The time-of-flight method, as the term suggests, measures the travel time of light from a 

laser transmitter to a target and back to a laser receiver. This method is based on the 

principle that light travels at known constant velocity and therefore the time for the pulse 

to return to the sensor translates directly to distance, that is - the range (Rees, 1990; Lefsky 

et al., 2002; Jensen, 2006). CW lidar systems offer an alternative approach in which the 

phase shift between the transmitted and backscattered light of a continuous laser beam of 

known wavelength is used to measure delay and obtain the range (Campbell, 2002). 

Although CW systems are usually quicker to operate than those of time of flight, they only 

facilitate one range return measurement: deeming them unsuitable for structurally complex 

environments such as forests, and so this method will not be considered further here. 

The main features of the time-of-flight method can be described as follows. A pulse of 

strongly collimated light energy, the laser beam, is emitted in a systematic pattern from a 

transmitter within the lidar instrument (Pfeifer & Briese, 2007). Rotating mirrors inside the 

sensor head deflect the beam out of the instrument to travel through the atmosphere and 

interact with objects in its path. The beam footprint increases in size with the distance 

dictated by the laser beam divergence angle (Jiang et al., 2012). Typical beam divergence 

values are between 0.03 and 8 mrad (Lim et al., 2003; Mallet & Bretar, 2009). When the 

beam hits an object, the light energy is reflected, absorbed, or transmitted; the proportions 

of each depend on the nature of the surface, the wavelength of the energy, and the angle of 

(4.2) 

(4.3)

3 
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illumination (Campbell, 2002). The reflected energy that travels the same path from the 

reflecting surface back to the sensor, the backscattered energy, is detected within the 

instrument (Pfeifer & Briese, 2007). Recorded return energy is sampled to a discrete ‘bin’ 

by range; the size of which is predetermined by the frequency with which the digitiser can 

sample the signal and governs the ‘range resolution’. 

Different target materials have spectral reflectance curves of different shapes, their spectral 

signature, and this forms the basis for identifying the material type from lidar data (see 

Chapter 2.5: Remote sensing of vegetation). The reflectance of vegetation, for instance, is 

governed by the presence of absorbing pigments, water content, and other physical and 

chemical factors (Rees, 1990). The nature of the backscattered energy also depends on the 

sizes of surface irregularities (roughness or smoothness) in relation to the wavelength of 

the radiation (Campbell, 2002; Lichti et al., 2002). The range (R) is derived once the return 

pulse energy crosses an internally defined threshold, and is computed by the time (t) for a 

lidar pulse travelling at the speed of light (c) to travel to and return from a target, according 

to: 

  
  

 
 

As a result, the accuracy of the range measurement is dependent on the time counting 

accuracy of the digitiser and the accuracy of detecting the backscattered energy above a 

noise level (Pfeifer & Briese, 2007). As lidar measurements work on a ‘line of sight’ 

principle, depending on the scene and the orientation of the laser scanning system, near-

range objects in the path of the laser beam can obscure sampling of surfaces leading to 

occlusion (Kirchhof et al., 2008). This can be a significant limitation, particularly in TLS. 

The range and direction to reflecting surfaces is determined by the lidar scanner, which 

creates a 3D point cloud data set in relation to the scanners internally defined coordinate 

system; for instance the direction of the pulse is stored from the orientation of the internal 

mirror at the time of pulse emission. Therefore, the data is typically processed to transform 

the acquired measurements to a standard coordinate system, translating the output data 

from ‘scanner space’ to ‘object space’ (Heritage & Large, 2009). 

In the case of pulsed lidars the energy returning to the sensor can be recorded according to 

several schemes; first return, where the first point at which the signal intensity rises above 

a defined threshold is recorded signalling the first ‘hit’; last return, where the furthest point 

(4.4) 
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is recorded; discrete return, where a number of ranges are recorded for each pulse full 

waveform, in which all the energy reflected from a target is recorded. 

4.2.1 Intensity measurement 

Along with the acquisition of range, some laser scanning systems also offer a quantitative 

measure of the return signal – the intensity: a measure of the strength of the backscatter 

recorded defined by the echo amplitude (Pfeifer & Briese, 2007; Vain et al., 2010). 

Intensity can be related to laser power, recorded as a sensor-specific digital number (DN), 

and can provide an insight into the material properties of the reflected surface (Lichti et al., 

2002; Lefsky et al., 2002; Mallet & Bretar, 2009).  However, it is dependent on many 

factors (as defined in equation 4.1) including: target characteristics, such as the reflectance 

of the intercepted surface at the lasers wavelength or the ‘roughness’ of the surface; 

atmospheric conditions, such as weather conditions during an airborne flight campaign; 

lidar instrument characteristics, such as the total power of the transmitted pulse 

conforming to eye-safety and; scan geometry, such as range from target or angle of scan. 

Due to these factors, calibration of intensity values is commonly performed to allow 

measurements to be compared.  

4.3 Instrument description and data processing 

The Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA) is the world’s first dual-

wavelength laser scanning instrument. The sensor was designed at the University of 

Salford and built by Halo Photonics Ltd as an experimental research TLS instrument to 

measure forest canopies using pulsed time-of-flight lidar technology (Danson et al., 2014). 

SALCA’s full-waveform capabilities, hemispherical scanning rotation, and high angular 

sampling resolution mean that it is well-suited to measuring forest environments. The fixed 

speed of the internal rotational mirror fixes the zenith resolution to 0.06°, however, the 

angular displacement in azimuth is tuneable to 0.06° (high resolution), 0.12° (medium 

resolution), and 0.24° (low resolution). The key specifications of the instrument are 

described in Table 4.1 and the significance of the functionalities is discussed further below. 

The two lasers are fired sequentially as the head rotates on two axes, the 1545nm laser is 

output first followed by the 1063nm.  The lasers are intercepted by forest targets and create 

the 3D point cloud (Figure 4.1) by sampling the full hemisphere over specified ranges of 
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zenith and azimuth angles defined by the resolutions. The fine beam sizes and low 

divergence angle are suited to detecting the small components in forest canopies. 

Table 4.1. System characteristics of the SALCA instrument, modified from Danson et al., 

2014 (‘Description’ column added). 

 

  

Figure 4.1. Examples of a 3D point cloud from SALCA at high resolution (0.06° in azimuth 

and 0.06° in zenith), plotted in 3D (left image) and 2D (right images). Datasets are from the 

λ1545nm laser and are coloured by raw intensity (white is high intensity, dark grey is low 

intensity, black is no returns). 

Currently, two optical filters are fitted to the instrument, one internally and one externally. 

The internal filter is fitted inside the instrument in the path of the 1545nm laser. The 

purpose of this filter is to balance the power between the lasers by tuning the stronger 

SWIR laser down to an output level closer to the 1063nm laser.  The external filter is 

SALCA system specifications: Description 

Centre wavelengths 1.  1545.4 nm 
2.  1063.4 nm 

Shortwave infrared pulsing laser 
Near-infrared pulsing laser 

Pulse length 3 ns and 1 ns Length of time each pulse lasts 

Pulse rate 5 kHz Rate of output: 5000 pulses/second 

Beam width at sensor 3.6 mm and 2.4 mm  Diameter of each beam as it exits the instrument 

Beam divergence 0.56 mrad Half angle to describe the increase in beam 

diameter with distance 
Laser output energy 5 J and 0.5 J Strength of each laser beam 

Detector field of view 5 mrad Angle over which the detector is sensitive to 

receiving return energy 
Sampling rate 1 GHz Records data 1 billion times/second 

Range resolution 15 cm Records data in 15cm discrete range bins 

Maximum range 105 m Maximum recordable range of lasers (adjustable) 

Azimuth resolution 0.06°/0.12°/0.24° Variable azimuth resolution defined by operator 

Zenith resolution 0.06 Zenith resolution fixed (1.05 mrad) 
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attached to the outside of the instrument at the exit point of the lasers. The purpose of the 

external filter is to reduce the outgoing power of both lasers to reduce saturation of signal. 

The current filter combination is shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Current Thorlabs optical filter combination used for the SALCA instrument.  

Filter Description 
Transmission 

1063nm 

Transmission 

1545nm 
Notes 

Internal NENIR06B Ø25 mm 

Unmounted NIR Absorptive 

ND Filter, Optical Density: 0.6 

N/A 26.31% Internal filter has 

one-way 

transmission 

External NENIR202B 2" x 2" 

Unmounted NIR Absorptive 

ND Filter, Optical Density: 0.2 

52.49% 65.71% External filter has 

two-way 

transmission 

 

4.3.1 Dual-wavelength measurements 

The application of the dual-wavelength and full-waveform capabilities is now discussed. 

Figure 4.2 shows a spectral signature for a typical green leaf and bark measured using an 

ASD spectroradiometer. These reflectance properties in vegetation are governed by the 

presence of absorbing pigments, water content, and other physical and chemical factors as 

discussed in Chapter 2.5. At a wavelength of 1063nm green leaf and bark have a similar 

reflectance whereas at 1545nm bark has a distinctively higher reflectance as it is in the 

region of water absorption for vegetation (Danson & Bowyer, 2004). These spectral 

properties provide an opportunity for the separation of foliage from woody material, 

addressing a significant research gap. 

 
Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 4.2. Spectral signatures of green leaf (green line) and bark (brown line) from this 

study, SALCA wavelengths 1063nm and 1545nm shown with dotted lines.  
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Based on the reflective principles of leaf and woody components in the wavelengths 

present in SALCA and demonstrated in Gaulton et al. (2013) and Danson et al. (2014), 

taking a ratio of the wavelengths at each point should potentially allow separation of these 

components as well as other applications such as assessing tree health and measuring 

vegetation moisture content. The ratio can be calculated according to a Normalised 

Difference Index (NDI) where   is the reflectance (Gaulton et al., 2013): 

     
             

             
 

Since the water content of leaves is higher than that of bark, taking ratios in this manner 

should be sensitive to moisture content and allow a threshold to be applied to classify the 

point cloud as ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’. Assuming that the beam footprints are fully aligned a ratio 

would be independent of amount of material within the laser beam, beam incidence angle, 

illumination conditions, and range. 

4.3.2 Full-waveform data recording 

Full-waveform lidar systems, such as SALCA, digitise and record the entire backscattered 

signal of each emitted pulse, and therefore allow the user to determine the range 

distribution of targets hit by a single laser pulse. Multiple hits occur when the first object in 

the beams’ path only partially fills the beam footprint (such as the edge of a leaf) and the 

remaining portion of the beam carries on to the next object; this can happen multiple times 

for each laser pulse. The received signal is recorded as a function of time containing one or 

more peaks which correspond to interceptions of the laser beam. Full-waveform 

digitisation provides a greater amount of control and flexibility over the point extraction 

process, and therefore has the potential to improve measurement reliability (Chauve et al., 

2009).  

In a forest environment, where there is a highly complex 3D architecture of small 

structures, the chance of multiple returns is increased. Most commercial systems only 

record data for a limited number of discrete returns, with the exception of the Riegl 

VZ400. Having access to the full waveform for each laser pulse may allow improved 

accuracy for many biophysical measurements such as gap fraction, leaf area index, as well 

providing an extra level of detail on 3D canopy structure. Multiple returns occur most 

frequently in the canopy where target elements are small, and around the edge of features, 

rather than hard solid targets such as stems and branches. 

(4.5) 
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4.3.3 Data description 

For each laser pulse, the backscatter is recorded as an 8-bit digital number (0-255) at 15cm 

intervals and stored as a set of binary files. Each binary file contains 3200 waveforms 

(number of pulses per azimuth position) for both wavelengths for a given azimuth scan 

line. In the ‘low resolution’ mode there are 750 azimuth positions in a full hemisphere 

scan. The binary files are numbered with the azimuth scan number 0-749. In the ‘high 

resolution’ mode there are 3051 azimuth scans, numbered 0-3050. The SALCA instrument 

contains an onboard 150GB hard drive for data storage. This raw data is then transferred 

from the instrument and processed according to a set of algorithms written in Matlab
©

, 

which can be found in the Appendix. 

4.3.4 Waveform processing 

The waveform of a laser scanner refers to the shape of the backscattered energy against 

time (Campbell, 2002). By decomposing the waveform into a series of individual echoes, 

further physical and geometrical properties can be derived for each detected target. Useful 

surface features that can be extracted from the waveform of a reflected lidar signal include 

range, roughness, and reflectance. Waveform properties corresponding to these surface 

features are: time, width and amplitude (Jutzi & Stilla, 2005; Wagner et al., 2007). For the 

SALCA instrument, three primary processing steps were developed in this research, as 

shown in Figure 4.3 and described below. 

             

Figure 4.3. Primary processing steps for the SALCA instrument. 

4.3.4.1 Processing waveforms 

The first stage is to process the raw binary files, decompose the waveform into a set of 

individual echoes, and extract information on each return (Figure 4.4). First, the binary 

files are read into Matlab
© 

and split into the two wavelengths: the first 1000 rows in each 

binary file is the recorded backscatter from the 1545nm laser (150m max range divided by 

the sampling resolution of 0.15m). The remaining rows are the recorded backscatter from 

the 1063nm laser, the number of rows for this wavelength is defined by the maximum 

range set during data acquisition. Second, background instrument noise is removed, 

leaving only DN above the noise threshold, assumed to be the result of ‘valid’ returns. 

 
3.  Remove ringing 

2.  Add geometry to 

generate 3D point cloud 

1.  Process waveforms to 

extract returns 
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Finally, for data in consecutive range bins, the DN is summed to provide an intensity value 

for a given return. The range is calculated by weighting each range bin by the DN and 

dividing by the sum of the DN, and the range of the outgoing pulse is subtracted. This 

approach is known as the ‘centre of gravity’ method and has been found to be the optimum 

data extraction method for SALCA for two primary reasons: it facilitates sub-bin range 

resolution and has a higher signal to noise ratio, as demonstrated in Hancock et al. (2015). 

The resultant output data generated by this processing step is shown in Table 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.4. Waveform processing, (a) raw SALCA waveform, and (b) 1063nm waveform 

(blue) and 1545nm waveform (black), dotted line shows location of noise thresholding. 

Table 4.3. Output of the first processing stage. 

Parameter 

 

Description Justification 

Return number For each pulse: first return (1), second 

(2), third (3), etc. 

Allows filtering by return 

number 

Intensity (DN) Digitised signal returned for each return, 

calculated by centre of gravity method. 

Related to target reflectance 

Width Number of range bins for each return Related to target characteristics 

Range (m) Distance between instrument and target. Facilitates 3D reconstruction 

Azimuth index Variable according to scanning 

resolution and start and stop angles 

defined during data acquisition. Always 

starts at 0.  

Used to calculate geometry 

Zenith index 1-3200 Used to calculate geometry 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.3.4.2 Add geometry 

The second stage is to calculate and attach geometrical information for each return. Using 

the azimuth and zenith indices and the range, Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) are generated 

along with azimuth and zenith angles (in degrees and in radians). The returns can then be 

visualised and analysed in 3D using the x,y,z (left-hand image in Figure 4.1) or in 2D 

using the azimuth and zenith angles or indices (right-hand images in Figure 4.1). Previous 

experiments with the SALCA instrument revealed that the lasers are not emitted precisely 

perpendicular to the laser output view direction. As a consequence, a blind region is 

present directly above the scanner. To reduce the quantity of missing data, the instrument 

operation was modified to ‘over-scan’ by 7° in azimuth which fills in some of the missing 

slice at low elevation angles. The resultant geometry is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Due to this 

‘squinting’ of the laser beams, a new geometry configuration was developed by S. 

Hancock based on iterative fitting to measured data. 

 

Figure 4.5. 2D (x,y) visualisation of the overhead blind region. 

4.3.4.3 Removing ringing 

The final stage in the primary SALCA data pre-processing workflow is to remove returns 

resulting from ringing. Ringing can occur as echoes behind hard solid objects (e.g. tree 

stem) where the signal oscillates with decreasing amplitude (Hakala et al., 2012). These 

unwanted oscillations can then produce false returns (Figure 4.6). In order to characterise 

the ringing response in the SALCA instrument returns were extracted from the centre of 

solid targets that should only have one return. In pulses where a second return occurred 

(i.e. ringing), the intensity of the first return was noted. First return intensities where 

ringing occurred ranged from 310DN to 467DN in the 1063nm wavelength and 311DN to 
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502DN in the 1545nm wavelength (n=30). Therefore, a threshold of 310DN was adopted 

for both wavelengths where subsequent multiple returns were removed if the first return 

exceeded the threshold. The method was tested on a number of scans with successful 

results (Figure 4.6). This approach relies on the assumption that to reach 310DN a return 

would have to be a solid and/or close range object; therefore, it is highly unlikely to have 

any subsequent returns. Although this is an adequate approach within the scope of this 

research it is rather rudimentary which may mean that a small number of valid multiple 

returns are omitted. 

 

 

    

Figure 4.6. (a) shows a ringing waveform. (b) illustrates the ringing removal: Original point 

cloud (left image) and point cloud after applying ringing algorithm (right image). Blue 

points represent first returns and green are multiple returns. 

4.4 Background to calibration 

The accurate correction of SALCA intensity data is a first step required to fulfil all three 

objectives of this research project. Intensity has been most commonly used to support the 

visual analysis of a point cloud or to increase accuracy in lidar measurements. Among the 

(a) 

(b) 
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latest advances in laser scanning is the application of intensity data to extract information 

about the target properties through the interpretation of physical backscattering 

characteristics (Pfeifer & Briese, 2007; Wagner et al., 2008). Therefore, the reliability of 

the intensity measure and the application of correction methods is increasingly becoming 

an important area of study to allow for an effective use of this information (Kaasalainen et 

al., 2009). In order to convert raw DN recorded by the instrument into physical units 

related to target reflectance, it is necessary to apply a radiometric calibration procedure. In 

remote sensing, this is typically implemented by applying a sequence of corrections to 

translate the DN into a value proportional or equal to target reflectance, usually with the 

aid of known external reference targets (Kaasalainen et al., 2009; Pfeifer & Briese, 2007) 

The calibrated output, the apparent reflectance, has applications in object classification, 

change detection, and in point cloud processing algorithms for both airborne laser scanner 

(ALS) and TLS datasets. 

Very few published studies exist on TLS radiometric calibration methods. One of the 

reasons for this is that the design of commercial laser scanners is often undisclosed by the 

manufacturers and some systems have proprietary calibration routines that are performed 

within the system software. As a consequence, uncertainties remain which hinder the 

interpretation of data from many systems (Pareja et al., 2013) and limit the utilisation of 

recorded intensity. 

4.4.1 Factors requiring correction 

Assuming the sensor configuration for a given TLS instrument remains constant, the return 

intensity of a laser pulse is governed by the range, reflectance properties of the target, 

incidence angle, and area of beam occupied. Atmospheric effects can also play a part but 

are only significant over ranges of 100m or more (Wagner et al., 2006). 

4.4.1.1 Range 

The theoretical range-dependence of laser return power can be expressed in terms of 1/R
2
 

where R is the range of the target measured, deduced from Equation 4.1. Although this has 

been shown to be mostly valid for ALS (Höfle & Pfeifer, 2007), the inverse square law 

does not fully apply for many TLS systems due to detector response and telescope optics. 

Typically, close to the scanner, the recorded intensity increases with range: a strong 

deviation from the inverse square law of the lidar equation and an artefact identified for 

several TLS instruments (Höfle, 2014; Koenig et al., 2013). This can be the result of 
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system software such as a brightness reducer in the detector for short distances, as is the 

case for Faro and Leica instruments (Kaasalainen et al., 2011), or the incomplete overlap 

of the laser beam and detector field of view (FOV) which restricts the amount of energy 

reaching the detector through the optics (Höfle, 2014). Figure 4.7 is the result of a 

simulation by Pfeifer et al. (2008) and describes the effect of the partly overlapping 

footprints and illustrates that, depending on the geometrical configuration and the range, 

the overlap of the beam footprints causes the received energy to increase with range as a 

larger proportion of the outgoing beam footprint is ‘seen’ by the detector FOV. For larger 

ranges received energy starts decreasing as the 1/R
2
 effect becomes dominant.  

 
Figure 4.7:  Simplified simulation of the effect of partly overlapping footprints. Dashed 

curve shows the portion of the visible footprint in the detector FOV, solid light grey line 

shows portion of footprint energy visible in the detector FOV, black dash-dot curve shows 

theoretical 1/R
2
 decay of received power according to the lidar equation, dark grey curve is 

the combined effect. From Pfeifer et al. (2008) pp.1046. 

4.4.1.2 Reflectance 

The reflectance properties of the target are a significant factor controlling the amount of 

backscatter returned to the sensor, together with the phase function, which describes 

reflectance as a function of angle of incidence. Assuming that the target fills the entire 

footprint of the laser beam and incidence angle remains constant then the recorded 

intensity should increase as the reflectance of the object increases (Wagner et al., 2006). 

4.4.1.3 Laser temperature 

A third factor to consider is the influence of laser temperature. It is well documented in 

manufacturer guidelines that many commercial TLS sensors will only function properly 
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when used within a certain range of external temperatures. Temperatures inside the 

scanners may be considerably higher than the surrounding atmosphere due to operational 

activity and external radiation, and this heating of the lasers can influence outgoing (  ) 

laser pulse energy. Previous deployment of the SALCA instrument exposed a drop in 

received power over time from the beginning of a scan, and this has been attributed to an 

internal thermal effect. In an effort to cool the system, fans were installed within the 

scanner but a decrease in recorded intensity over time was still observed. The influence of 

internal temperature of the sensor on intensity has not been openly reported for other TLS 

systems. However, the dependence of laser power on temperature is well known (e.g. 

Welford & Mooradian, 1982) and therefore commercial laser scanning companies must 

account for this effect within their algorithms, although these remain inaccessible due to 

commercial sensitivity. 

4.4.2 Approaches to calibration 

There are two broad approaches that can be adopted to perform radiometric calibration of 

TLS data. The first involves applying a series of corrections based on theoretical laws and 

relationships in Equation 4.1. These known characteristics of laser devices give the 

received power as a function of sensor parameters, measurement geometry, and the 

scattering properties of the target. Wagner et al. (2008) demonstrated this approach on full-

waveform ALS data collected with the RIEGL LMS-Q560 instrument. However, the 

complex interaction of the TLS optics and electronics make it difficult to derive an entirely 

theoretical calibration. This has meant that a second approach to calibration, a data-driven 

method, has often been preferred (Pfeifer et al., 2008). Data-driven approaches fit 

statistical models to empirically measured data such as using simple or complex non-linear 

fitting. For instance, Balduzzi et al. (2011) corrected TLS intensity from a Faro LS880 

with regard to distance and angle of incidence with leaf surfaces. In addition, Kaasalainen 

et al. (2008) describe a calibration procedure using reference targets in both laboratory and 

field conditions for TLS compared with ALS. Semi-empirical approaches have also been 

adopted, combining empirical methods to physical principles of lidar systems (Kaasalainen 

et al., 2011). A calibration model has been developed for the Dual-Wavelength Echidna 

Lidar (DWEL; Douglas et al., 2014) which combines a function to remove the effects of 

telescope efficiency with the inverse square law (Li et al., 2015a). 
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The radiometric properties of the SALCA instrument are characterized by non-linearity in 

reflectance and temperature response, and a near-field peak in intensity followed by the 

inverse square form with range. Correcting for these artefacts with a function fitting 

approach would not be a trivial task. In contrast, neural networks offer an empirical data-

driven framework that allow for non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs 

developed by supervised learning. Artificial neural networks (referred to as ‘neural 

networks’) provide a very powerful and flexible computational tool, which can solve 

complex problems with a high degree of accuracy whilst being relatively quick and easy to 

implement (Nahar, 2012). The following sections provide background to the neural 

network approach before describing its implementation. 

4.5 Neural networks 

Neural networks are adaptive statistical models inspired by the way in which biological 

nervous systems, such as the brain, process information (Abdi et al., 1999). The network 

structure is typically arranged in layers with interconnected ‘nodes’. The raw information 

is presented to the network through the input layer, which links to one or more hidden 

layers where the processing is done through a system of weighted connections. The hidden 

layers then link to an output layer where the output is produced (Nahar, 2012) (Figure 4.8). 

Supervised learning is used to train the network until a particular input leads to a specific 

target output by adjusting the connection weights. This functionality allows application to 

complex systems that are not easily modelled with a closed-form equation such as the 

radiometric properties of some TLS sensors. 

 

Figure 4.8. Graphical representation of the layer structure of a feed-forward neural network. 
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One of the most common types of neural network is a feed-forward network where the 

signals are sent forward from input, through the hidden layer(s), and to the output layer. 

The difference between output and the target are analysed using a back propagation 

learning algorithm which iteratively improves the fit of the network (Abdi et al., 1999). 

The hidden layers between the input and output and the process of error back propagation 

allow the network to solve non-linear problems through the implementation of non-linear 

transfer functions. The ability to learn non-linear relationships between pairs of input and 

output patters is a significant advantage of this approach (Demuth & Beale, 2002) and 

allows application to complex systems that are not easily modelled with a closed-form 

equation. However, a notable disadvantage of neural networks is that they do not have the 

ability to accurately extrapolate beyond the range of inputs for which they have been 

trained (Demuth & Beale, 2002). 

4.6 SALCA reflectance calibration experiment 

This section describes the data collection protocol and implementation of the neural 

network. This work builds on a reflectance calibration experiment undertaken in 

July/August 2013 as part of an international TLS instrument inter-comparison experiment 

with the Terrestrial Laser Scanning International Interest Group (TLSIIG, 

http//tlsiig.bu.edu). 

4.6.1 Field measurements 

In order to correct for the effects of range, reflectance, and temperature, outlined above, it 

is necessary to collect data with which characterise these effects. A homogeneous 

reflectance target can be used to do this. The calibration panel described in Chapter 3.4.2.2 

was mounted on a tripod and imaged at different ranges during the acquisition of full 

hemisphere high resolution scans at Delamere forest. This was achieved by moving the 

panel around the scanner as the scan progressed so that it was imaged multiple times at 

multiple ranges, during each scan. The panel was erected at approximately the same height 

relative to the scanner and visually aligned perpendicular to the laser output to reduce 

incidence angle effects. Ambient air temperatures and the laser case temperatures were 

logged at ten minute intervals throughout the scans. 

 

file:///E:/http/tlsiig.bu.edu
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4.6.2 Information extraction 

The raw binary files recorded by the SALCA instrument were processed following the 

processing workflow described in Section 4.3.4. Each scan was visualised in order to 

identify the locations of the panels. The returns corresponding to each sub-panel were 

extracted from the point cloud as shown in Figure 4.9. The intensity values were averaged 

over each selected sub-panel for both wavelengths. The mean range to the centre line of 

each panel was also extracted and recorded.  Each sub-panel was then attributed an air and 

laser case temperature value linearly interpolated from the recorded logs, based on the time 

at which the panel was imaged. A summary of the information extracted is shown in Figure 

4.9 which includes: scan number, sub-panel number, upper left and lower right 

coordinates, measured reflectance of the sub-panel, intensity (mean) and standard 

deviation, time through the scan the sub-panel appears, range (m), laser case temperature, 

and air temperatures (°C). 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Top Image: SALCA point cloud showing the calibration panel coloured by raw 

intensity (white is high intensity, and black is low intensity), a green square illustrates the 

data extraction process for each sub-panel. Bottom image: summary of the information 

extracted. 

The protocol outlined above provides a robust method to acquire data to characterise the 

range, reflectance, and temperature effects. However, there are two factors which could 

introduce noise into the data. The first is the incidence angle between the laser pulse and 
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the surface of the panel and the second is using a single range measurement measured from 

the centre of each panel. Both of these effects are described in Figure 4.10 which shows 

that these factors quickly become negligible. For instance, an edge sub-panel at 7.5m range 

would have a maximum range error of 1cm and maximum incidence angle of 3°. 

 

Figure 4.10. Maximum range error (left) and angle of incidence (right) for sub-panel 

measurements. 

To reduce noise and errors in data acquisition there were a number of actions implemented. 

Care was taken to avoid extracting points too close to the edge of each sub-panel to avoid 

partial hits or ‘mixed pixels’ and the point cloud was filtered by range in order to remove 

any noise in front of the panel. The panel was visually aligned perpendicular with the laser 

exit point on the SALCA instrument and kept at approximately the same height relative to 

the scanner. Furthermore, data was not extracted from panels that did not appear 

rectangular in the point cloud as this would indicate it had spun around in the wind, 

increasing the incidence angle. The reflectance panel was a flat smooth matte target and 

therefore Lambertain scattering properties was assumed. Averaging the footprints for each 

sub-panel meant that the values were more representative of the mean sub-panel 

reflectance.  

4.7 Developing a neural network 

The creation, training, and simulation of neural networks in this study were carried out 

within a Matlab® environment with the Neural Network Toolbox®. There are four key 

steps in the implementation of a neural network technique: assemble the training data, 

Maximum distance to 

edge of sub-panel: 
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create the network object, train the network, and simulate the network response to new 

inputs. These elements are described below. 

4.7.1 Assemble training data 

The first step is to collect and format the data to train the network using supervised 

learning. The inputs to the network were (1) mean sub-panel intensity, (2) range, (3) laser 

case temperature, and (4) air temperature. The target output for the network was measured 

sub-panel reflectance. The training dataset was then randomly divided into three subsets 

with varying proportions for: Training (70%), to initiate the gradients and adjust the 

network weights; validation (15%), to minimise over-fitting, and; testing (15%), to test the 

final network solution (Demuth & Beale, 2002). In total, the resultant dataset contained 

868 sub-panel measurements collected over 42 scans, covering the ranges, air 

temperatures, and laser case temperatures shown in Figure 4.11. The larger number of 

measurements acquired at 10m was to allow a relationship to be examined between 

intensity and temperature, and intensity and reflectance, independent of range. 

A necessary condition for the good generalisation of the network is that the training data is 

a sufficiently large and representative sample of the population dataset that it will be used 

to generalise. Interpolation can often be done reliably within the network, but extrapolation 

is generally unreliable. Due to the size of the reflectance panels and the dense forest 

environment it proved challenging to make measurements beyond 32m in range (with 

limited measurements beyond 25m). In order to have sufficient training data to avoid the 

need for extrapolation, longer range estimates between 25m and 60m (the maximum range 

set during data acquisition) were included by an extrapolation of the measured results for 

each sub-panel. To achieve this, near-range effects were ignored (by excluding points 

closer than 8m) and a power function was fitted to the observed range-intensity 

relationship. The resultant equations were then used to estimate expected intensity values 

between 25m and 60m. This process was repeated for each sub-panel in both wavelengths. 

Extrapolated data made up a small proportion of the training set (approximately 7%). 
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Figure 4.11. Histograms showing the frequency distribution of input training data: range, 

air temperature, and intensity and laser case temperatures for both wavelengths. 
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4.7.2 Create network object 

The general architecture of a network was created from a set of user-input parameters. The 

parameters for the initial setup of the neural network is given in Table 4.4, this architecture 

have been chosen to allow for robust supervised learning, non-linear relationships, and a 

workable balance between power of network versus computation speed and over-fitting. 

The lasers were calibrated independently, therefore separate networks were developed. 

Table 4.4. Parameters chosen for setup of initial neural networks 

Parameter Input Justification 

Network type Feed-forward Allow supervised learning, non-linear 

relationships, learns by example, very 

robust (Svozil et al., 1997). 

Number of neurons 15 Dependent on complexity of problem, will 

be investigated iteratively to determine the 

optimum number. 

Transfer function Tan-sigmoid Non-linear transfer function 

Number of hidden 

layers 

6 Balance between increasing power of 

network vs. computation and over-fitting 

Training algorithm Gradient descent Default algorithm which is known for its 

robustness and versatility (Demuth & 

Beale, 2002) 

 

4.7.3 Train the network and simulate with new data 

The training of a neural network is achieved by tuning the values of the weighted 

connections to optimise the performance (Demuth & Beale, 2002). The default function 

used to assess the performance of a network is the root mean square error (RMSE), which 

describes the average squared error between the network outputs and the target outputs. 

Throughout the training process a training window is updated in Matlab to allow the 

performance and validation checks to be monitored by the user. The training data is used to 

train the network until the validation data indicates to stop training (when the RMSE in 

validation set stops decreasing); the test dataset is an independent dataset which is then 

used to test the network. A regression plot is created to show the relationship between the 

outputs of the network and the targets. The network is retrained several times to improve 

accuracy. Following satisfactory training, testing, and validation, the neural network can be 

used to calculate a response to new inputs. In order to prepare the full field scans for input 

to the network each azimuth scan line was attributed a laser case and air temperature 
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measurement by linear interpolation with extrapolation of the recorded logs (Figure 4.12). 

The neural network was simulated with the full field scans to produce an apparent 

reflectance output. 

 

Figure 4.12. Example of linear interpolation with extrapolation of measured air temperature 

(green line) and laser case temperatures (red line = 1545nm laser, blue line = 1063nm 

laser). Observed measurements plotted as stars and lines represent linearly 

interpolated/extrapolated values. A high resolution full hemisphere scan takes 115minutes. 

4.7.4 Optimising the network 

There are several ways in which a network can be optimised to increase its performance. 

One problem that occurs when the neural network is trained is over-fitting. This happens 

when the error on the training set is very low but it has poor generalisation ability to new 

data. As a result, the development of a successful neural network seeks to balance the 

power of the network to learn complex problems, but not to over-fit to the training data 

(Tarrasenko, 1998). Some methods which can be implemented to improve the performance 

of a network are outlined below. 

Inputs: A necessary condition of an effective neural network is that the inputs to the 

network contain sufficient information on the target, which can be described with a 

mathematical function relating correct outputs to inputs, with the desired degree of 

accuracy (Wolpert, 1996). This means that selection of optimal inputs is a crucial first step. 

Training algorithm: Many different algorithms exit that can be implemented to train a 

network, and the optimum one is dependent on the characteristics of the training data and 
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their relationships with the output. The default algorithm in Matlab
©

 is the gradient descent 

method which generally works well for most cases (Demuth & Beale, 2002). An 

alternative is the Bayesian regularisation algorithm which has been shown to improve 

generalisation capacity (Neal, 1996). 

Neurons: Neural networks are sensitive to the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Too 

few can lead to under-fitting; increasing the number of neurons gives the network more 

flexibility but can lead to over-fitting. 

Each time a neural network is trained the result is different due to different initial weight 

and bias values, and random divisions of data into training, validation, and test sets. As a 

result, different neural networks trained on the same problem can lead to different solutions 

for the same inputs. Neural networks should be retrained several times to ensure that good 

accuracy has been found. To test the performance of each network simulation the root 

mean square error (RMSE) of the ‘test’ dataset was analysed. As discussed previously, the 

test dataset is an independent subsample of the panel data. The RMSE measures the 

difference between the targets (measured reflectance of the sub-panel) and the output 

estimated from the network (apparent reflectance) to give an indication of the magnitude of 

error in terms of reflectance. For example, an RMSE of 0.05 gives an average error of 5% 

reflectance. As the RMSE decreases, more confidence can be given to the ability of the 

neural network to generalise well to new data. 

4.8 SALCA radiometric characteristics results 

This section describes the radiometric properties of the SALCA instrument, specifically the 

intensity (DN) response to temperature (ambient air and laser case), range, and reflectance. 

4.8.1 Temperature 

A negative relationship was observed between the recorded laser temperature and the 

intensity response of all six sub-panels. Figure 4.13 shows the results of 190 sub-panel 

measurements at 10m range. A steeper slope for the 1545nm wavelength was evident with 

a stronger correlation (R
2
 values 0.85, 0.87, 0.90, 0.78, 0.84, 0.92, 0.85; second order 

polynomial) compared with the 1063nm wavelength (R
2
 values 0.72, 0.77, 0.82, 0.68, 0.70, 

0.65, 0.73; linear fitting). 
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Figure 4.13. Relationship between laser case temperature and intensity for the six sub-

panels at a range of 10m for wavelength 1063nm (left) and 1545nm (right). Each sub-panel 

is represented by a different symbol. The 1063nm wavelength displays a linear trend 

whereas the 1545nm wavelength was best described with non-linear fitting (2
nd

 order 

polynomial). 

4.8.2 Range 

Intensity as a function of range is displayed in Figure 4.14 for both wavelengths showing 

the results of 122 measurements of sub-panel 3 (ρ1063=17%, ρ1545=15%). At close 

ranges, the flattened top is caused by the incomplete overlap of the laser beam and the 

detector field of view and then the inverse square effect becomes dominant from around 

8m. The vertical spread of data at each range can be attributed to the thermal effects 

described above, which also explains the larger intensity variation in the 1545nm 

wavelength. 

 

Figure 4.14. SALCA intensity response to range for both wavelengths: 1063nm (left) and 

1545nm (right) for sub-panel 3. More frequent measurements were acquired at 10m. 
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4.8.3 Reflectance 

A positive non-linear relationship between intensity and reflectance was observed. Figure 

4.15 shows recorded intensity as a function of measured reflectance for one multi-

reference panel measurement at two different laser case temperatures. As the laser case 

temperature increases, the recorded intensity for a given reflectance decreases. Once again, 

larger intensity variation between the laser case temperatures was seen for the 1545nm 

wavelength. 

 

Figure 4.15 SALCA intensity reflectance response for both wavelengths:  1063nm (left) 

and 1545nm (right) at a range of 10m for the six sub-panels at two laser case temperatures: 

21°C (open circles) and 31°C (closed circles). 

The results outlined above show that a temperature dependent decrease in    is present, 

and that it is non-linear for the 1545nm wavelength and linear for 1063nm. This, coupled 

with the non-linear and non-monotonic variation in recorded intensity with range, and an 

observed non-linear response of the detector, in both wavelengths, makes empirical 

function fitting not a trivial task. The following section tests a neural network approach to 

perform the calibration to determine whether acceptable results can be obtained from a 

simpler alternative. 

4.9 Neural networks results 

This section outlines how the optimum neural network structure was determined for each 

wavelength and how they performed with full field scans. 
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4.9.1 Selecting the optimum network design 

The optimisation methods outlined in Section 4.7.4 were implemented in order to select 

input parameters, training algorithm, and number of neurons to be used. Also the effect of 

adding the long range extrapolated values is discussed. 

4.9.1.1 Input parameters 

To identify the optimum network inputs for training, networks were developed under three 

scenarios of inputs: (A) intensity and range, (B) intensity, range, and laser case 

temperature, and (C) intensity, range, laser case temperature, and air temperature. Ten 

simulations were run under each scenario and the mean RMSE of the test dataset analysed 

(Table 4.5). Apart from the inputs, the rest of the network structure was as described in 

Table 4.4. 

Table 4.5. Results of ten simulations under three scenarios. Mean RMSE shown for each 

wavelength with standard deviation. 

Network inputs 1063nm 

Mean RMSE (SD) 

1545nm 

Mean RMSE (SD) 

A: Intensity, range 0.1011  (0.0117) 0.1269  (0.0195) 

 

B: Intensity, range, laser case 

temperature 

0.0797  (0.0072) 0.0767  (0.0047) 

C: Intensity, range, laser case 

temperature, air temperature 

0.0820  (0.0099) 0.0818  (0.0064) 

 

Condition B showed the lowest average RMSE and the least variability (lowest standard 

deviation) indicating that these inputs generated a more stable network and the most 

successful generalisation. Therefore, intensity, range, and laser case temperatures were 

used as inputs for the networks for both wavelengths. 

4.9.1.2 Training algorithm 

Ten simulations were run using a Bayesian regularisation training algorithm which resulted 

in an average RMSE of 0.0802 (stdev = 0.0054) for the 1545nm wavelength and 0.0850 

(stdev = 0.0064) for the 1063nm wavelength. These RMSE values were slightly less 

favourable than using the gradient descent method (Table 4.5) suggesting that the gradient 

descent algorithm generalised better in this case. Furthermore, the resultant frequency 

distributions of calibrated full field scans were very similar (Figure 4.16) indicating that 

the training algorithm did not have a great impact on the output. As a result, gradient 

descent was chosen as the training algorithm. 
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Figure 4.16. Frequency distribution (smoothed kernel density) of apparent reflectance 

output for a full field scan. Example of simulations run using two different training 

algorithms on the 1063nm wavelength (left) and the 1545nm wavelength (right). 

4.9.1.3 Number of neurons 

Figure 4.17 shows the RMSE of the test datasets with increasing number of neurons. These 

results illustrate that too few neurons in a network can lead to an unstable output, that is, 

the network does not have sufficient power to learn the complex patterns required. Fifteen 

neuron networks were chosen as the optimum value due to the stability and repeatability of 

the network output with multiple simulations. This suggests that despite the varying RMSE 

values (explained by the random division of sub-panels into the test dataset), the networks 

produce a consistent generalisation to a full field scan. 

4.9.1.4 Extrapolating long ranges 

Figure 4.18 demonstrates the inability of neural networks to extrapolate to new values 

outside the range of the training dataset. The images on the left show an output of the 

network before any longer range estimates were added to the training set. There is a clear 

range effect that becomes apparent after approximately 25m. The images on the right of 

the figure show an output of the network after longer range estimates had been manually 

extrapolated from the range-intensity relationship and added to the training set, in which 

the range effect has been removed. In addition, the field scans will be restricted to the plot 

radius defined in Chapter 3 in the remaining work described here. 
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Figure 4.17. Effect of the number of neurons on RMSE of the test dataset. Top left: result 

of 5 simulations using different numbers of neurons (nodes) for 1063nm wavelength. Top 

right: impact of having too few neurons leading to an unstable network design. Bottom 

graphs: result of ten simulations with 15 neurons for the 1063nm (left) and 1545nm (right). 

 
Figure 4.18. Impact of introducing long range estimates into training of the network. Top 

images display 3D forest point cloud from above, bottom images display a lateral view. 
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4.9.1.5 Final networks 

The final network architecture for both wavelengths is shown in Figure 4.19. Ten 

simulations were run using the defined network properties and the network which resulted 

in the lowest RMSE for the test dataset was selected for both wavelengths. The final 

networks had an average error of 7.2% reflectance for the 1063nm wavelength 

(RMSE=0.0721) and 6.9% reflectance for the 1545nm wavelength (RMSE=0.0691). 

 

Figure 4.19. Architecture of the neural network selected for both wavelengths. 

4.10 Calibrated forest plots 

The final stage to assess the performance of the established network was to investigate the 

apparent reflectance output in the context of the forest environment, rather than just 

assessing the panel data. Figure 4.20 shows apparent reflectance characteristics using a 

scan acquired on 31
st
 July 2014 at Plot 1 (oak plot), Delamere Forest. The top images in 

Figure 4.20a and b, show a section of the forest point cloud before and after calibration, 

where the trees display a range effect in the intensity image (nearer stems have a higher 

intensity than those further away), in the calibrated image they appear more uniform in 

reflectance. The calibrated full forest scan for both wavelengths can also be seen in Figure 

4.20, along with histograms showing that the frequency distribution of apparent reflectance 

values are as expected (majority of the values between 0-100% reflectance). 
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Figure 4.20. Point clouds plotting by azimuth and elevation angles before (intensity) and 

after (apparent reflectance) calibration for 1063nm wavelength (a) and 1545nm (c). 

Histograms show the frequency distribution of apparent reflectance values in both 

wavelengths (b). [Continued on following page]. 

1063nm 

(a) 

(b) 

Intensity (DN) 

Apparent reflectance (%) 
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Figure 4.20. Continued. 

 

4.10.1 Reflectance outside 0-1 

A small number of the apparent reflectance values estimated from the neural network lay 

outside of 0 to 1 reflectance, which indicates that the network has not performed well as 

this is outside the possible range of reflectance values. The location and quantities of these 

anomalies are shown in Figure 4.21 and Table 4.6. 

Visual interpretation of the forest point clouds in Figure 4.21 indicated that the unexpected 

reflectance estimates occur almost entirely in the leafy part of the canopy rather than stems 

or branches. The most obvious explanation is that the data points displayed inputs outside 

the range of training data. The three inputs (intensity, range, laser case temperature) for 

1545nm 

Apparent reflectance (%) 

Intensity (DN) 

(c) 
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these subsets were plotted and compared to the training inputs (Figure 4.10) and the results 

are discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 4.21. Location of returns with estimated reflectance values below 0% (shown in red) 

and above 100% (shown in blue) for both wavelengths: 1063nm top and 1545nm bottom 

image. Note the point size is increased for the highlighted points for clarity. The table 

describes the proportion of these occurrences in the full point cloud. 

Table 4.6. The proportion of returns calibrated to outside 0-100% for both wavelengths 

Wavelength Number of returns with 

estimated reflectance <0 (as 

a % of the full scan) 

Number of returns with 

estimated reflectance >1 

(as a % of the full scan) 

1063nm 327 (<0.01%) 12140 (0.13%) 

1545nm 147655 (1.53%) 873 (0.09%) 

 

1063nm wavelength: For the returns with an apparent reflectance less than zero the 

intensities were within the range of the training data. However, the returns were at very 

close range (between 0.8 and 4.5m) and very low laser case temperatures (19.2-20.5°C) 

where there was limited training data. For the returns with an apparent reflectance value 

greater than 100% the intensities were very low and high (<30DN and >340DN), close and 

far range (<10m and >42m), and low laser temperatures (19.3-20.8°C). 

1063nm 

1545nm 

85m 

85m 
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1545nm wavelength: The returns with an apparent reflectance less than zero had very low 

intensities (96% <10DN) which is only just above the noise threshold, whereas those with 

an apparent reflectance greater than 100% had very high intensities (>500DN) and at close 

range (>7m). 

These results indicate that the neural network is not generalising well to inputs beyond the 

range (or where there are limited data) of the training dataset, as expected. However, the 

number of returns affected is less than 0.14% for the 1063nm wavelength and 1.62% of the 

full forest scan. It is expected that the proportion of affected returns in the 1545nm 

wavelength is higher because this wavelength displays more variation with temperature. 

4.10.2 Stability of reflectance estimates 

The results above indicate that a generally successful neural network has been determined 

for each wavelength considering the radiometric complexities requiring correction. 

However, in order to assess the reliability of the network two calibrated forest scans which 

were acquired on consecutive days in leaf-off conditions were compared. Figure 4.22 

shows that the neural network produces a stable output in both wavelengths. These results 

increase confidence in the network and mean that changes that are seen between scans are 

more likely to be the result of ecological changes in the forest rather than variances in the 

calibrated output. 

 

Figure 4.22. Frequency distribution of two calibrated scans acquired on consecutive days 

(8
th
-9

th
 April) in Plot 1 for the 1063nm wavelength (left) and the 1545nm wavelength 

(right). Very similar distributions indicate a similar output and therefore a stable network.  
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4.11 Conclusion 

This work has demonstrated the potential of neural networks for providing a radiometric 

calibration of raw intensities from a novel TLS sensor to realistic values of apparent 

reflectance, successfully accounting for the complexities of TLS intensity response. The 

main limitation to this approach is that neural networks do not extrapolate very well 

outside the range of training inputs, therefore this hinders the performance of the network 

if the training dataset does not span the full intensity, range, and temperature variation of 

the full field scans, as demonstrated in this chapter. The final networks had an average 

reflectance error of 7.2% and 6.9% for the 1063nm and 1545nm wavelengths respectively. 

To improve these results, and increase the networks accuracy to new data, more data 

should be included in the training stage of the neural network development, particularly 

around the limits of the current dataset (close and far ranges, reflectance between 45% and 

80%, and high and low laser case temperatures). 

The neural networks developed in this chapter will be applied to all the forest scans, 

acquired at both Alice Holt and Delamere Forest, to provide estimates of apparent 

reflectance. These results will then form the basis of analyses in the next chapter to 

investigate whether returns resulting from leaf material can be separated from those 

resulting from woody material based on spectral properties. This, as well as other spatial 

and temporal forest properties will be the focus of subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Separating foliage and wood in oak trees with dual-

wavelength TLS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to test a range of methods for separating leaves and wood in TLS 

scans of oak trees, and relates to research Objective 2. The data analysed in this chapter 

was collected during the Alice Holt data collection campaign where a set of TLS scans was 

acquired in leaf-off and leaf-on conditions along with direct destructive sampling, and 

spectral measurements, of three oak trees, referred to as tree 01 (large oak), tree 02 

(medium oak) and tree 03 (small oak). The chapter has four principle sections (Figure 5.1) 

and will commence by examining the interactions between dual-wavelength full-waveform 

laser pulses and a broad-leaved deciduous oak woodland. The individual trees of interest 

will then be extracted from the full scan and the returns examined using corresponding 

leaf-on and leaf-off scans. The measured leaf and wood reflectance is considered and the 

results of the destructive field measurements presented. Next, current methods of 

separating leaf and wood material in TLS are discussed before implementing three 

approaches: (1) number of returns based approach based on subtracting leaf-off returns 

from leaf-on returns, (2) applying a simple threshold on apparent reflectance values for the 

1545nm wavelength, and (3) applying a threshold on a ratio of apparent reflectance 

between the wavelengths.  

 

Figure 5.1: Overview of Chapter 5. 
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5.2 Description of full-waveform dual-waveform TLS data in a forest 

environment 

This section provides a description of the full-waveform dual-wavelength data recorded by 

the SALCA instrument. The raw data files were processed according to the method 

outlined in section 4.3.4 in order to decompose the full-waveform into a series of discrete 

echoes, representing hits on vegetation, for both wavelengths. Geometry was attached to 

each return, and returns resulting from ringing were removed. This processing chain 

resulted in two data files: one containing returns from the 1063nm wavelength, and the 

other containing returns from the 1545nm wavelength (expressed as λ1063 and λ1545 

hereafter). Each dataset was calibrated to apparent reflectance using the neural networks 

developed in Chapter 4. The datasets examined in this section were acquired on 14
th

 July 

2014 (full-leaf conditions) at Alice Holt forest for Tree 01 (the largest oak tree) from the 

South scanning position, using low resolution (0.24° in azimuth and 0.06° in zenith). The 

main characteristics of the returns for both wavelengths in a forest environment are now 

discussed. 

A total of 2,467,200 pulses are emitted from each laser during a low resolution full 

hemisphere scan. Around three million returns were recorded from each laser: 3,030,304 

(λ1063) and 2,994,333 (λ1545). The ability to record data along the entire length of each 

pulse allows multiple partial hits along each beam to be extracted and therefore the number 

of returns may exceed the number of pulses emitted, as in this case. Although the lasers 

follow the same optical path and therefore sample the environment with the same 

geometry, a marginal difference in the number of returns from each laser can occur. There 

are numerous reasons for this, including: the return signal not high enough to exceed the 

noise threshold (due to reflectance of target at particular wavelength, for instance), invalid 

returns (such as noise or ringing) in one of the lasers which has not been removed during 

processing, or the difference in output power of the lasers. For this dataset, the 1063nm 

wavelength had 1.0% more recorded returns than the 1545nm wavelength.  

5.2.1 Range distribution 

The frequency distribution of range of all returns is shown in Figure 5.2. As expected, the 

distribution is very similar between wavelengths and decreases with range. A large 

frequency peak is present at close range (between approximately 3m and 8m) where the 

majority of returns occur; this is caused by understorey and low branches in close 
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proximity to the scanner. There is a further peak between 15m and 20m which represents 

the canopy. There are very few returns beyond 40m up to 60m, the maximum range set 

during data acquisition. This can be explained by three factors: the laser beams exiting the 

top of the canopy, vegetation blocking the laser beams from reaching further into the forest 

(occlusion), and low intensity returns that are ‘lost’ in noise. In general, the frequency 

distribution of range will be influenced by vertical vegetation structure (ground, 

understorey and canopy layers), lateral vegetation characteristics (tree spacing and density 

of plant material in each layer), and sensor and processing specifications (signal to noise 

ratio, maximum range of lasers).  

 

Figure 5.2. Frequency distribution of range in metres for both wavelengths. 

5.2.2 Multiple return analysis 

The proportion and spatial distribution of multiple returns in the forest plot are illustrated 

in Figure 5.3. The large tree visible in the centre right of the top images is Tree 01 viewed 

from the South. Around 75% of returns in the dataset are generated from the first 

interaction between each laser beam and an object in the forest. If the object only partially 

occupied the footprint of the beam the remaining energy not intercepted continues on 

through the stand, to either exit the forest (around 55% of laser beams in this dataset) or hit 

a second object (around 20% of laser beams). This can occur multiple times for each laser 

pulse in a forest environment, with a maximum of seven (λ1063) and eight (λ1545) returns 

recorded, which occurred in around 0.1% of laser beams for this dataset. 
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Figure 5.3: Distribution and proportion of return order in both wavelengths. The returns are 

plotted in 2D by azimuth and elevation angles and coloured by range according to the 

colourbar on the right. The points in the last 4 plots have been enlarged for clarity. Fifth, 

sixth, seventh (and eighth for 1545nm wavelength) returns have been plotted together due 

to very low frequency. 

Multiple returns (two or more partial hits) occur mainly in areas of ‘soft’ targets and along 

the edges of ‘hard’ targets. Soft targets such as leafy material in tree canopy or ground 

vegetation (grass in this case) are collections of many small scattering elements that are 

heterogeneous in reflectivity, spatial orientation, and distribution. Hard targets such as 

trunks and branches are generally larger than the footprint, continuous, and opaque 

(Clawges et al., 2007). These results suggest that commercial TLS sensors which are 

1063nm 1545nm 
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deployed in first return mode in a forest would omit around 25% of recordable 

information. 

5.2.3 Intensity distribution 

Figure 5.4 shows the frequency distribution of all intensities in both wavelengths. The 

large frequency peaks at very low intensities result from low reflectance targets at the 

particular wavelength, targets at very long range, or partial hits (where only a portion of 

the laser footprint samples the surface). There is a peak in the number of returns with an 

intensity value between 300 and 400DN (λ1063) and between 400 and 500DN (λ1545). 

This is likely to be the result of forest targets in close proximity to the instrument. It is not 

possible to attach reflectance properties of forest targets to intensity at this stage until it has 

been corrected to apparent reflectance for the reasons outlined in Chapter 4. For example, a 

dark target at very close range could exhibit the same intensity as a very bright target at 

long range. The frequency peak at higher DN in the 1545nm wavelength could be due to 

this laser having a higher output power and therefore more photons per pulse are available 

to be reflected from targets, received by the detector, and digitised to intensity; or that 

objects have a higher reflectance in 1545nm (or both). 

 

Figure 5.4. Frequency distribution of raw intensity for both wavelengths including all 

returns. 

Very few returns occur over 400DN (λ1063) and 500DN (λ1545) with the maximum 

intensity recorded as 1123.2 (λ1063) and 1274.8 (λ1545). To provide some context, during 

the experimental calibration work described in Chapter 4, intensity values over 500DN 

(DN) 
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only occurred at very close range (<5.5m) from the brightest sub-panel (89% reflectance in 

λ1063 and 87% in λ1545). In the dataset explored here, 2.9% and 3.3% of returns have an 

intensity over 500DN in each wavelength, occurring exclusively on targets at near-ranges 

(<8m for λ1063 and <10m for λ1545). Although there are unlikely to be any natural targets 

in the forest with a reflectance as high as the brightest calibration sub-panel, the panel and 

reflective targets (used to merge scans together) were present in this scan and so may 

account for some of these high DN values. However, the exceptionally high DN values 

were surprising, and will be discussed further in the following section. 

5.2.4 Waveform peak widths 

For each return, the width of the peak is recorded. That is, the number of range bins that 

the digital number remains over the noise threshold for each return. This information can 

provide further information on the return which may relate to target properties such as 

roughness (Jutzi & Stilla, 2005). The frequency distribution of peak width is shown in 

Figure 5.5. The majority of returns had a width of 1 to 5 range bins (98.97%: λ1063, and 

97.97%: λ1545), with around half (59.1%: λ1063, and 51.08%: λ1545) exhibiting a width 

of 3. Returns with a recorded width of 1 had a very low intensity, typically just over the 

noise threshold, which could relate to very dark or distant targets or partial hits.  

 

Figure 5.5. Frequency distribution of peak widths for both wavelengths. 

Widths were recorded up to 14 (λ1063) and 15 (λ1545) range bins. In order to better 

understand the characteristics of the width parameter and the very wide peaks, the raw full 

waveforms for returns with different widths were examined. Examples of waveforms with 
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different widths are shown in Figure 5.6. This shows that some returns with a large width 

number actually contain ‘hidden peaks’: peaks that are hidden through close proximity to 

each other which generate overlapping echoes (Adams et al. 2012). Visual analysis of the 

spatial distribution of these large width returns determined that they occur in areas 

containing soft targets. An examination of the raw waveforms in this manner also 

confirmed that the two laser beams were well aligned, as the signal from both wavelengths 

were very closely matched, as illustrated in Figure 5.6e. 

 

 

Figure 5.6.  Raw waveforms for returns with widths of a) 4, b) 6, c) 10, and d) 12. Plot e) 

shows a corresponding waveform for both wavelengths. Graphs plotted using raw intensity 

(recorded between -127 and 127) and range. Black circles represent intensity recorded at 

each range bin. 

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) 
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Hidden peaks occur when objects are very close together (such as leaves in a tree canopy), 

partial hits occur, and the signal does not fall beneath the noise threshold and therefore the 

processing algorithm treats it as a single return and continues to sum the current intensities. 

These very wide peaks correlated to some of the very high intensity values noted in Figure 

5.4. In order to establish the proportion of returns with large widths that contain hidden 

peaks, twenty raw waveforms for each width number of 4 or more were examined. Table 

5.1 shows that all the sampled returns with a width of 4 contained a single peak (Figure 

5.6a). The majority of sampled returns with a width of 5 also showed a single peak, 

however a double peak occurred in the majority of returns with a width of 6 or 7 (Figure 

5.6b), and a triple peak in a width of 8 or more (Figure 5.6c). When these returns were left 

unchanged and the dataset was input to the neural network for calibration, the high 

intensity value generated an incorrect, very high apparent reflectance estimate. However, if 

the information from the hidden peaks was discarded, as in Chauve et al. (2009) who only 

kept one peak when hidden peaks were detected, structural information would be lost. 

Therefore, based on the results in Table 5.1 a new protocol was adopted. 

Table 5.1. Number of returns with 1 peak, 2 peaks, 3 peaks or 4 peaks (n=20 waveforms 

examined per width) 

Width 1 peak 2 peaks 3 peaks 4 peaks 

4 20 0 0 0 

5 12 8 0 0 

6 5 15 0 0 

7 0 17 3 0 

8 0 8 12 0 

9 0 4 15 1 

10+ 0 1 14 5 

 

The returns which had a recorded width of 5 or less were not changed. When a width of 6 

or 7 occurred, a double peak was assumed and the return split into two separate returns and 

attributed half the intensity value each, the rest of the return attributes were unaltered. In a 

similar manner, a width of 8 or more was assumed to be a triple return and the information 

split into 3 separate returns where the intensity divided by 3. This return splitting ‘fix’ was 

applied to all the tree point clouds and then the datasets were re-calibrated to apparent 

reflectance.  
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It should be noted that this is a basic method to correct for hidden peaks. In future work 

this should be looked at in more detail, for instance by amending the initial processing 

algorithm so that overlapping echoes are detected at an early stage and split into the 

appropriate number of returns. This would combine the current processing protocol with a 

signal processing peak detection algorithm but is outside the scope of this research since it 

only affected a very small amount (<3%) of all recorded returns. 

5.2.5 Apparent reflectance 

The full scans were calibrated to apparent reflectance for both wavelengths and the 

resultant distribution for the example dataset is shown in Figure 5.7. There are a number of 

returns which have produced an apparent reflectance of less of zero, particularly in the 

1063nm wavelength and the most likely explanation for this is that the input parameters for 

this scan (intensity, range or temperature) were outside or near the limits of the training 

data used in the development of the neural network procedure, as discussed in Chapter 4 

(section 4.10.1). Both wavelengths exhibit a low apparent reflectance peak between 0 and 

10% (apparent reflectance of 0.1), and this is likely to be the result of partial hits. A second 

peak is evident around 20% in the 1063nm wavelength and at a lower apparent reflectance 

of between 10% and 20% in the 1545nm wavelength, which is consistent with the lower 

reflectance of leaves at this wavelength. 

 

Figure 5.7. Frequency distribution of apparent reflectance for a full leaf-on scan for both 

wavelengths 
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5.3 Characterising individual oak trees 

The rest of this chapter is concerned with the individual oak trees at Alice Holt. Table 5.2 

shows the available SALCA scans acquired for each tree; all scans were conducted in low 

resolution mode. As detailed in Chapter 3, each tree was intended to be scanned from 

common multiple aspects in leaf-off and leaf-on conditions. However, poor weather in 

March 2014 presented an obstacle to collecting all required data. The leaf-off scans were 

attempted over several days but unfortunately were repeatedly aborted before completion 

due to rain, wind, and technical problems with the instrument in cold weather. As a result, 

there is no useable leaf-off data for Tree 02, and only two leaf-off scans for Tree 03. 

Table 5.2. Summary of SALCA scans acquired for each tree showing number of scans 

under leaf-off and leaf-on conditions and the scanning position (S = South, NW = North 

West, etc). 

Tree 
Leaf-off 

26
th
-27

th
 March 2014 

Leaf-on 

2
nd

-3
rd

 July 2014 

Tree 01 3 (NE, NW, S) 3 (NE, NW, S) 

Tree 02 None 3 (NW, SE, SW) 

Tree 03 2 (S, N) 3 (NW, NE, S) 

 

With the exception of computing the crown projection area of each tree for direct LAI 

calculation (Section 5.3.2.1), the rest of the chapter considers each tree and scanning 

position independently as ‘single scans’. The main limitation of using a single TLS 

viewpoint is the occlusion effect. For instance, only half of the trunk surface can be 

sampled using single side-lateral location scanning and this can lead to an underestimation 

of canopy parameters (Zheng & Moskal, 2012). The decision was made to use single scans 

for this study in order to allow common methods to be implemented between the single 

tree data collected at Alice Holt and the forest plots at Delamere Forest, where the focus is 

on seasonal change from a single viewpoint. This approach also facilitates comparisons 

between the scans for different views of the trees. The following sections present the 

spectral results of the trees acquired with the ASD spectroradiometer, destructive 

sampling, and finally the TLS point clouds are examined. 

5.3.1 Leaf and wood spectral reflectance 

Comprehensive spectral reflectance measurements were acquired coincident with the tree 

felling, as described in Chapter 3, and a summary of the results is presented here. Figure 
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5.8a shows the spectral reflectance signature of the 48 leaves sampled from Tree 01. The 

form of this plot is of a typical spectral signature of a green leaf. At 1063nm, the top and 

bottom of the leaves had an average reflectance of 43.0% (std = 2.5%) and 40.2% (std = 

2.3%), respectively.  One of the water absorption features is observable between 1400nm 

and 1600nm, lowering the reflectance of both the top and bottom (to a similar reflectance) 

of the leaves at the SALCA wavelength of 1545nm compared with 1063nm. Measurements 

of the spectral reflectance of leaf tops and bottoms were taken for samples from each 

height stratum of each tree. In total, 48 leaves were sampled from Tree 01, 28 leaves from 

Tree 02, and 12 from Tree 03. The results are presented in Figure 5.8b by height. To 

account for the trees being different heights, the mean height for the stratum that each 

sample belonged was normalised by the height of the tree, to aid comparisons between 

trees (where 1 is the maximum height of the tree). 

Based on these results, oak leaves are separable based on their reflectance at 1063nm and 

1545nm. All three oak trees showed similar mean reflectance for all height strata in both 

wavelengths. Similar to Figure 5.8a, the underside of leaves has a tendency for a slightly 

lower reflectance, particularly in the 1063nm wavelength. Since the leaves from the 

different trees and height levels exhibit similar reflectance, it is reasonable to treat all the 

leaves with a single reflectance value for each wavelength, with an overall mean 

reflectance of 41.9% (λ1063) and 25.2% (λ1545). 

Due to wet weather conditions, no woody spectral measurements were taken from Tree 03 

(small oak), and therefore the work will proceed under the assumption that it had the same 

spectral properties as Tree 01 and Tree 02. This is a reasonable assumption due to the trees 

being of the same species, around the same age (0.3m height difference between Tree 02 

and 03), and sharing very similar environmental conditions due to their close proximity to 

one another. Figure 5.9a shows the full spectral signature for different structural classes of 

woody material for Tree 01. 
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Figure 5.8. Spectral measurements of leaves. a) full spectral signature of leaf top and 

bottom for all sampled leaves from tree 01 (courtesy of Rachel Gaulton) shaded areas show 

± 2 std, b) mean reflectance of leaf top and bottom for all trees for both wavelengths, 

plotted by mean height of stratum as a proportion of tree height. Circles and squares 

represent the 1063nm and 1545nm wavelengths, respectively. Closed symbols represent 

leaf top measurements and open symbols represent measurements taken on leaf bottoms. 

Each tree is shown in a different colour. 

Excluding the twigs and shoots, the mean reflectance of woody material appeared to be 

similar at 1063nm and 1545nm, although the 1063nm showed higher variance. The 

spectral results from the twigs and shoots exhibit a larger variance and a significantly 

lower reflectance than the other woody categories in the 1545nm wavelength. This would 

suggest that these components have higher water content than the other structural elements. 
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This could also be explained by measurement errors caused by the fine material being 

smaller than the ASD contact probe footprint. As a solution, the twigs and shoots were 

layered into dense bunches and pressure was applied to the contact probe to achieve a 

satisfactory seal. Some of the variance in the measurements may also be caused by 

significant amounts of lichen and moss on the bark, particularly on the trunk and large 

branches (evident in chlorophyll absorbance at 670nm). An examination of the woody 

spectral results from both trees confirm that the mean reflectance was very similar in both 

wavelengths (Figure 5.9b). 

 

 

Figure 5.9. a) spectral measurements from the woody samples for tree 01 (courtesy of 

Rachel Gaulton) shaded areas show ± 2 std, b) mean reflectance of woody material at 

1063nm and 1545nm for tree 01 and tree 02. 
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The spectral variance was higher for the woody components of the trees compared with the 

leaves (Figure 5.10). The results suggest that spectral separability based on a ratio of 

reflectance for the two wavelengths may be successful. This is due to wood and leaves 

exhibiting a similar reflectance in the 1063nm wavelength and leaves showing a lower 

reflectance in the 1545nm wavelength. 

 

Figure 5.10. Box plots displaying spectral results for all woody samples (black) and all leaf 

samples (blue) for all trees. On each box, central mark is the median, the edges of the box 

are the 25
th
 and 75

th
 percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points. 

5.3.2 Destructive sampling 

The three individual oak trees were felled after the leaf-on TLS scans had been acquired. 

Each of the trees were manually defoliated and direct detailed measurements taken of the 

foliage and woody structures, following the protocol described in Chapter 3. This section 

presents the results from the destructive field campaign. One of the outputs of the tree 

defoliation was to achieve a direct measure of leaf area index (LAI), and in order to scale 

the leaf area over the appropriate unit of ground, the first stage was to calculate the area of 

ground that each tree occupied, which can be done from the TLS data, as outlined below. 

5.3.2.1   Scaling LAI to individual trees 

In a stand of trees, each tree occupies an area determined by its crown projection which 

can be defined as the area of vertical projection of the outermost perimeter of the crown on 

the horizontal plane (Gspaltl et al., 2012). This can be thought of as the trees’ silhouette if 

viewed from nadir. The crown projection area, which is closely related to the 
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photosynthetic capacity of a tree (Lowman & Rinker, 2004), is an important parameter to 

characterise for a number of reasons including tree biomass, stand productivity, habitat 

structure, canopy growth dynamics, competitive interactions between the crowns, and even 

the aesthetic value of a stand (Fleck et al., 2011; Pretzsch, 2014). To facilitate the 

computation of single tree leaf area index (LAI), it is necessary to know the crown 

projection area with which to scale the calculated total leaf area. 

Manual methods include deriving an estimate of crown projection area from more easily 

measurable features such as trunk diameter, height, and/or crown length (Uzoh & Ritchie, 

1996; Gill et al., 2000). Measuring crown projection area directly involves measuring the 

directions and distance of maximum crown extensions (usually at 8 points at set angles) 

and calculating the coordinates to act as a vertex of a polygon and then calculating its area 

(Fleck et al., 2011; Miranda-Fuentes et al., 2015). 

TLS is capable of measuring canopy projection area in a more efficient manner than 

manual measurements, and with higher accuracy. This is usually carried out by projecting 

the tree canopy point cloud in 2D and fitting a shape to its perimeter. The most common 

methods of shape fitting are to use a convex hull algorithm (Miranda-Fuentes et al., 2015; 

Gspaltl et al. 2012; Hauglin et al., 2014; Wei-heng et al., 2014; Fleck et al., 2011), assume 

a circular projection and compute a radius from the maximum crown diameter and a centre 

point (Wang et al., 2008; Moorthy et al., 2011), or interactively fit an ellipse (Srinivasan et 

al., 2015). 

To limit the effects of occlusion from a single scan position, the leaf-on SALCA scans of 

the tree trees were combined into a single point cloud. This was done using tie points 

visible in each scan to merge the point clouds into a common coordinate system. The 

merged point clouds were projected onto a horizontal plane using the x- and y- coordinates 

and a circle was fitted as this best characterised the 2D shape of the oak canopy (Figure 

5.11). The area of each circle represents the crown projection area, and by adding the 

height axis information (min=0, max=height of tree) a cylinder can be used to describe the 

three-dimensional space occupied by each tree (illustrated in Figure 5.11).  
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Figure 5.11: Defining the crown projection area for each tree. 

5.3.2.2  Destructive sampling results 

The results of the destructive sampling experiment are presented in this section. 

Accompanying measurements of bark, wood (biomass and density), and leaf properties 

(nitrogen content) were also measured but are not presented as it is outside the scope of 

this research. Table 5.3 shows the height and diameter at breast height (DBH) based on 

manual measurements, and crown projection area of each tree calculated from the TLS 

point cloud as described above. 

Table 5.3. Tree diameter at breast height (DBH), height, and crown projected area for the 

three trees. 

Tree DBH (cm) Height (m) Crown projection area 

(m
2
) 

01 41.9 22.4 107.48 

02 33.4 19.9 61.69 

03 27.0 19.6 56.19 

 

Table 5.4 shows the results of the destructive leaf measurements. As detailed in the 

methods, each tree was completely defoliated, dried and weighed (‘all leaves’), and scaled 

by the specific leaf area of 100 randomly sampled leaves for each height stratum of each 

tree. The final tree LAI was calculated by dividing the scaled leaf area by the crown 

projection area. The medium oak (Tree 02) had the largest total LAI of 3.47, followed by 

the large oak (Tree 01) with 3.15, and then the small oak (Tree 03) having the lowest LAI 

of 2.73. These values are realistic for the forest type (Kozlowski et al., 1991). 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the vertical distribution of LAI for each tree. Of particular interest is 

the high LAI in the top section of the canopy. This is where light availability is at its 
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highest therefore more leaf production and higher photosynthetic activity is expected 

(Marek et al., 1989). 

Table 5.4. Direct leaf measurements. DM = dry mass. 

Tree 

Stratum 

Hmin 

(m) 

Stratum 

Hmax 

(m) 

Specific Leaf 

Area (m
2
 kg

-1
) 

Leaf Mass 

Area (g m
-2

) 

Dry 

Mass 

(kg) 

 

Leaf 

Area (m
2
) 

Leaf Area 

Index 

 

Total 

LAI 

   
Area (100 

sample)/ DM 

(100 sample) 

DM (100 

sample)/area 

(100 sample) 
All leaves 

DM (all 

leaves) * 

SLA (100 

sample) 

Leaf area/ 

crown proj 

area 
 

01 0.0 8.0 17.34 57.67 3.51 60.91 0.57 

3.15 
01 8.0 13.0 13.44 74.40 1.71 22.96 0.21 

01 13.0 18.4 12.78 78.26 3.83 48.95 0.46 

01 18.4 22.4 10.44 95.77 19.70 205.67 1.91 

02 0.0 9.0 16.85 59.34 2.70 45.50 0.74 
3.47 

02 9.0 19.9 11.46 87.26 14.73 168.80 2.74 

03 0.0 11.5 17.06 58.62 1.07 18.28 0.33 
2.73 

03 11.5 19.6 11.51 86.92 11.75 135.19 2.41 
 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Vertical profiles of direct LAI by height, for the three oak trees. 

Tree 01 Tree 02 

Tree 03 
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5.4 TLS data analysis for individual trees 

Returns corresponding to the individual trees were manually delineated from the full forest 

point cloud, using CloudCompare
©

 3D mapping software (Open Source software available 

to download from http://www.danielgm.net/cc/). The tree of interest in each scan was 

visually identified in the point cloud, and then gradually segmented by rotating the scene in 

3D and removing all points from adjacent crowns or trunks. Oak has characteristically 

well-defined crowns which made this segmentation process relatively simple. This was 

repeated for all three trees for both wavelengths for the leaf-off and leaf-on scans. Since 

Tree 01 was the only tree with multiple corresponding leaf-off and leaf-on TLS scans, this 

tree was the subject of analysis for this section, before the same approaches are applied to 

the remaining scans of the other two trees at the end of this chapter. 

Figure 5.13 shows the frequency-height profiles of the leaf-off and leaf-on scans from 

different views of Tree 01 next to a point cloud of the tree from the South scanning 

position. The height parameter was calculated by correcting the z-coordinate for the offset 

(0.3m) between the ground and the optical centre of the instrument. As expected, the 

profiles look very similar between the two wavelengths for all scanning positions. The 

profiles contain frequencies below zero; this is because the SALCA instrument scans down 

to -6° in elevation. The difference in the magnitude and location of the frequency peaks 

between the scanning positions of the tree is controlled by the structural elements of the 

tree that protrude in a certain direction. For instance, the first peak, occurring at around 

2m, corresponds to the low branch observable in the point cloud image. The frequency 

peak is significantly higher from the North East scanning position as the branch protrudes 

in this orientation. 

In general, the frequency peaks are larger in the leaf-on scans due to the presence of leaves. 

However, at the very top of the tree (>17m) the leaf-off scans show a higher frequency of 

returns and a higher recordable height. This is caused by occlusion in the middle and lower 

parts of the tree, preventing beams from reaching the upper canopy (Takeda et al., 2008).  

http://www.danielgm.net/cc/
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Figure 5.13. TLS height profiles of Tree 01 for the three scanning positions for both 

wavelengths showing all returns. Green line = leaf-on, brown = leaf-off. 
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Table 5.5 summarises the number of returns recorded for each scanning position for Tree 

01. The leaf-on point clouds increased by a similar proportion for the South and North East 

viewpoint, with a slightly lower increase from the North West, where there was a larger 

amount of trunk and branches visible from this view. 

Table 5.5. Summary of number of returns for tree 01 for each scanning position for both 

wavelengths 

 1063nm 1545nm 

TLS view Leaf-off Leaf-on % increase Leaf-off Leaf-on % increase 

S 217985 369400 69.46 240348 367316 52.83 

NE 176744 296591 67.81 189363 297877 57.30 

NW 218469 309732 41.77 245907 309421 25.83 

 

An example of a leaf-off and leaf-on calibrated point cloud for both wavelengths is shown 

in Figure 5.14 from the South scanning position, and the frequency distribution of apparent 

reflectance output for the three scanning positions is shown in Figure 5.15. The branches 

and trunks appear brighter than the leaves in the 1545nm wavelength consistent with the 

fact that the middle-infrared wavelength is in the band of water absorption of vegetation. In 

1063nm wavelength there is a clear peak in leaf-off at lower reflectance, which could be 

partial hits, and also material at higher reflectance. For leaf-on there is a matching peak 

with lower reflectance (partial hits) and then a second clear peak around 35% reflectance 

which is full hits on leaves. In the 1545nm wavelength for the leaf-off scans there is a large 

peak at low reflectance (partial hits) and then a second peak around 50-60% reflectance 

which is full hits on woody material. For the leaf-on scans again there are two clear peaks, 

one at 5% reflectance (partial hits) and one at 20% reflectance (full hits on leaves). 

The measured spectral data indicated that the oak leaves have a measured reflectance 

around 42% (λ1063) and 25% (λ1545). This means that the average apparent reflectance of 

the peak representing leaves is lower, 35% (λ1063) and 20% (λ1545) than the mean 

reflectance measured with the ASD instrument. This was also noted in Béland et al. (2014) 

and Balduzzi et al. (2011) and can be explained by the presence of partial hits and non-

Lambertain scattering of the foliage. Rather than the assumed Lambertain scattering, 

leaves may scatter light anisotropically and therefore there will be a decrease in the 

intensity of the return signal as the angle between the laser pulse and the leaf normal 
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increases. The amount of decrease will depend upon the specular reflectance characteristics 

of the foliage (Béland et al., 2011; Balduzzi et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Point clouds of Tree 01 symbolised by apparent reflectance as shown in the 

colourbar. 

Figure 5.16 shows the frequency distribution of the leaf-off and leaf-on scans from the 

South scanning position, to allow the location of the peaks between the wavelengths to be 

compared. The location of the first peak corresponding to partial hits occurs in the same 

position for both seasons at both wavelengths. The peak representing leaves is at a lower 

apparent reflectance for the 1545nm than the 1063nm wavelength, although there is 

substantial overlap. There is a clear peak around 50% in the leaf-off 1545nm wavelength 

with some corresponding returns in this reflectance area in the leaf-on scan. However, the 

peak corresponding to full hits on wood in the 1063nm wavelength is not so distinct. 
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Figure 5.15. Frequency distribution of leaf-off and leaf-on apparent reflectance for three 

scanning positions in both wavelengths, showing all returns. 
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Figure 5.16. Frequency distribution of leaf-off (L-off) and leaf-on (L-on) apparent 

reflectance for the South scanning position for both wavelengths. Annotated to show 

reflectance features for both wavelengths. 

5.5 Separating leaf and wood for individual oak trees 

The ability to separate forest returns into foliage and wood components is important due to 

their different ecological functions, as outlined in previous chapters. For TLS studies, this 

is vital to achieving quantitative metrics for trees and forests, in order to derive accurate 

information relating to phenology, carbon allocation, and quantification of biomass, and 

for assessing structural components of vegetation. Leaf-off and leaf-on TLS scans can help 

with understanding the interactions between lasers pulses and forest canopy material. The 

destructive measurements acquired in this experiment provide an opportunity for validating 

the leaf and wood separation. This section discusses and implements current and new 

methods to achieve foliage and wood separation from TLS data.  

5.5.1 Introduction to leaf and wood separation using TLS 

The ability to distinguish between returns resulting from foliage and wood has been noted 

as a limitation of several TLS forest studies, and more generally, is still an unsolved 

problem for indirect measurements. One method of achieving this separation has been to 

apply a manually determined threshold based on the intensity of the reflected signal. 

However, this relies on there being a significant difference in reflectivity between the 

wood and foliage material at the wavelength of the TLS instrument, such as the water 
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absorption window of radiation near 1550nm (Béland et al., 2011), or in the green 

wavelength (Clawges et al., 2007). This method has been tested for broadleaved (Béland et 

al., 2011) and coniferous (Seielstad et al., 2011) species on a tree level, sometimes 

requiring a different threshold for each tree (Yanez et al., 2008). Another method is to 

perform scans in both leaf-off and leaf-on conditions and subtract the leaf-off returns 

(Clawges et al., 2007). However, this method is only applicable to deciduous forests and 

relies on multiple scans several months apart, and even then, is not a true representation of 

the true foliage component due to the assumption of a random distribution of woody tissue 

with respect to the position of leaves (Piayda et al., 2015). Leaf, wood separation is 

sometimes performed after inserting a merged point cloud into a voxel grid, a 3D space 

composed of adjacent cubic cells of specific size and coordinates (Hosoi & Omasa, 2006; 

2007). Furthermore, the studies mentioned above all used small experimental trees. 

Béland et al. (2011) compared leaf-off and leaf-on scans from two position either side of a 

tree using a first return Optech ILIS-3D TLS at 1545nm wavelength, first normalising the 

TLS return intensities to 20m range using linear fitting (ignoring near and far range), then 

identifying an intensity threshold by analysis of normalised intensity histograms for leaf-

off and leaf-on scans. To compensate for parts of branches not visible to the TLS in the 

leaf-on scans (occluded by leaves) the bin values for the leaf-off histograms were 

multiplied by a correction factor (between 0 and 1). Once separated into leaves and wood, 

the data was then voxelised to complete the analysis. This study highlighted the effect of 

partial hits (e.g. around the edge of tree trunk). Béland et al. (2014) extended this approach 

by using a multiple return TLS Riegl VZ-400 at 1550nm wavelength to scan ten blue oak 

trees (mean height 9.5m). Histograms of normalised intensities were analysed to 

distinguish between multiple and single returns from leaf-off and leaf-on scans and 

categorise the returns into leaf, wood, and noise. 

The next sections implement three methods for separating leaf and woody returns from 

TLS scans. First, based on the number of returns in corresponding leaf-off and leaf-on 

scans, secondly, applying an apparent reflectance threshold to the 1545nm wavelength, and 

finally, introducing a new method using both wavelengths to generate an apparent 

reflectance ratio. 
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5.5.2 Leaf and wood based on number of returns 

Clawges et al. (2007) used a Leica HDS 3000 TLS with a wavelength 532nm (green) to 

scan individual larch trees (between 2m and 4m in height) from four positions in leaf-off 

and leaf-on. The total leaf-off returns for every 1m vertical section was subtracted from the 

corresponding data in leaf-on. The number of ‘leafy’ laser returns calculated using this 

method was significantly correlated with manual-based estimates of leaf area (R
2
 = 0.822; 

Clawges et al., 2007).  Following the approach by Clawges et al. (2007), ‘leafy’ returns 

were calculated for each scanning position of Tree 01 based on the four height strata 

defined during the direct measurements. As a corresponding leaf-off and leaf-on scan was 

also available for Tree 03 (South), this was also included for additional data points. The 

number of ‘leafy’ laser returns was then plotted against the one-sided area of collected 

leaves for each of the strata (Figure 5.17). The data shown here is using the 1063nm 

wavelength, the 1545nm wavelength showed a very similar response. 

With the exception of the top vertical sections of both trees, there was a positive 

relationship between the number of ‘leafy’ laser returns and the measured one-sided area 

of leaves. However, the form of the relationship is not the expected logarithmic increase in 

attenuation and reflection of light with increased concentration of leaf area, as described by 

the Beer-Lambert Law, and demonstrated in Clawges et al. (2007). These results could be 

explained by the lack of sufficient data points or differences between the studies, Clawges 

et al. (2007) used young coniferous larch individuals, merged scans, and a first return 

scanning mode. 

 

Figure 5.17. Number of ‘leafy’ laser returns (λ1063nm) vs. one-sided area of collected 

leaves, for the height strata. 
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The top vertical sections of the trees showed a very difference response, with a very low 

(and in one case negative) number of ‘leafy’ returns compared with the collected one-sided 

area of leaves, which exhibited the largest leaf areas of all strata. These points can be seen 

on Figure 5.17 as dark blue circles (Tree 01) and dark red triangle (Tree 03). This 

exemplifies the impact of occlusion, caused by the lower canopy and the position of the 

instrument, as discussed earlier. This suggests that an accurate TLS LAI estimation for 

these strata may not be possible unless occlusion is accounted for. 

5.5.3 Leaf and wood separation using a threshold on a single channel 

This section classifies each return in the point cloud to ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ based on the 

spectral response of these targets in the middle-infrared region of the electromagnetic 

spectrum (the 1545nm wavelength) where the reflectance difference has been shown to be 

significant. In order to define an appropriate threshold for the two classes, the apparent 

reflectance histograms for leaf-off and leaf-on SALCA scans were examined (Figure 5.18). 

As expected, multiple returns occur at lower apparent reflectance values, and it is 

observable that many partial hits on wood fall within the same reflectance range as full hits 

on leaves. These are not distinguishable solely using apparent reflectance and will be 

incorrectly classified as leaf material.  

 

Figure 5.18. Frequency distribution of leaf-off and leaf-on scans for tree 01 South (1545nm 

wavelength). Threshold of 29% illustrated. The NE and NW scanning positions displayed 

similar distribution but are not added to graph for clarity. 
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Between 29% and 41% apparent reflectance, there are some leaf returns that will be 

incorrectly categorised as wood (where the frequency of laser pulses exceeds the leaf-off). 

Béland et al. (2014) also applied a lower threshold of half the measured leaf reflectance, 

and discarded everything below this as ‘noise’, meaning that pulse returns that occupied 

less than half of the footprint were not included in the analysis. This approach was not 

adopted for this research as it meant that too many valid returns were also discarded which 

would lower the structural resolution of the point clouds.  

Based on the histograms, a threshold of 0.29 (29% reflectance) was adopted to separate 

foliage and wood in the 1545nm wavelength. Figure 5.19 shows the leaf-on and leaf-off 

point clouds for tree 01 from all scanning positions after the classification was applied. The 

green points in the top images show the points categorised as ‘leaf’ (with an apparent 

reflectance less than or equal to 0.29), and the brown points are those categorised as 

‘wood’ (apparent reflectance of over 0.29). Visual examination of the results in the 3D 

point clouds suggest that this approach was very successful for all three scanning positions: 

the trunk and branches appear in brown and the rest are green. However, as previously 

discussed, partial hits on woody material generate an apparent reflectance within the region 

of leaf reflectance and therefore are misclassified as such. This is evident around the edges 

of the trunk and branches (shown in inset in Figure 5.19). This is also illustrated in the 

bottom images in Figure 5.19 which show the result of the same method applied to the 

leaf-off scans, where the points classified as ‘leaf’ are displayed in blue. As expected, the 

fine branches and edges of larger branches have been miss-classified as leaf, leading to 

large misclassification errors (70.0%, 67.3%, 64.1% for the South, North East, and North 

West scanning positions respectively). Furthermore, the ASD measurements suggested that 

fine branches exhibit a lower reflectance than the trunk and larger branches, which may 

also contribute to the misclassification error (Figure 5.9a). 

To investigate whether the leaf-on classification could be improved, the returns 

corresponding to woody partial hits were extracted from the point clouds to determine 

whether there were any measurable characteristics of these that could be used to 

distinguish them automatically from leaf returns. To this end, the apparent reflectance 

(λ1063 and λ1545), normalised and simple ratios (a description of how the ratios were 

computed can be found in the following section), and peak width of the extracted woody 
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partial hits were examined. The results determined that the woody partial hits did not show 

any features that would make them distinguishable from leaf returns. 

 

 

Figure 5.19: Point clouds for Tree 01 classified into ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ using 29% apparent 

reflectance threshold in the 1545nm wavelength, for all three scanning positions. Top 

images show leaf-on where green points have been allocated to ‘leaf’ category and brown 

points allocated to ‘wood’. Bottom images shows the same procedure for leaf-off, with the 

‘leaf’ points symbolised in blue which represent the miss-classification error. 

S NE NW 

S NE NW 
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5.5.4 Using a ratio for leaf wood separation 

The last section demonstrated how recorded intensity calibrated to apparent reflectance can 

be used for classifying a TLS point cloud into target classes. However, the approach did 

not account for the portion of the laser pulse hitting the target, causing numerous woody 

partial hits to be incorrectly categorised as leaves. This source of error can potential be 

addressed with dual-wavelength lidar. As described in Chapter 4, and suggested by 

Gaulton et al. (2013) and Danson et al. (2014), taking a ratio of the apparent reflectance 

values for each return may address some of the limitations of the previous approaches by 

generating a measure solely dependent on the reflectance of the target and independent of 

amount of material in the laser footprint and beam incidence angle. The ratio is calculated 

as a Normalised Difference Index (NDI) where   is the reflectance: 

     
             

             
 

Taking a ratio in this manner should therefore be sensitive to moisture content and allow a 

threshold to be applied to classify the point clouds as ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’. Up to this point, the 

TLS data has been examined as two independent datasets, one for each wavelength. In 

order to calculate these ratio values, it was first necessary to match each return between the 

wavelengths, implemented in this research as follows. For each corresponding laser pulse, 

the difference in range between the two lasers was calculated. Pairings were only kept 

which had similar range values, threshold of 0.12m (less than a range bin) was adopted 

after experimentation on multiple waveforms. Once the returns had been matched for all 

scans, the NDI was computed according to Equation 5.1. The resultant frequency 

histograms for the leaf-on and leaf-on scans for the three scanning positions for Tree 01 are 

shown in Figure 5.20. 

All of the histograms show a similar form, with the frequency peak for the leaf-off scans 

occurring at a lower ratio than the leaf-on. This is due to a lower 1545nm apparent 

reflectance for leaf returns compared with the corresponding 1063nm return and therefore 

a lower denominator resulting in a higher ratio for leaf-on datasets. However, the 

histograms show that there is substantial overlap between the leaf-off and leaf-off ratios. In 

a similar manner as the threshold on a single channel (Figure 5.18a), this suggests that a 

ratio threshold will also generate misclassification errors associated with leaves that are 

categorised as wood, and wood that is categorised as leaf. If this threshold was decreased 

(5.1) 
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then the amount of leaf classified as wood would decrease but the amount of wood as leaf 

would increase, if the threshold was increased then the opposite would occur. 

 

Figure 5.20. The SALCA Normalised Ratio Index (NDI) frequency histograms for leaf-off 

and leaf-on scans for the three scanning positions for Tree 01. 

Figure 5.21 shows the result of applying the NDI threshold of 0.1 to leaf-on (top images) 

and leaf-off (bottom images) for tree 01 for all scanning positions. The leaf-on results 

suggest that overall the classification is successful, however some returns from the trunk 

have been incorrectly categorised as leaves (highlighted in the inset). However, the leaf-off 

scans exhibit a lower misclassification error compared to the earlier approach (38.6%, 

28.4%, 24.9% in the South, North East, and North West scanning positions). The majority 

of the misclassification error occurs in fine branches which could be explained by the 

results from the ASD reflectance measurements. 
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Figure 5.21. Point clouds for Tree 01 classified into ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ using a NDI threshold 

of 0.1, for all three scanning positions. Top images show leaf-on where green points have 

been allocated to ‘leaf’ category and brown points allocated to ‘wood’. Bottom images 

shows the same procedure for leaf-off, with the ‘leaf’ points symbolised in blue which 

represent the miss-classification error. 

S NE NW 

S NE NW 
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To investigate the misclassification of the tree trunk in more detail, returns that were 

classified as leaves and wood, based on the ratio alone, were manually extracted from the 

tree trunk. These represent full hits (edge of the trunk avoided) on woody material. Figure 

5.22 shows the extracted returns as a function of the apparent reflectance at both 

wavelengths. The figure suggests that the wood apparent reflectance in the 1063nm 

wavelength is highly variable (ranging from 20% to 70%), whereas the apparent 

reflectance in the 1545nm wavelength is relatively stable at approximately 35-40%. 

Therefore, when a NDI ratio of 0.1 was applied, a number of woody returns were miss-

classified (blue points in Figure 5.22). According to the ASD measurements, the trunk has 

a reflectance of around 55% for the 1063nm wavelength and 56% in the 1545nm 

wavelength. The lower trunk of interest here was at very close range to the scanner (range 

5 to 6m) therefore a possible explanation for the misclassification is that the calibration did 

not perform well at this close range in the 1063nm wavelength. 

 

Figure 5.22. Extracted trunk returns plotted by wavelength and reflectance. Blue points 

represent returns incorrectly classified as leaves, and black returns represent returns 

correctly classified as wood, when a NDI threshold of 0.1 was applied. 

 

5.6 Leaf and wood separation on Tree 02 and Tree 03 

Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 show the results of applying the same leaf-wood separation 

methods discussed above. The top three point clouds in both Figures present the results of 

using a single wavelength to perform the segmentation, and the bottom point clouds 
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present the results of applying a threshold to the NDI. In both Figures, the returns 

classified to leaf are shown in green, and those to wood in brown. It is observable from 

these images that there appears to be a range effect present. This is the case for all trees 

except Tree 03 NW. To investigate whether the performance of the calibration of these 

scans, the laser temperatures recorded during data acquisition were compared with the 

laser temperatures used to build the neural networks in Chapter 4. The leaf-on scans for 

these datasets were collected in summer where air temperatures were very high. The three 

trees were scanned in multiple positions consecutively over a single scanning day, starting 

with Tree 01, followed by Tree 02, and then to Tree 03. As a consequence of high ambient 

air temperatures, little wind, and prolonged instrument activity, the laser temperatures 

recorded for Tree 02 and Tree 03 (except Tree 03 NW) fell outside of the neural network 

training data (Figure 4.11; Table 5.6). Figures 5.23 and 5.24 also show that the number of 

returns are reduced in the NDI point clouds. This means that many returns were discarded 

during the calculation of the ratios (Section 5.5.4).  

Table 5.6. Laser case temperature ranges for the tree scans. The scans shaded in orange 

are those where the temperature ranges are outside the neural network training data (see 

Figure 4.11). 

Tree Condition Scan position Temp min °C Temp max °C 

01 Leaf-off S 22.8 24.4 

01 Leaf-off NE 25.5 25.9 

01 Leaf-off NW 25.6 26.2 

01 Leaf-on S 21.5 28 

01 Leaf-on NE 28.6 30.5 

01 Leaf-on NW 32.5 34.5 

02 Leaf-on NW 34.6 36.2 

02 Leaf-on SE 32.25 35.65 

02 Leaf-on SW 33.95 34.4 

03 Leaf-off S 24 24.5 

03 Leaf-off N 23.6 25.2 

03 Leaf-on NW 32.35 32.6 

03 Leaf-on NE 37 38.5 

03 Leaf-on S 35.8 36.4 
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Figure 5.23. Point clouds for Tree 02 classified into ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ using a 1545nm 

threshold of 0.29 (top) NDI threshold of 0.1 (bottom), for all three scanning positions. 

Images show leaf-on where green points have been allocated to ‘leaf’ category and brown 

points allocated to ‘wood’. 

NW SE SW 

NW SE SW 
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Figure 5.24. Point clouds for Tree 03 classified into ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ using a 1545nm 

threshold of 0.29 (top) NDI threshold of 0.1 (bottom), for all three scanning positions. 

Images show leaf-on where green points have been allocated to ‘leaf’ category and brown 

points allocated to ‘wood’. 
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Figure 5.25 shows the result of the same methods applied to the two leaf-off scans for Tree 

03. The two point clouds on the left are classified by single wavelength, and those on the 

right by NDI threshold, where returns classified as ‘leaf’ are displayed in blue. In a similar 

manner to the misclassifications seen in Tree 01, using the NDI produced lower 

misclassification errors (27.75% and 24.88%), compared to using the 1545nm wavelength 

alone (58.44% and 55.53%). 

 

Figure 5.25. Point clouds for Tree 03 classified into ‘leaf’ or ‘wood’ using a threshold on 

1545nm wavelength of 0.29 (left two images) and an NDI threshold of 0.1 (right two 

images), for all three scanning positions. Images show leaf-off where blue points have been 

allocated to ‘leaf’ category and brown points allocated to ‘wood’. 

 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter used direct measurements and multiple-location TLS to investigate the 

characterisation of three individual oak trees. The data collection campaign was affected 

by adverse weather which prevented a full set of corresponding leaf-off and leaf-on scans 

from being acquired. Unfortunately, this is a well-documented limitation of TLS, 

S N N S 
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particularly in experimental instruments such as SALCA that have a longer scan time 

making them more susceptible to poor measurement conditions. 

The upper part of a woody canopy often becomes a blind region in TLS measurements, a 

situation opposite to that in airborne laser scanning (Hosoi & Omasa, 2007). This 

occlusion in TLS scans proved to be a limiting factor, preventing sampling of the upper 

canopy. This was illustrated by the fact there were more returns in the upper canopy from 

the leaf-off scans than the leaf-on scans. Although this does not hinder the ability to 

separate leafy and woody material, it does mean that the amount of material in this region 

(and therefore LAI) will be underestimated. One way to overcome this limitation is to 

merge multiple scans and include scanning positions from higher elevations. Recent 

studies have combined airborne and ground-based scanners to eliminate the blind regions 

of each lidar (Hosoi & Omasa, 2007; Hosoi et al., 2010). However, merging scans can 

introduce errors from overlapping coverage of laser returns and imperfect registration 

(Clawges et al., 2007). The focus of this research was to observe and quantify change from 

a single viewpoint and therefore using a merged point cloud on the individual trees would 

have prevented common methods being applied between the field sites.  

Three approaches were utilised to investigate the separation of leafy and woody material 

using the SALCA point clouds. Comparing the number of leaf-off and leaf-on returns by 

height stratum showed a positive relationship between number of ‘leafy’ returns and one-

sided area of collected leaves, except for the upper canopy which was heavily affected by 

occlusion. The second method demonstrated that a separation of leaf and woody material 

could be achieved by applying a threshold on the 1545nm wavelength, however partial hits 

on wood were also included. The final method utilised the dual-wavelength capacity of 

SALCA by applying a threshold on a ratio of the apparent reflectance of both wavelengths. 

A reasonable output was generated although a certain amount of miss-classification was 

obvious from the leaf-on scans and calculated to be between 24% and 38% when applied 

to the leaf-off scans. The importance of having a robust apparent reflectance calibration 

has been highlighted in this chapter with the poor leaf and wood separation results seen in 

Tree 02 and Tree 03 where calibration inputs were outside of the range of the neural 

network training data. It is clear that further work is required to improve the robustness of 

the calibration procedure to better account for the temperature-dependent effects on 

recorded intensity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Tree leaf area index calculation and validation 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to develop a method for estimating LAI at the tree scale from 

dual-wavelength TLS. Results were validated using direct destructive measurements 

collected at Alice Holt forest, discussed in Chapter 5. This provides a means to assess the 

leaf and wood separation developed in the previous chapter, and contributes to Objective 2 

of this research. 

6.2 Background 

As described in Chapter 5, a cylindrical volume was fitted to the merged tree point cloud 

(with radius  , centre        , and height  ) to calculate the crown projected area. The 

cylinder can be split into multiple vertical layers (  , each layer defined by the minimum 

(    ) and maximum (    ) height of the strata used for the direct measurements (Figure 

6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1. Graphical representation of Tree 01 point cloud encased in cylindrical volume 

with four vertical layers (L1-4), each defined by a minimum (hmin) and maximum height 

(hmax). 
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The cylinder and cylindrical layers for each tree define the 3D space over which the direct 

LAI measurements are valid. These defined volumes therefore provide the basis for the 

LAI estimations from TLS. There are three prominent approaches for estimating LAI using 

point cloud data generated from a laser scanner (Chapter 2.7.2): hinge angle inversion, 

regression method of Jupp et al. (2009), and applying the principles of the Beer-Lambert 

Law. The first two approaches are based on a full canopy cover and are therefore not 

applicable to a single isolated tree which is of interest here. As a result, LAI was estimated 

based on the principles outlined in the Beer-Lambert Law which states that light 

transmittance through a solution depends upon the extinction coefficient, absorber 

concentration, and path length. Table 6.1 outlines the adaption of this approach to a single 

tree canopy. 

Table 6.1. Adaption of the Beer-Lambert Law to estimate LAI for a single tree canopy 

from TLS 

Parameter in Beer-

Lambert Law 

Parameter for single tree 

Solution 

 

Tree point cloud 

Based on the assumption that the light intercepting elements are 

randomly distributed. Figure 6.1 illustrates that leaves within the 

cylinder are clumped around branches rather than randomly 

distributed within the cylinder. The Clumping Index (Ω) was used 

to account for the deviation from random and translating effective 

LAI to true LAI. 

Absorbance  Gap Fraction 

Based on the assumption that gap fraction is equivalent to 

transmittance. 

Extinction coefficient Foliage orientation 

Defined as the fraction of foliage area projected onto a 

perpendicular plane (G-function; Ross, 1981). A spherical leaf angle 

distribution is assumed where G is approximated to 0.5 (Martens et 

al., 1993). 

Concentration of 

solution 

Leaf Area Density  

Based on the assumption of isotropic canopy radiation. 

Path length through 

solution 

Path length through cylinder 

The path length through the canopy is no longer a function of cos(θ) 

as per a full cover canopy. For a cylinder, the path length is related 

to azimuth and zenith view angles in relation to the location and 

geometry of the cylinder. Normalised path lengths are used to scale 

gap fraction by the longest path length for each volume of interest. 
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6.3 Methods 

A method for estimating LAI for a single tree was developed based on adaption of the 

Beer-Lambert Law (Table 6.1), and is outlined in this section. 

6.3.1 Datasets and approach 

An overview of the datasets and approaches utilised for the validation analysis are shown 

in Figure 6.2. Estimates of PAI were generated using all the returns from the 1545nm 

wavelength and those matched between the wavelengths during the NDI calculations. The 

1545nm wavelength was chosen due to its ability to penetrate further into the canopy than 

the 1063nm wavelength. Due to the inclusion of woody material in the PAI approach, no 

spectral information is utilised and purely a binary presence or absence of material is 

considered. PAI was estimated by cylindrical layer, and for each dataset at the tree level 

(one tree cylinder) and by summing the PAI calculated for each layer. 

 

Figure 6.2. Overview of methods to calculate PAI and LAI 

Estimates of LAI were generated using the returns classified as leaves and the thresholding 

methods outlined in Chapter 5: using the λ1545nm data, and using the NDI. Assuming that 

all the leaves have a similar apparent reflectance, the amount of leaf material for each 

measured returns can be accounted for using the calibrated apparent reflectance values in 

relation to the reflectance of a full hit on a leaf. LAI was estimated by cylindrical layer, 

and for each dataset at the tree level (one tree cylinder) and by summing the LAI calculated 

for each layer. 

Due to the calibration issues for Tree 02 and Tree 03, the analysis in this chapter was 

applied only to Tree 01 where a reasonable leaf and wood separation had been achieved 

(Chapter 5). The leaf-on datasets for the three scanning positions (South, North-East and 

North-West) were analysed independently. The following section describes the basis for 
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PAI and LAI estimation calculation based on a modified Beer-Lambert Law approach, 

before the methods for calculating path length and Clumping Index are described. 

6.3.2 Calculating PAI 

Gap fraction      was calculated using all returns from each tree point cloud, for the entire 

tree and for each cylindrical layer (L): 

         
  

  
 

 

(6.1) 

          
   

   

 

 

(6.2) 

where   is a weighting which sums to one for each laser beam, to allow for vertically 

resolved PAI from multiple return systems (Calders et al., 2015).    is the sum of available 

path lengths for the tree or the cylindrical layer     of interest.   is calculated as follows: 

            

 

(6.3) 

Where    is the number of total returns for the transmitted laser pulse and    is the 

normalised path length through the cylinder (or cylindrical layer) for that beam. This is 

based on two assumptions: an equal distribution of energy is intercepted at each return, and 

that the entire footprint is intercepted (i.e. a single return is assumed to be a full hit).    and 

    can be calculated for the following scenarios: 

For λ1545 dataset 

            
 

(6.4) 

                              (6.5) 

 

For NDI dataset 

                     
 

(6.6) 

                                           (6.7) 

 

Where         is the total path lengths for all the laser beams that pass through the cylinder 

or cylindrical layer,             is the total path lengths for the beams that were occluded 

before reaching the target layer, and         is the total path lengths for the beams where 
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returns occurred in either wavelength dataset but they were not matched during the NDI 

calculations. The bar above the variables indicates that they are normalised path lengths, 

where a value of one is the maximum path length for each volume of interest. Plant area 

index is then calculated for the tree     and by layer      as follows: 

     
            

 
 

 

(6.8) 

      
             

  

 

 

(6.9) 

           (6.10) 

 

where Ω is the clumping index for the tree and by layer      . 

6.3.3 Calculating LAI 

Foliage gap fraction      was calculated using the returns classified as leaves, for the 

entire tree and for each cylindrical layer (L): 

         
  

  
 

 

(6.11) 

          
   

   

 
(6.12) 

 

where   is a weighted leaf reflectance to account for the amount of material in the beam 

footprint: 

                 
 

  
    

 

(6.13) 

                 
 

     
    (6.14) 

 

where   is the apparent reflectance of a return at λ1545nm and       is the apparent 

reflectance of a full hit on a leaf at λ1545nm, and    is the normalised path length for that 

beam.    is the sum of available path lengths for the tree or the cylindrical layer     of 

interest, and can be calculated for the following scenarios: 
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For λ1545 threshold 

                    
 

(6.15) 

                                            

 

(6.16) 

 

For NDI threshold 

                             
 

(6.17) 

                                                      

 

(6.18) 

Where         is the total path lengths for all the laser beams that pass through the cylinder 

or cylindrical layer,            is the total path lengths for the beams that were occluded 

before reaching the target layer, and         is the total path lengths for the beams where 

returns occurred in either wavelength dataset but were not matched during the NDI 

calculations.         is the total path lengths for the returns classified as woody material. 

The bar above the variables indicates that they are normalised path lengths, where a value 

of one is the maximum path length for each volume of interest. Leaf area index is then 

calculated for the tree     and by layer      as follows: 

     
            

 
 

 

(6.19) 

      
             

  

 

 

(6.20) 

           (6.21) 

 

where Ω is the clumping index for the tree and by layer   . 

6.3.4 Calculating path length,    

A set of Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) were generated to simulate all the laser beams that 

are emitted in a full scan, at maximum recorded range (60m). The beams that made contact 

with the cylinder were extracted, based on the geometry of each shot and the outer bounds 

of the cylinder (Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3. Graphical representation of simulated beams (dome of points symbolised by 

zenith angle) that pass through the cylinder containing the tree point cloud, the black circle 

shows the location of the SALCA instrument. 

For each selected beam, the path length   through the cylinder was calculated using the 

following protocol, which is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Each laser beam can be defined as a 

straight line that passes through the origin (0,0,0: SALCA position) and the x,y,z 

coordinate of the simulated point. On the horizontal plane, the straight line can be 

described in the form y = mx, where m = y/x. Similarly, each cylinder’s cross-sectional 

circle is defined by its centre point (cx, cy) and radius (R) in the form (x-cx)
2
+(y-cy)

2
 = R

2
. 

The intersection points of the circle and the lines were calculated which returned two 

points: the point where the beam enters the cylinder (x1, y1) and the point where the beam 

exits the cylinder (x2, y2). The distance between the origin and the first intersection point 

(a) and the distance between the intersection points (b) were then computed for each laser 

path. Distance b represents the horizontal distance that each beam travelled through the 

cylinder. The vertical distances were then calculated between the origin and the first 

intersection point (c) and between the two intersection points (d), using the elevation angle 

(θ). When the beam exits the top of the cylinder (c + d > height of cylinder (H)), length d 

was re-calculated as H-c.  The path length (S) was then computed for each laser beam. 

Each path length was then normalised by the maximum path length to become a weighting 

between 0 and 1, to give   .  
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Figure 6.4. Calculating path length through a cylinder for each laser beam 

The above calculations compute the normalised path lengths for the entire cylinder, used 

when estimating the gap fraction for the tree as a whole. When estimating gap fraction by 

layer, the above method was adjusted to calculate the path lengths for each cylindrical 

layer independently. Furthermore, in the case that the origin was located within the 

cylinder, the protocol was adjusted accordingly. 

6.3.5 Calculating clumping index, Ω 

Accounting for clumping is not a trivial task, several methods have been developed to 

attempt to deal with this complex problem but there is no current consensus on a solution. 

For this research, a 3D point pattern analysis approach was adopted. This method was 

chosen due to the incorporated of a volume parameter, which would allow the cylindrical 

volumes to be represented within the analysis.  

The clumping index was calculated directly from the point clouds for each layer ΩL, and 

for the entire cylinder Ω, following a nearest neighbour distance analysis. The approach 

was adapted for 3D point clouds generated from laser scanning systems by Ramirez 

(2011), and involves calculating the average Euclidean distance for each point to its closest 

neighbour (           : 

            
    

 
 

 

(6.22) 

where     is the nearest neighbour distance for all points and   is the number of points. 

The average nearest neighbour distance for a random arrangement of points (    
          

within the same volume (McGrew & Monroe, 2003) is also computed: 
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(6.23) 

where Density is equal to the number of points divided by the volume. Then the clumping 

index is calculated by comparing the two outputs: 

    
          

    
        

 

 

(6.24) 

The resultant clumping index would equal one or zero if the point cloud had a perfectly 

random or clustered spatial arrangement, respectively. As the method was developed for 

estimation of clumping index by zenith and azimuth interval for a full plot, it was amended 

to the cylindrical volume approach adopted in this research. 

An illustration of the approach applied to estimating ΩL is shown in Figure 6.5. The tree 

point cloud is divided into the four vertical layers to reflect the direct measurements 

(cylinder on right) and can be compared to the same number of points located randomly 

inside the same volumes (cylinder on left). Clustering analysis was carried out using all the 

returns (for PAI) and the leaf returns (for LAI), for each scanning position and cylinder 

independently. 

 

Figure 6.5. Graphical illustration of clumping index estimation by cylindrical layer. Left 

image shows randomly located points within the layers, and right image shows the tree 

point cloud. Using the nearest neighbour analysis generates the clumping indexes to the 

right. The Ω values shown are for the South scanning position for Tree 01 for leaf-only 

returns. The black square (bottom left of both cylinders) shows the position of the TLS.  
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6.4 Results and discussion 

Figure 6.6 shows the relationship between the estimated PAI derived from TLS and the 

direct measurements of LAI, for Tree 01. The values are shown by vertical strata (L1-L4) 

for the two datasets (λ1545nm and NDI) and for the three scanning positions (South, 

North-East, North-West). The total tree PAI values are also shown in each graph by the 

two methods used for calculation; using a single cylinder (closed circles) and summing the 

four layers (open circles). 

For the four strata, both datasets showed a similar pattern. An overestimation of LAI from 

TLS was observed for the bottom three layers (L1, L2, L3). This was due to the inclusion 

of woody material in the calculations. The highest vertical layer (L4) shows a significant 

underestimation of LAI using TLS. Despite the methods that were in place to acount for 

occlusion, these results suggest that the top of the tree canopy was not sampled sufficiently 

to allow an accurate estimation of LAI. 

Figure 6.6 shows that summing the layers generates a PAI closer to the measured value, 

due to the fact that this method deals with some of the effects of occlusion. However, due 

to the underestimation of layer 4 seen in all of the datasets, an accurate tree PAI estimation 

has not been produced. 

 

Figure 6.6. Relationship between estimated PAI from TLS and measured LAI for the four 

vertical layers (L1-L4) and total tree for Tree 01 for datasets 1545nm (left) and NDI (right). 

Solid squares indicate single cylinder for the layer/tree and empty squares indicate 

summing of layers. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the estimated LAI values for Tree 01 and by tree layer (L1-L4) and for 

the three scanning positions (South, North-East, North-West). Two thresholding methods 

have been used to determine the returns resulting from leaves, based on the ρ1545nm and 

the NDI. Compared with Figure 6.6, using the leaf component of the point cloud and 

accounting for the amount of material in the footprint has generated estimates of LAI of a 

similar magnitude to the direct measureements, for layers 1 to 3. The underestimation of 

LAI for the toppmost layer, and the tree scale estimates is still evident. However, from 

removing the ‘woody’ returns and accounting for partial hits, the variance between 

estimates from the different scanning positions has decreased. 

 

Figure 6.7. Relationship between estimated LAI from TLS and measured LAI for the four 

vertical layers and total tree for Tree 01. 

Although the results outlined above suggest that this approach has potential for calculating 

LAI for a single tree from dual-wavelength TLS, it is clear that further research is required 

into this experimental approach, particularly in the areas acknowledged in Table 6.2. This 

chapter also highlights the challenges that exist when attempting to validate the 

performance of a leaf-wood classification for a real tree (as opposed to a virtual tree 

construction). In this research, an attempt to validate the ‘leaf’ component has been made 

via the parameter of LAI. As there is no standard method for estimating LAI for individual 

trees, uncertainties will be introduced from both the leaf-wood separation procedure and 

the LAI calculations, and the two sources of error cannot easily be uncoupled.  
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Table 6.2. Discussion of factors relating to the approach that require further attention. 

Factor Discussion 

Field protocol To ensure an accurate validation of the TLS-derived LAI with the direct 

LAI, further consideration should be given to the assignment of height 

strata. For instance, during the direct measurements, the tree was divided 

into height strata based on the measured position along the trunk. 

Therefore, the leaves were assigned to a height strata bases on the height 

position of their branch. In contrast, for the tree TLS point cloud, each 

return in the point cloud was assigned to a height strata based on the z-

value that it was located (e.g. Figure 6.5). This is most important for the 

upper layers where the majority of leaf material is present. A possible 

solution would be to combine the upper two layers. This may improve 

accuracy as L3 is currently over-estimated, and L4 underestimated 

(Figure 6.6 and 6.7). 

Beer-Lambert Law This approach is based on a number of assumptions, as outlined in Table 

6.1. Further investigation is required to ensure that the modified Beers-

Lambert Law approach is valid for the scenario present in this chapter. 

Validation The results in Figure 6.7 suggest that TLS-derived LAI has a higher 

accuracy at low LAI. However, in order to characterise the relationship 

(and therefore assess the accuracy) of the measured and estimated 

parameters, a more extensive dataset may be required which includes a 

full range of LAI values. Once the reflectance calibration has been 

improved for the remaining two trees for which validation data is 

available, a larger dataset will be available. 

Occlusion The LAI for the upper layer of the canopy is currently underestimated 

(Figure 6.6 and 6.7). This may be partly due to differences into assigning 

the leaf returns to height strata (as discussed above), but further 

consideration should be given to occlusion in the tree canopy, to ensure 

that this significant factor is accounted for in the calculations. 

Clumping The Clumping Index is used as a correcting factor in the calculations to 

convert effective LAI to true LAI, and its value has a substantive impact 

on the results. Correcting for clumping is a complex problem in TLS and 

investigation of alternative methods to derive the Clumping Index could 

be sought and compared to those generated here. 

Leaf-wood 

separation 

Future consideration should also be given to improving the leaf-wood 

separation for Tree 01 which may improve the LAI calculations. This 

includes improving the reflectance calibration and further investigation 

into defining the spectral-based threshold applied to perform the 

classification into the two components.  
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6.5 Conclusion 

In order to fulfil the aim of this chapter and contribute to research Objective 2, a method 

for estimating LAI on the tree scale using dual-wavelength TLS has been developed. This 

was carried out by considering the tree point cloud as a set of 3D points encased in a 

cylindrical volume. PAI and LAI were estimated based on the principles outlined in the 

Beer-Lambert Law. The approach outlined above also attempted to account for 

observations discussed in previous chapters: 

 Effect of occlusion (Chapter 2, Chapter 5) – splitting the cylinder into multiple 

vertical layers allowed for the beams to be identified that should pass through the 

target layer but were blocked by lower vegetation. 

 Returns not included in the NDI point clouds (Chapter 5) – the returns were 

identified which were present in either wavelength point cloud but not matched 

during the NDI process. 

 Overestimation of LAI due to inclusion of woody material (Chapter 2) – returns 

classified as wood were removed from the point cloud so that true LAI could be 

computed. Furthermore, the beams blocked by woody material were accounted for 

during the LAI calculations as a further measure for correcting for occlusion. 

 Overestimation of LAI due to the inclusion of partial hits (Chapter 2) - Using a 

foliage only point clouds allows the apparent reflectance for each return to be 

scaled by the reflectance of a full hit on a leaf, therefore accounting for the amount 

of material in the footprint. 

The novelty in the approach described in this chapter lays in the utilisation of single scan, 

large single tree, leaf-only TLS point clouds, but more work is required to ensure the 

validity and application of approach. The following chapter examines the separation of 

woody and leafy material on plot scale and generation of plot PAI and LAI, for the five test 

plots surveyed at Delamere Forest. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Spatial characteristics of foliage distribution at plot scale 

 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter contributes to Objective 3 of this research: to examine the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of foliage in a range of UK forest types, using data acquired 

during the Delamere multi-temporal field campaign. A leaf-off and leaf-on scan was 

selected for each plot to assess the spectral separability of leafy and woody material across 

the different species. To fulfil the objective, the spatial distribution of foliage across the 

different stands was then examined. 

The multi-temporal field campaign undertaken at Delamere Forest resulted in 57 datasets 

acquired over the five plots (Plot 1 = 18 scans, Plot 2 = 17 scans, Plot 3 = 14 scans, Plot 4 

= 5 scans, Plot 5 = 2 scans) throughout a full year from April 2014 to April 2015 (Figure 

7.1). On each visit, TLS scans were collected with the SALCA instrument together with 

coincident digital hemispherical photographs (DHP), according to the protocol outlined in 

Chapter 3. DHP images are not available for the last two visits to Delamere due to file 

corruption within the camera. Although unfortunate not to have a full set of coincident 

images, a comparison between TLS and DHP is still possible using the data available. 

The datasets selected for examination in this chapter are highlighted in Figure 7.1. The 

chosen scans represent a winter (leaf-off for deciduous stands) and summer (full-leaf for 

deciduous stands) scenario which was used to investigate the spectral and structural 

characteristics of the plots. To aid comparison between plots, the dates chosen were as 

close together in time as possible: plot 1 and plot 2 acquired on 1
st
 April and 31

st
 July; plot 

3 acquired on 2
nd

 April and 31
st
 July; plot 4 acquired on 9

th
 April and 7

th
 August, and; plot 

5 acquired on 9
th

 April and 2
nd

 September. These scans are all high resolution (0.06°in both 

azimuth and zenith) with a maximum laser range of 60m. 
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Spectral data was collected from four of the plots (Plots 1-4) on a single date in full leaf 

(17
th

 July 2014; Julian day 198). These were used to assess the spectral separability of 

materials for each of the tree species used in this campaign. No ASD spectral 

measurements were taken at Plot 5 as access to this part of the forest was not permitted 

when the equipment was available. 

 

Figure 7.1. Summary of the Julian day on which each dataset was acquired. Open black 

circles represent dates in 2014 and open red circles are dates in 2015. Dates where 

coincident hemispherical photographs were acquired are shown in filled black circles, and 

the dates chosen for analysis in this chapter are highlighted using asterisks. 

7.2 Methods 

The selected hemispherical photographs were analysed to measure gap fraction and LAI 

according to the protocol outlined in Chapter 3. Rather than a single tree basis of Chapter 

6, this chapter considers the plot scale and therefore adopts the ‘hinge’ and regression 

methods of LAI (or PAI) and FAVD (or PAVD). Both these methods allow clumping to be 

partly accounted for within the calculations and allow a comparison between approaches 

(Jupp et al., 2009). 

The TLS datasets were analysed in two ways, first, all returns from both wavelengths were 

used to obtain gap fraction using the point-based approach. Then plant area index (PAI), 

and profiles of plant area volume density (PAVD) were generated. Second, each leaf-on 

scan was classified into returns resulting from hits on leaves and those from wood in order 

to estimate foliage gap fraction using the apparent reflectance based-approach, leading to 

true LAI, and FAVD at the plot scale. The following sections outline the methods in more 

detail. 

7.2.1 Gap fraction from all returns 

Calculating gap fraction using all the returns from a scan in a point-based approach is 

analogous with DHP data analysis, due to the inclusion of woody material. Therefore, the 
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full point clouds were analysed to allow a comparison with DHP. Figure 7.2 shows the 

workflow for the analysis of a SALCA-derived point cloud to achieve estimates of gap 

fraction, PAI, and PAVD.  

 

 

Figure 7.2. Workflow for the analysis of a SALCA point cloud to achieve estimates of PAI 

and PAVD. 

Each TLS scan was prepared for analysis by applying pre-processing algorithms to extract 

discrete returns from the full-waveforms, the point cloud was cropped to the defined radial 

area (Chapter 3), the effect of ringing removed (Chapter 4), and the overlapping returns 

split into single hits (Chapter 5). The artificial neural networks developed in Chapter 4 
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were then applied to produce an apparent reflectance product for every return in both 

wavelengths. To enable a vertically resolved directional gap fraction using multiple 

returns, each measured ‘hit’ in the gap fraction calculation was scaled by the number of 

returns for each laser beam, to generate a weighting w (Calders et al., 2011) (Chapter 2.7.3, 

Equation 2.8). The weights were then summed by zenith interval for each height bin, and 

divided by the total number of beams emitted for that zenith interval, to generate an 

estimate of gap fraction. PAI was estimated using two methods: regression analysis (Jupp 

et al., 2009) and hinge angle inversion (Warren-Wilson, 1963). Finally, vertical plant 

profiles were derived following Jupp et al. (2009). 

7.2.2 Gap fraction from leaf returns 

Figure 7.3 shows the analysis workflow to achieve estimates of true leaf area index and 

foliage profile. The datasets for each scan was processed to apparent reflectance product 

for each wavelength and the Normalised Difference Index (NDI) was calculated for all 

matching returns. Following the approach in Chapter 5, leaf-off and leaf-on histograms 

were examined to define thresholds to separate leaf returns from woody returns based on 

two approaches: using a single channel (λ1545nm), and using the NDI. In a similar manner 

to Chapter 6, the apparent reflectance for each return was scaled by the reflectance of a full 

hit on a leaf to account for the amount of material in the footprint. This methodology is 

described in the following equations: 

                  
 

  
 

 

(7.1) 

                  
 

     
 

(7.2) 

 

where   is the reflectance of a hit,    is the apparent reflectance of a leaf return at λ1545nm 

and       is the reflectance of a full hit on a leaf,   is a parameter to account for the amount 

of leaf material in the beam footprint. The sum of    for each beam is equal to one for a full 

interception and is equal to zero for no leaf material in the footprint. 

The vertically resolved directional gap fraction (    ) is then calculated as follows: 
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Figure 7.3. Workflow for the analysis of a SALCA point cloud to achieve estimates of LAI 

and FAVD. Step marked with * is not required for leaf returns on single channel 
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(7.3) 

where   is the number of available beams for the zenith angle   and is defined as: 

                                      

 

(7.4) 

where        is the total number of beams emitted,        is the number of returns that are 

present in either wavelength but were not matched and therefore were excluded from the 

NDI (not applicable for single channel method), and        is the number of woody 

returns, for each zenith angle θ. As in the previous section, LAI was estimated using two 

methods; regression analysis (Jupp et al., 2009) and hinge angle inversion (Warren-

Wilson, 1963) and, vertical foliage profiles derived following Jupp et al. (2009). This 

workflow was followed for each of the thresholding methods independently. 

7.3 Results and discussion 

7.3.1 Plot characteristics 

DHP images for the five plots in their ‘winter’ and ‘summer’ states are shown in Figure 

7.4. The canopies of Plots 1-3 composed of broadleaf deciduous species, transform from 

open woody structures in a leaf-off state to closed canopies during summer when foliage 

development has reached maturity. The evergreen coniferous species which comprise Plot 

4 show minimal visual changes from a summer to winter state. Green material is visible on 

the winter DHP of plot 5, the deciduous conifer, confirming field notes that this stand was 

not in an entirely ‘leaf-off’ state. This was caused by felling works in the area which 

delayed when the leaf-off scan was possible. As a result, bud-burst and leaf unfolding had 

already commenced in some of the individuals. However, comparison with the summer 

scan of the same plot confirmed that there was still a large amount of foliage development 

that could be assessed between the dates.  
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Figure 7.4. DHP images of the plots in winter and summer conditions, at the dates chosen 

for the analysis in this chapter.  
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The three-dimensional nature of TLS data allowed plot measurements to be generated 

which are impossible from DHP. Table 7.1 shows the height of the tallest trees (top height) 

and resultant plot radius for each plot, defining the area within which the TLS 

measurements are assumed to be valid. The height and radius measurements were 

calculated following the procedure in Chapter 3.3.3 from the winter TLS scans. The lowest 

top height occurred in Plot 5 which therefore resulted in the smallest plot radius of 36.4m 

in radius, compared with plot 2 which contained the tallest top height and plot radius of 

44.7m.  

Table 7.1. Plot top height and resultant plot radius for the five plots. 

Plot Top height (m) Plot radius (m) 

1 22 38.1 

2 28 44.7 

3 23 39.8 

4 23 39.8 

5 21 36.4 

 

7.3.2 Leaf and wood spectral results 

Spectral measurements in Plot 1 were carried out on one Oak tree located directly to the 

South of the plot centre. The median reflectance of ten bark samples and ten leaf samples 

at SALCA wavelengths are shown in Figure 7.5. According to these results, bark has a 

similar reflectance at both wavelengths, and leaves have a lower reflectance at 1545nm 

compared with 1063nm. For both wavelengths, leaf reflectance is lower than bark 

reflectance. 

Fifteen bark ASD measurements and five leaf samples were taken at Plot 2. The results 

indicate that the reflectance of bark has high variance at both wavelengths but shows 

similar values, whereas leaf reflectance is lower at 1545nm compared to 1063nm and has 

lower variance. For the 1063nm wavelength, bark has a similar reflectance to leaf, whereas 

at 1545nm bark has a higher reflectance than leaves. 

For Plot 3, spectral measurements of fifteen beech bark and ten leaf samples showed that 

bark has a similar reflectance at both SALCA wavelengths. The leaf measurements 

indicate that beech leaves have a lower reflectance at 1545nm compared to 1063nm. For 
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the 1063nm wavelength, bark and leaf material showed a similar reflectance, and at 

1545nm bark had a higher reflectance than leaves. 

Both bark and needles show a lower reflectance at 1545nm than 1063nm in Plot 4 

(evergreen conifers). The measurements consist of five samples on three trees (Scots pine, 

Weymouth pine, Corsican pine) and five samples on a mixed bunch of same species of 

needles. The leaf samples showed a large amount of spectral variability, particularly at 

1063nm. 

As discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, it is expected that leaves and bark have a similar 

reflectance at 1063nm, whereas at 1545nm leaves are expected to exhibit a lower 

reflectance than bark due to leaf moisture content (which is the case for all four plots). The 

results presented here indicate that spectral response varies between species and, most 

notably for bark measurements, shows a high amount of spectral variability. However, 

these results are limited by the measurement challenges faced during spectral data 

collection (particularly for Plot 4; Chapter 3), the limited number of samples taken, and the 

instrument differences between the ASD and a laser scanner. It should also be noted that 

the plots contain other species besides those sampled and trees of different ages, 

particuarly in Plots 1 and 4 which further complicates characterising spectral response at 

stand level. 
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Figure 7.5. Spectral results taken with the ASD spectoradiometer for Plot 1 (top) to Plot 4 

(bottom) for samples of wood (left) and leaves (right). On each box, central mark is the 

median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to 

the most extreme data points. 
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7.3.3 Apparent reflectance and NDI 

Calibrated point clouds and the NDI products are presented in Figure 7.6a-e for the five 

test plots. All returns are displayed, plotted by azimuth and elevation angle and coloured 

according to the scale-bars displayed. Apparent reflectance values outside of the expected 

range of 0-1 are highlighted in purple (<0) and red (>1). These values are artefacts of the 

neural network calibration, as discussed in Chapter 5. This apparent reflectance product is 

the baseline for the separation of leaf and woody material discussed in the following 

sections. The point clouds for the bottom two images in Figure 7.6a-e display the results of 

the NDI of the paired reflectance value of each wavelength. 

Generally, Figure 7.6 indicates that the neural network has corrected the raw intensity to 

apparent reflectance successfully. This is supported by the absence of range-effects that 

dominate the display of raw intensity. The tree trunks and primary branches exhibit similar 

values of apparent reflectance which are higher than the apparent reflectance of the foliage 

and fine branches, due to spectral properties and partial hits. A small proportion of low 

apparent reflectance values (less than zero) are apparent for some returns in both 

wavelengths. This occurs particularly for near-range targets in the λ1063nm (such as a low 

branch in Plot 2 in leaf-on, or close calibration panels in Plot 5 in leaf-off) and for far-

range targets in the λ1545nm (such as in leaf-off for Plots 1-3). 

The NDI images in Figure 7.6 display returns in blue which exhibit a low NDI (that is, a 

higher apparent reflectance at λ1545nm relative to the apparent reflectance at λ1063nm), 

and a high NDI in red. From a visual assessment of the NDI images, a clear separation 

between the foliage and woody returns is not observable. Furthermore, in some of the 

results, there is a clear division between lateral sides of the scan, most likely an artefact 

from the thermal drift in intensity; this is particularly apparent for Plots 2 and 5. The 

following section will examine the separation of returns into leaf and wood in more detail. 
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Figure 7.6. Top four images show apparent reflectance point clouds plotted by azimuth and 

zenith angles in winter and summer conditions for both wavelengths. Bottom two images 

symbolised by the NDI. For Plots 1-5 (a-e) [Figure continued over several pages] 
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Figure 7.6 continued. 
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7.3.4 Separating leaf and wood returns 

This section investigates the spectral separability of leaf and woody material in the five test 

plots at Delamere forest. The results are summarised in Figure 7.7 which show the winter 

and summer frequency distribution of apparent reflectance for all returns in both 

wavelengths, and the leaf-off and leaf-on frequency distribution of NDI, by plot. Two 

methods were trialled for separating the point cloud into returns resulting from foliage and 

returns resulting from woody material, as outlined in Chapter 5. The first was achieved by 

applying a simple threshold on the apparent reflectance of the 1545 wavelength, defined by 

the location of the leaf-on frequency peak. In a similar way, a threshold was applied using 

the NDI for the second method. The results of applying both approaches are illustrated for 

a sample of the full plot and an extracted individual tree (Figure 7.7). 

Based on the leaf-off and leaf-on apparent reflectance histograms shown in Figure 7.7, the 

following observations may be made: 

 At λ1063nm, the leaf-on scans had more returns with higher apparent reflectance 

values compared with the corresponding leaf-off scans for Plots 1, 2, and 3. This 

indicates that foliage has a higher reflectance than wood at this wavelength. 

 At λ1545nm, the leaf-on scans had more returns with higher apparent reflectance 

values compared with the corresponding leaf-off scans for Plots 1, 2, and most 

notably, Plot 3. This indicates that foliage has a higher reflectance than woody 

material at this wavelength. However, a larger number of apparent reflectance 

values below zero indicates poor calibration for Plot 3 in leaf-off. 

 Plot 4 and Plot 5 show a very similar distribution of apparent reflectance for leaf-

off and leaf-on at both wavelengths. However, the NDI for leaf-on was higher than 

leaf-off.  

 Plots 1, 2, 4, and 5, showed a higher NDI under leaf-on compared with leaf-off. 

 Plot 3 showed a lower NDI under leaf-on conditions compared with leaf-off. 

 For all histograms, there was a large overlap in apparent reflectance values between 

leaf-off and leaf-on datasets.  

In order to define the threshold values for classification to leaf and wood, an iterative 

process was followed to minimise misclassification of wood to leaf (based on the leaf-

off scans) and the location of the ‘leafy’ peak, based on the histograms shown in Figure 

7.7 and approach described in Chapter 5. To assess the accuracy of each approach, the 
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same thresholds were applied to the leaf-off scans to generate a misclassification error 

for Plots 1, 2, 3, and 5. To assess Plot 4, composed of evergreen coniferous species, the 

same threshold value was applied to the winter and summer scan and the results 

compared. The chosen thresholds and misclassification errors are given in Table 7.2 

and the threshold values are marked on histograms as black vertical lines. 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 7.7. Apparent reflectance distributions and resultant leaf and wood separation for 

Plots 1-5 (a-e). Histograms show the frequency distribution of winter (brown) and summer 

(green) scans for the λ1063nm (left), λ1545nm (middle) and NDI (right). Black vertical 

lines show location of threshold on distribution. Point clouds show the results of 

thresholding the returns into wood (left) and leaf (right) for the plot scale and a selected 

representative individual tree, using a single wavelength (top) and the NDI (bottom). Plot 4 

(d) show the winter leaf-off (left) and summer leaf-on (right) results. [Figure continued 

over several pages] 
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For all four deciduous plots, thresholding the NDI showed a lower misclassification error 

compared to using the λ1545, indicating that the NDI approach is more accurate.  

Table 7.2. Separation threshold values chosen for each plot for both methods: using a 

single channel and NDI. The error describes the percentage of leaf-off returns classified as 

leaf. 

 1545nm apparent reflectance NDI 

Plot Threshold Error % Threshold Error % 

1 0.29 79.80 0.10 42.57 

2 0.32 82.43 0.10 44.08 

3 0.28 82.01 0.03 32.15 

4 0.16 - 0.17 - 

5 0.22 65.90 0.09 49.17 

 

The point cloud images in Figure 7.7 show the result of the thresholding processes. The 

returns illustrated in brown are those which have been categorised as woody material, and 

those in green represent leafy material. For Plot 4, the plot-scale result of the classification 

on the winter and summer scan is given. 

In general, thresholding using the λ1545nm wavelength has performed well: trunks and 

branches have clearly been separated from the canopy, but the incorporation of partial hits 

around tree trunks is evident in the leaf class (particularly Plot 3), as cited in previous 

studies (Béland et al., 2011). Thresholding using the NDI values has also picked out many 

of the tree trunks but many leaf hits are classified as woody material. This tendency to 

classify leaves as wood could also explain the smaller misclassification error when applied 

to the leaf-off scans. The results of Plot 4 also indicate that the repeatability of using a 

single thresholding value on the NDI may not be reliable (Figure 7.7e). 
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7.3.5 Estimating PAI for test plots 

Gap fraction by zenith angle interval for the five test plots is shown in Figure 7.8. The 

broadleaf deciduous plots (1-3) show similar trends:  

 In summer, gap fractions were lower than in winter due to canopy closure by leaf 

development. 

 In winter, gap fractions decreased with increasing zenith angle due to the presence 

of trunks and branching structures at higher zenith angles. In summer, gap fraction 

remains relatively stable over all zenith angles as leaves fill gaps at all vertical and 

horizontal layers of the stand. 

 In winter, gap fractions derived from TLS were lower than those derived from 

DHP, possibly due to the inclusion of partial hits causing an underestimation from 

TLS (Lovell et al., 2003; Calders et al., 2011). 

 In summer, gap fractions derived from TLS are similar to those derived from DHP. 

This could be explained by the effects of partial hits being less pronounced in a 

closed canopy, due to more overlapping objects. 

 Gap fractions derived using the λ1063nm dataset are higher than corresponding 

estimates at λ1545nm. This is most likely due to the 1545nm wavelength 

penetrating further into the canopy due to its higher output laser power. 

Plot 4 shows a decrease in gap fraction with increasing zenith angle and a slightly higher 

gap fraction in winter than summer derived from DHP. The gap fractions derived from 

TLS show a very similar form between winter and summer and between the wavelengths, 

although slightly lower than the DHP estimates. The gap fractions are higher than those 

derived from the summer scans at Plots 1, 2 and 3 indicating that Plot 4 is a more open 

stand. Plot 5 shows a similar trend as described above but the summer and winter gap 

fractions are very different at high zenith angles where the gap fraction increases in 

summer and decreases in winter. This may be explained by foliage development directly 

above the scanner. There is no summer DHP image for comparison.  
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Figure 7.8. Gap fraction by zenith angle interval for the five plots. Leaf-off and leaf-on 

results are shown with squares and circles, respectively. Black markers and lines show 

estimates derived from DHP, and estimates derived from SALCA wavelengths 1063nm and 

1545nm are shown as blue and yellow markers respectively. 

Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 show the plant area index estimates derived from SALCA 

wavelengths 1063nm and 1545nm respectively. According to these results, Plot 5 had the 

highest PAI and Plot 4 the lowest PAI. Plot 4 showed very little change between winter 

and summer, as expected. Plot 5 showed the smallest increase in PAI of all the deciduous 

stands from leaf-off to leaf-on.  
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Table 7.3. Plant Area Index (PAI) estimated by the hinge and regression method (Jupp et 

al., 2009) for the winter and summer scans for the five plots, wavelength 1063nm. 

Plot Winter Summer 

PAI (hinge) PAI (regression) PAI (hinge) PAI (regression) 

1 0.885 0.842 2.096 1.948 

2 0.663 0.621 2.119 1.749 

3 0.719 0.705 1.933 1.778 

4 1.496 1.599 1.503 1.676 

5 1.785 1.713 2.311 2.557 

 

Table 7.4. Plant Area Index (PAI) estimated by the hinge and regression method (Jupp et 

al., 2009) for the winter and summer scans for the five plots, wavelength 1545nm. 

Plot Winter Summer 

PAI (hinge) PAI (regression) PAI (hinge) PAI (regression) 

1 0.929 0.882 2.434 2.282 

2 0.758 0.706 2.400 2.092 

3 0.953 0.919 2.253 2.060 

4 1.447 1.608 1.895 1.932 

5 2.289 2.146 2.557 2.580 

 

The two SALCA wavelengths produced very similar estimates of PAI (Figure 7.9a), 

although the 1545nm laser tended to produce slightly higher PAI due to the increase in 

laser output power compared with the 1063nm laser. The two methods implemented to 

derive PAI (hinge and regression) from the TLS give very similar results (Figure 7.9b), 

although slightly higher using the hinge method, perhaps due to the impact of clumping. 

The close relationship between the methods support the previous work by Strahler et al. 

(2008), Jupp et al. (2009) and Zhao et al. (2011). 
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Figure 7.9. (a) Relationship between PAI estimated from the two SALCA wavelengths 

using both methods, and (b) Relationship between PAI estimated using the two methods: 

hinge angle inversion and regression (Jupp et al., 2009). Dotted lines are 1:1 fit and 

continuous lines are results of linear regression fitting. 

The relationship between PAI derived from both wavelengths and effective PAI derived 

from DHP is shown in Figure 7.10a. The relationship between PAI derived from both 

wavelengths and true PAI derived from DHP is shown in Figure 7.10a. The effective PAI 

is combined with a clumping factor (generated by the image processing software) to obtain 

the true PAI. There was a higher correlation with both wavelengths and effective PAI from 

DHP (R
2
 = 0.6261; 1545nm, R

2
 = 0.7358; 1063nm) than with both wavelengths and true 

PAI from DHP (R
2
 = 0.5306; 1545nm, R

2
 = 0.654; 1063nm). This indicates that PAI 

derived using the hinge method from TLS is more comparable with PAI derived from DHP 

before clumping correction has been applied. Leaf-off TLS derived PAI (Plot 1,2,3) remain 

very similar to DHP derived true PAI, whereas the leaf-on PAI results are higher than 

those derived from TLS. 

The leaf-off PAI from Plot 5 is an outlier on all graphs, where the PAI derived from both 

wavelengths is higher than effective and true PAI. This could be explained by structural 

factors as Plot 5 consisted of dense, short, woody conifers, quite different to the other 

plots. This illustrates the potential for the apparent reflectance approach to gap fraction 

could be utilised where partial hits are considered (Jupp et al., 2009). 
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Figure 7.10. Relationship between PAI derived from the two SALCA wavelengths (1545; 

left, 1063; right) and (a) effective PAI (PAIeff) derived from DHP, and (b) true PAI (PAItrue) 

derived from DHP. 

Taking the derivative of the PAI profiles provides the PAVD as shown in Figure 7.11. It is 

clear from these graphs that the five plots show different characteristics in terms of the 

vertical distribution of material. For instance, the plant material and leaf growth is 

distributed fairly evenly throughout the vertical layers of Plot 2 and there is a well-defined 

understorey, compared with the other plots where the plant material and leaf growth is 

concentrated in the canopy. As before, the 1545nm laser generated more returns at higher 

vertical layers due to its higher output power. The distribution of plant material at Plot 4 is 

fairly constant throughout both scans and wavelengths, as would be expected from the 

evergreen conditions. 
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All plots: RMSE = 0.4473, R2 = 0.6261

Plots 1-4: RMSE = 0.4648, R2 = 0.9584

All plots: RMSE = 0.4173, R2 = 0.7161

Plots 1-4: RMSE = 0.4344, R2 = 0.9674

All plots: RMSE = 0.5433, R2 = 0.5861

Plots 1-4: RMSE = 0.5835, R2 = 0.8184
All plots: RMSE = 0.5098, R2 = 0.7161

Plots 1-4: RMSE = 0.5478, R2 = 0.9674
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Figure 7.11. Vertical profiles of Plant Area Volume Density (PAVD) by height (z) in 

meters, for the five plots. 
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Figure 7.12. Vertical profiles of cumulative Plant Area Index (PAI) by height for the five 

plots. 
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Figure 7.12 show cumulative vertical profiles of PAI by height for the five plots. This 

provides a quantitative assessment of plant material growth by vertical layer of the canopy. 

As expected, the deciduous plots (1, 2, 3, and 5) showed an increase in plant material in the 

summer. Plot 4 show very similar PAI characteristics in all but the summer dataset at 

1545nm which is considerably higher. As before, this is most likely due to the higher 

output power of that laser triggering more returns in the leafy canopy. 

7.3.6 Estimating true leaf area index (LAI) for different forest stands 

After the leaf-on point clouds were classified into returns resulting from leafy material 

using the 1545nm and NDI thresholding methods, LAI was estimated using the hinge angle 

and regression analysis for the five plots. The results are shown in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. 

For Plot 4 the results are from applying the approaches to both the winter and summer 

datasets. As before, the LAI estimated from the hinge angle and regression methods 

showed very similar results (R
2
 = 0.92). LAI was highest in Plot 5 and lowest in Plot 4, 

using both methods. 

Table 7.5. Leaf Area Index (LAI) estimated by the hinge and regression method (Jupp et 

al., 2009) for the leaf-on scans for the five plots, 1545nm thresholding method. The two 

values for Plot 4 correspond to winter and summer analysis. 

Plot 1545nm 

LAI (hinge) LAI (regression) 

1 1.750 1.669 

2 1.345 1.136 

3 1.643 1.522 

4 0.924, 1.161 1.070, 1.253 

5 2.179 2.184 

 Table 7.6. Leaf Area Index (LAI) estimated by the hinge and regression method (Jupp 

et al., 2009) for the leaf-on scans for the five plots, NDI thresholding method. The two 

values for Plot 4 correspond to winter and summer analysis. 

Plot NDI 

LAI (hinge) LAI (regression) 

1 1.634 1.577 

2 1.840 1.597 

3 1.249 1.125 

4 0.658, 0.453 0.547, 0.754 

5 0.895 0.764 
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It is clear that, for any given forest stand, LAI will be lower than PAI, based on the fact 

that woody material is absent from LAI calculations. However, the relationship between 

PAI and LAI will differ between stands due to the structure of the vegetation components. 

For instance, a needle-leaf stand (such as Plot 5) will have a lower leaf to wood ratio (and 

therefore a smaller difference between LAI and PAI) compared with a broadleaf stand. 

There is little literature on this relationship; presumably because of the lack of current 

methods of obtaining true LAI. Figure 7.13 shows the PAI (λ1545nm) derived for each test 

plot with the corresponding estimates of true LAI based on leaf-classification using the two 

thresholding methods. The LAI for Plots 1,3,4 and 5 is larger when derived from the 

1545nm classification method compared with when derived from the NDI classification, 

whereas Plot 2 show the opposite. The estimates from the two LAI methods are similar for 

Plot 1 but the other plots show a marked difference between estimates, most notably for 

Plot 5. LAI for Plot 4 shows an increase during summer when based on the 1545nm 

thresholding which is consistent with the PAI estimates, however the NDI approach shows 

a decrease in winter LAI. This further indicates that the NDI may not be reliable. 

 

Figure 7.13. Bar chart showing summer leaf-on PAI (red bars), and leaf-on LAI based on 

the two thresholding methods: using the 1545nm dataset (purple bars) and the NDI (orange 

bars), for each plot. Two datasets were used for Plot 4; winter (w) and summer (s). 

PAI/LAI derived using the hinge method. 
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Figure 7.14 show the true LAI profiles for all five plots, using the 1545nm and NDI 

classification methods, shown in purple and orange respectively. The profiles for Plot 1 

and Plot 3 are very similar using both thresholding methods although slightly lower LAI 

estimates using the NDI. Plot 2 shows an overall higher LAI using the NDI which go 

beyond the PAI values shown in Figure 7.10 up to a vertical height of 14m. Whereas the 

NDI yields a considerable lower LAI than using the 1545nm wavelength for Plot 5. It 

would be expected that the LAI profiles for Plot 4 would be very similar between the 

winter and summer scan, with a slight increase in the summer LAI due to needle 

expansion. This form is shown in the LAI estimated using the 1545nm method, however 

the opposite characteristics is shown in the LAI when the NDI method is adopted. Vertical 

profiles of FAVD for each plot are shown in Figure 7.15. The profiles further show the 

features described above and the distribution of foliage within each plot. 
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Figure 7.14. Vertical profiles of Leaf Area Index (LAI) by height (z) in meters for the five 

plots. 
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Figure 7.15. Vertical profiles of Foliage Area Volume Density (FAVD) by height (z) in 

meters for the five plots in leaf-on conditions. 
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7.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has examined five test plots at Delamere forest in leaf-off and leaf-on 

conditions. The calibrated SALCA datasets were used to generate quantitative measures of 

plant material present at a given time: PAI and PAVD, and then the point cloud was 

classified into foliage and woody material based on the apparent reflectance values in order 

to derive true LAI and FAVD for the five forest plots. This approach has shown how the 

3D spatial characteristics of foliage at a stand level can be assessed (Objective 3). 

A key conclusion of this chapter is that applying a threshold to classify the returns into 

those resulting from leaves and wood is reliant on the spectral separability of these 

components. However, the largely overlapping leaf-on and leaf-off histograms in Figure 

7.7 indicate that this is not the case. Vertical profiles of PAI and PAVD have provided a 

robust quantitative method for plot scale measurements in a range of forest types, and the 

results were similar between the wavelengths and methods. PAI from TLS had a stronger 

correlation with effective PAI from DHP rather than true PAI. 

Using a ‘leaf’-only point cloud, the first true LAI and foliage profiles were generated for 

all five test plots. Separation of leaves based on thresholding the 1545nm wavelength 

provided promising results for the leaf-on scan, however the effects of partial hits limit the 

use of this approach. The NDI thresholding method is reliant on the accuracy of the 

calibration in both wavelengths, and of matching of returns between the two lasers; as such 

results (particularly on Plot 4) have suggested that it is currently unreliable. The following 

chapter builds on the findings of this study to assess the seasonal change in plant material 

over a full annual cycle for the five plots surveyed in Delamere Forest. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Seasonal dynamics of UK woodland canopies 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the seasonal dynamics of foliage growth in a variety 

of forest types, contributing to Objective 3. This will be achieved by examining the time-

series of data collected at Delamere Forest at the five test plots. This chapter builds on the 

analysis undertaken in Chapter 7, as outlined in the following section. 

8.2 Review of methods 

In Chapter 7, the 1545nm thresholding method to separate foliage and woody material 

generated promising results for full leaf conditions. However, this approach is not sensitive 

to fine scale seasonal changes, the focus of this chapter, due to the presence of partial hits. 

The NDI thresholding method was reliant on a similar spectral response in 1063nm for 

both foliage and woody components, a difference in reflectivity in 1545nm, and an 

accurate reflectance calibration. However, it was clear from the comparison of leaf-on and 

leaf-off apparent reflectance frequency distributions, that a robust NDI threshold was not 

achievable for the plots. The approach may perform more successfully by applying a 

dynamic NDI threshold, fitted iteratively on a scan-by-scan basis, but this would decrease 

the automation of this approach, and dramatically increase the implementation time to 

beyond the scope of this research. As a result, for the work described in this chapter there 

was no classification of the point cloud into foliage and wood, and therefore PAI was 

generated as opposed to LAI, meaning that the results obtained relate to the change in plant 

material. One advantage of using PAI rather than LAI is that the values derived were 

comparable with DHP. 

In Chapter 7, the hinge and regression methods for calculating PAI generated very similar 

results (R
2
 = 0.94; Figure 7.9), and therefore only one method was implemented for the 

analysis. The hinge method was chosen following Jupp et al. (2009). It was also found that 
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the two SALCA wavelengths (1063nm and 1545nm) produced very similar results (R
2
 = 

0.95; Figure 7.9), and therefore, the data from a single wavelength was used in this chapter. 

The 1063nm wavelength was chosen as it has been shown to be less affected by thermal 

effects compared with the 1545nm wavelength, and as a result has a more stable intensity 

response (Figure 4.13) which is important when analysing seasonal change detection.  

The 57 Delamere TLS scans were processed according to the methodology shown in 

Figure 8.1, which was developed based on the findings of Chapter 7 as discussed above. 

Once all the scans had been processed to PAI and PAVD (Figure 8.1), the results relating 

to the spring leafing-out period were extracted for closer analysis. A common method of 

characterising the leafing out period in deciduous environments is to fit a sigmoidal ‘S-

curve’ to a time series of PAI (or NDVI, where appropriate) (Zhang et al., 2003; Che et al., 

2014; Ryu et al., 2014; Calders et al., 2015). The curvature change rate of the fitted 

function can be used to determine the leaf-out date (also known as ‘start-of-season’) which 

initiates a rapid growth period, and a full-leaf date, where the PAI becomes stable. The 

sigmoid function can be described as: 

      
   

            
   

 

(8.1) 

where      is the estimated PAI at time    ,   is the Julian day,   and   are the upper and 

lower asymptotes,   is the growth rate (slope), and    is the inflection point at which the 

growth rate reaches its maximum. The lower asymptote corresponds to the PAI in leaf-off 

conditions (Calders et al., 2015). This was carried out on the spring PAI data for each plot 

using optimisation of parameters of the sigmoid function. 

8.3 Results and discussion 

This section presents the results for all five test plots. First, the results of the multi-

temporal PAI and PAVD estimates derived from TLS are examined, followed by a 

comparison to PAI estimates derived from DHP. Finally, the results for the spring green-up 

period are analysed and discussed. 
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Figure 8.1. Workflow for the analysis of a SALCA point cloud to achieve estimates of PAI 

and PAVD. 

Following processing to apparent reflectance it was clear that the reflectance calibration 

had not performed well for a small number of the scans. Further investigation found this 

occurred where laser case temperatures were unusually high (mostly affecting the summer 

scans), and therefore out of the range of training data used in the development of the neural 

network approach (Chapter 4). Although the apparent reflectance values were not used in 

the point-based gap fraction approach implemented here, the high laser case temperatures 

affect the resultant PAI estimates for the following reason. As noted in Chapter 4, a 

negative relationship exists between laser case temperature and recorded intensity (Figure 

4.13). An implication of this is as laser case temperature increases, the number of returns 

Calculate a weighting (w) to allow for 

multiple returns for each beam

(Chapter 2.7.3)

Find hits by zenith angle θ and height, z

hits(θ,z) = w(θ,z)

Calculate gap fraction

Pgap(θ,z) = 1 – (hits(θ,z) / N(θ))

Calculate PAI using hinge angle

(Chapter 2.7.2)

Calculate PAVP

(Chapter 2.7.3)

Find total number of beams emitted 

N(θ) 

Apparent reflectance (λ1063nm)

Prepare data

Pre-processing (Chapter 4.3.4)

Crop to plot size (Chapter 3.3.3, Table 7.1)

Remove ringing (Chapter 4.3.4.3)

Filter large widths (Chapter 5.2.4)

Apply radiometric calibration

(Chapter 4.6)
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for a given scene decreases as low intensity returns that would previously be recorded fall 

below the noise threshold. This relationship therefore affects the number of ‘hits’ 

(representing plant material) used to estimate PAI.  As a result, the scans which exhibited 

high laser case temperatures were excluded from analysis. Predominantly this occurred in 

the summer months where a stable PAI is expected; therefore the removed estimates 

should not affect the general interpretation of the results. Cleaning of scans, resulting in 

removal of datasets from analysis, is not uncommon in TLS analysis (e.g. Griebel et al., 

2015). 

8.3.1 Seasonal variation in stand PAI 

Figure 8.2 shows the time-series of PAI generated from TLS, for the five test plots. Plots 

1-3 (Figure 8.2 a-c) show the results for the broadleaf deciduous stands, where the 

temporal PAI form show a similar trend, summarised in the following observations.  

Spring (April, May) is characterised by an increase in PAI as new material emerges from 

dormant buds and unfolds and expands to form leaves throughout the canopy. This signals 

the start of the growing season as the new material becomes photosynthetically-active. The 

PAI for Plot 1 (oak) showed a linear increase from 0.89 to 2.36 between Julian days 91-

127. A linear increase is also evident for Plot 2 (sweet chestnut) during this period where 

the PAI increased from 0.66 to 1.39 between Julian days 91-139, before displaying a sharp 

increase in PAI to Julian day 150. This could be attributed to a rapid increase in plant 

material during the second half of May. In Plot 3 (beech) (Figure 8.2c), there was minimal 

change in plant material until the end of April, where a rapid increase in PAI can be 

observed from 0.87 to 1.95 (Julian days 118-134). Quantifying spring growth has high 

ecological value as it drives the physiological activity of the canopy, this will be examined 

in more detail later in the chapter. 

Summer (June, July, and August) is characterised by a state of maturity in the canopy 

when leaves are fully expanded and the forest is at maximum productivity. A plateau of 

PAI is evident in the three broadleaf deciduous plots at approximately: 3.3 (Plot 1), 2.8 

(Plot 2), and 2.0 (Plot 3). According to the results, Plot 1 reaches a stable PAI from early 

May to mid-June, and then increases again to reach a higher PAI throughout July and most 

of August; indicating a second growth period at the end of June. Plot 2 shows a similar 

form where PAI is stable through June and into July, before an increase in PAI is evident 

in August. In Plot 3 PAI was relatively stable from mid-May to mid-September. 
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Figure 8.2. Time-series of PAI derived from TLS for the five test plots at Delamere Forest, 

from April (A) to October (O). 
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The increase in summer PAI observed in Plot 1 and 2 indicates a second growth period. 

Some woodland species, such as oak, have a second flush of leaves (lammas growth) 

around July/August (Thomas, 2011). 

Autumn (September, October) in the broadleaf deciduous stands is characterised by 

senescence and abscission, when changing environmental conditions drive a decrease in 

photosynthetic capacity. This is evident in all three plots. Plot 1 and Plot 2 display a 

decreasing PAI throughout September and October to values of 1.25 (Plot 1) and 1.07 (Plot 

2), and Plot 3 from mid-September to a PAI value of 1.33. These values of PAI are higher 

than those observed at start of scanning in April, indicating that the plot has not yet 

reached its leaf-off state. This is confirmed by the presence of foliage evident on DHP 

images and recorded in field notes for these dates. 

Plot 4, comprised of needle-leaf evergreen species, showed a relatively stable PAI over the 

four scans, as expected. However, slightly higher values of PAI were observed in May and 

June compared with April and August, with a total increase in PAI of approximately 0.4. 

The two measurements acquired in Plot 5, the needle-leaf deciduous stand, show an 

increase in PAI from 1.79 (9
th

 April) to 2.31 (2
nd

 September). The relatively small increase 

in PAI for this stand can be attributed to three factors: the stand was not in a completely 

leaf-off state in April, the second measurement was acquired in September when PAI may 

have already started to decrease, and that Japanese larch trees have a notably ‘woody’ 

composition (therefore an expected higher wood to leaf ratio). 

8.3.2 Vertical structure of plant material 

Vertical profiles of PAVD and PAI are shown in Figure 8.3 for the five test plots. PAI is 

displayed as a cumulative value; the derivative of which is the PAVD at a 1m height 

resolution. A comparison of the results derived for Plot 1 and Plot 2 exemplify the 

significance of vertically resolved parameters. The minimum and maximum PAI values for 

these two plots was similar (0.85-3.37: Plot 1 and 0.66-3.21: Plot 2) yet the vertical 

distribution of the plant material is very differently. These structural differences have 

important implications for radiation interception, growth, and habitat characteristics, but 

would be overlooked if PAI alone was examined. For Plots 1, 3, 4 and 5, the vertical 

distribution of canopy material could be described by a Gaussian distribution curve 

(although Plot 4 shows a negative skewness), showing maximum leaf area at an 

intermediate position within the crown which gradually decreases upward and downward 
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through the canopy (Kozlowski et al., 1991). The vertical distribution of plant material at 

Plot 2 is more stable with height, with no single well-defined crown. This could be 

attributed to the presence of many juvenile trees in the understorey, altering the height 

distribution. 

Plot 1 shows a gradual filling out of the canopy over the year. In leaf-off conditions (pale 

red line; Julian day 91), the woody canopy is well-defined but PAVD is relatively constant 

with height between 11 to 18m. Development of foliage during spring and summer has 

driven an increase in PAVD throughout the canopy but with a notable bias to the upper 

canopy; during maximum recorded PAI (Julian days 185 and 233), the peak PAVD value 

is located at 17m. This is an oak-dominated plot and the high volume of leaf area at the top 

of the canopy is supported by the findings during the destructive campaign at Alice Holt on 

the oak trees outlined in Chapter 5. Interestingly, the results show that during autumn when 

PAI begins to decrease (Julian days 254 and 300) more leaf material is lost from the upper 

canopy relative to the lower canopy. This could be explained by the leaves at the top of the 

canopy being more exposed to wind so that breaks in the abscission layer cause earlier 

leaf-fall, compared to the more sheltered lower canopy.  

Leaf-off conditions in Plot 2 (Julian day 91) is characterised by a relatively constant 

volume of woody material with height. As foliage develops throughout spring and summer, 

several peaks in leaf area emerge; most notable at around 4m and 24m in height, caused by 

development of the understorey and upper canopy, respectively. Two clusters of PAVD 

and PAI profiles can be observed, with a gap between Julian days 139 and 146. This 

indicates that a surge in foliage growth occurred between these dates. In a similar manner 

to Plot 1, the autumn scans (Julian days 254 and 300) show that PAI decreased more 

rapidly from the upper canopy compared with the lower canopy and understorey. 

Plot 3 also exhibits two distinct clusters of PAI and PAVD profiles, separated by Julian 

days 127 and 134 (earlier than Plot 2). Compared to a relatively constant distribution of 

woody material with height in leaf-off conditions, the summer scans (Julian days 134-254) 

show a distinct canopy centred at 16m. This beech stand had sparse ground vegetation and 

no understorey which is characteristic of this species. Therefore, the lower peaks in leaf 

material are due to lower branches. The decreasing leaf area in autumn is present at Julian 

day 300. At Julian day 254, when PAI at Plot 1 and Plot 2 is decreasing rapidly, the highest 

PAI is observed in Plot 3. 
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Plot 4 and Plot 5 display similar characteristics between winter and summer scans. Plot 4 

shows an increase in leaf area during the two summer scans (Julian days 134 and 164) 

from 12m in height to the top of the stand, with no change in PAI in the lower layers. This 

indicates that the needle-leaves have increased leaf area to take advantage of higher 

summer solar radiation at the top of the canopy. The two winter scans in Plot 4 (Julian days 

99 and 219) show very stable profiles. Plot 5 also shows minimal increase in PAI in lower 

canopy layers, but canopy foliage development mirroring the normal distribution of the 

winter scan. The lack of change in the winter to summer profiles for Plot 5 can be 

attributed to the woody nature of the Japanese larch needle-leaf species and the fact that 

this plot was not in a true leaf-off state at Julian day 99. 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Time-series of PAI vertical cumulative profiles (left) and PAVD (right). 
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Figure 8.3. Continued. 
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8.3.3 Comparison of TLS and DHP 

The time-series of PAI generated from TLS is compared with corresponding estimates 

derived from DHP in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5. Plot 5 is excluded from Figure 8.4 as there 

was only one measurement with TLS and DHP (Figure 7.10). The results show that there 

was good agreement between PAI derived from TLS and effective PAI derived from DHP 

(R
2
 = 0.74, RMSE = 0.50; Figure 8.5a), and between PAI (TLS) and true PAI (DHP) (R

2
 = 

0.70, RMSE = 1.25; Figure 8.5b). Underestimation of TLS compared with DHP for higher 

PAI values was observable from both graphs, but most notable with true PAI (Figure 8.4 

and Figure 8.5). Figure 8.4 shows that the PAI time-series in spring exhibited very similar 

values between the methods. Between Julian days 150 to 235, the PAI (DHP) continued to 

increase and then fall throughout this summer period, whereas the PAI (TLS) remained 

relatively constant. The PAI (DHP) estimates for Plot 4 showed some variation throughout 

the year, but the trend of increase and decrease in PAI is not reflected in the PAI derived 

from TLS. 

The local variance in the temporal profiles of PAI, such as spring DHP in Plot 2 (between 

Julian days 115 and 135) or spring TLS in Plot 3 (within the first four measurements), can 

most likely be attributed to methodological or instrument issues. In DHP, these mainly 

relate to the selection of a classification threshold as it is heavily dependent on subjectivity 

and illumination conditions within and between the images (Jonckheere et al., 2004; 

Calders et al., 2011). For SALCA, the variability most likely is generated from the thermal 

effects explained at the beginning of the results section (Section 8.3). 

8.3.3 Quantifying spring green-up using TLS 

Figure 8.6 shows profiles of PAVD by height for the leafing-out period in the three multi-

temporal deciduous plots. The profiles allow the spatial and temporal characteristics of 

spring growth to be observed and compared between the plots. Figure 8.7 and Table 8.1 

show the results of sigmoid function fitting for the three broadleaf deciduous plots. The 

lower asymptote (‘L’; Table 8.1) provides an estimate of the leaf-off PAI from the fitted 

models: 0.641 (Plot 2), 0.710 (Plot 3) and 0.788 (Plot 1), while the upper asymptote (‘U’) 

shows the full-leaf PAI: 1.911 (Plot 3), 2.652 (Plot 2) and 2.652 (Plot 1). Plot 2 had the 

largest increase in leaf area, and Plot 3 the smallest. The date that maximum growth 

occurred (tm) was earliest in Plot 1, followed by Plot 3, and Plot 2 was the latest. The 

growth rate was similar for Plot 1 and Plot 2, whereas Plot 3 showed more rapid leaf 
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growth and expansion. These results support previous observations, however, to better 

constrain the parameter estimation the inclusion of more data points would be 

advantageous, particularly for Plot 3. 

 

Figure 8.4. Time series of PAI derived from TLS (blue marker and line), effective PAI 

from DHP (open squares) and true PAI from DHP (black squares) for Plots 1-4. 

 

Figure 8.5. Relationship between PAI derived from TLS (using the 1063nm wavelength) 

and (a) effective PAI derived from DHP, (b) true PAI derived from DHP, for all the 

measurements in the five plots. * = significant (P ≤ 0.05). 
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Figure 8.6. Vertical profiles of PAVD for the leafing-out period in the three multi-temporal 

deciduous plots, coloured by Julian day as shown in the legends. 

The PAI value highlighted with a circle in Plot 3 (Figure 8.7) has a higher magnitude than 

expected respective to its neighbouring points. The sudden increase and decrease in PAI 

indicated is highly unlikely to be the result of leaf area change. Further investigation into 

the metadata for this scan revealed that it showed considerably lower laser case 

temperatures (a maximum recorded value of 22.7°) compared to the scans conducted on 

the dates either-side (maximum recorded values of 26.0° and 29.2°). Therefore, this PAI 

has a higher magnitude due to the higher intensity response that meant that more returns 

were recorded overall. The result of this can be observed in Figure 8.6 (red line) where the 

laser is able to penetrate further into the canopy. 
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Figure 8.7. Results of sigmoid function fitting for Plot 1, 2, and 3. Black markers are TLS 

derived PAI estimates by Julian day, and red lines show the models. 

Table 8.1. Model parameters from Equation 8.1 for Plot 1, 2 and 3. 

Plot L U tm k RMSE 

1 0.788 2.652 114.424 0.046 0.065 

2 0.641 2.849 138.869 0.049 0.187 

3 0.710 1.911 124.355 0.094 0.115 

 

As shown in Calders et al. (2015), the sigmoid fitting shown above can be applied to a 

time-series of PAI for multiple vertical layers of the canopy (by summing the PAVD by 
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Low temp 
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height). These approaches allow temporally and vertically resolved comparison and 

quantification of leaf area change within and between plots and could form the basis of an 

approach to monitor the phenology of woodland stands using TLS. 

8.4 Conclusions 

The aim of this chapter was to examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of foliage 

in a range of UK forest types. This has been achieved in three main ways: (i) by assessing 

seasonal change in PAI profiles for five different forest stands (broadleaf deciduous, 

evergreen conifers, and needle-leaf deciduous stands), (ii) examining how plant area is 

distributed vertically throughout each canopy and how this changes with time, and (iii) 

quantifying the 4D spring growth in the three deciduous canopies. 

PAI values derived from TLS showed good agreement with those derived from DHP, most 

notably with the effective PAI. In general, the seasonal trends measured using both 

methods were similar, particularly during the leafing out period. In the summer months, the 

TLS showed a tendency to generate slightly lower PAI values compared to the DHP. The 

results have illustrated the increased ecological information derivable from 3D 

measurements with TLS. For instance, two stands exhibiting very similar PAI values can 

have entirely different vertical structure. 

The results presented in this chapter have captured the seasonal dynamics of foliage 

growth in different forest types. However, the inability to reliably separate the point cloud 

into leaves and wood has resulted in PAI estimates from a single wavelength of the 

SALCA instrument, as presented in this chapter. This has meant that the full capacity of 

the dual-wavelength functionality has unfortunately not been utilised. Although 

considerable research activity has been focussed on the data processing and calibration of 

the SALCA instrument as outlined in this thesis, there are still issues to be addressed. For 

instance, although the radiometric response to temperature has been investigated in depth, 

the effect that it has on the magnitude of returns recorded and the consequent implications 

for ‘point-based’ analysis, requires further investigation. A discussion of these factors and 

other key issues arising from the research are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Discussion and conclusions 

 

9.1 Introduction 

The overall aim of this research was to improve characterisation of the seasonal dynamics 

of UK woodland vegetation structure using dual-wavelength terrestrial laser scanning. A 

multi-temporal monitoring experiment was conducted with the SALCA instrument to 

facilitate the quantification of foliage dynamics in a range of UK forest types. Validation 

of the results was provided by destructive measurements for the individual tree scale and 

comparison with measurements from DHP at the plot scale. The results from each research 

activity have been discussed throughout Chapters 4 to 8 and therefore the aim of this 

chapter is to provide a summary of the key findings and discuss the implications within the 

scope of the research objectives defined in Chapter 2. This is followed by a discussion of 

the future prospects for leaf-wood separation using TLS and quantifying forest structure 

with lidar. The thesis conclusions are presented at the end of this chapter. 

9.2 Assessment of Objective 1 

Objective 1, to produce an apparent reflectance product for the SALCA instrument, was 

achieved by developing a novel radiometric calibration procedure. This was the first 

demonstration of the application of neural networks to convert TLS intensity into values of 

apparent reflectance (Schofield et al., 2016). The first stage to implementing such an 

approach involved characterising the recorded intensity response to measurable 

parameters, which resulted in 868 measurements of intensity, range, reflectance, and laser 

case temperature for seven external reference targets. The generation of an apparent 

reflectance product is considered the highest level of intensity processing, as defined by 

Kashani et al. (2015), and has only been achieved for a few TLS instruments. 
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The ability to generate apparent reflectance from a laser scanning system is essential for 

inferring information on target properties and therefore increasing the ecological value of 

such data. The results presented in this thesis have shown that radiometric calibration of 

TLS data can be achieved using neural networks allowing an apparent reflectance product 

for the SALCA instrument, therefore satisfying Objective 1. The novel approach presented 

in this research can be benchmarked against other existing methods and comparisons made 

with results from other instruments in the future. 

The main limitation of this approach to calibration was the inability of the neural networks 

to accurately extrapolate beyond the range of training data for which they had been trained, 

a known disadvantage of neural networks (Demuth & Beale, 2002). This was evident in 

some of the results presented; such as the apparent reflectance product for Tree 02 and 

Tree 03 at the end of Chapter 5, and the presence of apparent reflectance values of less 

than zero percent in the calibrated plots in Chapter 7. To address this limitation and 

improve the performance of the networks, the range of input training data should be 

extended, in range, reflectance, and laser temperature.  

Research Question 1.1: What are the radiometric characteristics of the SALCA 

instrument? 

This research has provided the first description of the radiometric characteristics of a 

unique dual-wavelength TLS. A key outcome was realising the effect of internal variations 

in temperature and laser output power on intensity response. A negative relationship was 

observed between laser temperature and recorded intensity from the SALCA instrument. 

The temperature-dependent decrease in intensity had a stronger effect for the λ1545nm and 

a stronger correlation (R
2
 values between 0.78-0.92) than for the λ1063nm. The 

dependence of laser power on temperature is well known, and yet this is the first time that 

this dependency in a TLS instrument has been described. 

A non-linear and non-monotonic variation in recorded intensity with range was observed; 

showing a near-range effect up until 8m when the inverse square range function became 

dominant. This form was similar to those described in Kaasalainen et al. (2011), Höfle 

(2014), Koenig et al. (2013), and Ramirez et al. (2013) for a range of other instruments. A 

positive non-linear relationship was found between intensity and reflectance. It is expected 

that intensity values increase with surface reflectance because a surface with higher 
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reflectivity will return more energy from the pulse. However, the non-linear response of 

the SALCA detector has not been reported for other TLS. 

Research Question 1.2: What is the accuracy of the apparent reflectance product? 

A neural network was built using optimised parameters for each wavelength 

independently, trained using the collected reflectance panel data, and then simulated with 

new data. The selected neural networks which showed the most accurate results had an 

average error of 7.2% reflectance for the 1063nm wavelength and 6.9% reflectance for the 

1545nm wavelength. These results are comparable with calibration fitting of the DWEL 

instrument of 8.1% (1064nm laser) and 6.4% (1548nm laser) (Li et al., 2015a). 

Validation of the neural network outputs have been achieved using data extracted from 

calibration panels. It is very difficult to validate comprehensively for tree components, due 

to the high magnitude of spectral variability observed in the foliage and woody material, 

and ensuring that the target being validated is in fact the exact target that was imaged (due 

to moss or lichen on bark, for instance). The accuracy of the neural networks could be 

determined more comprehensively using natural targets found in forests, and also perhaps 

in a laboratory environment. 

9.3 Assessment of Objective 2 

Objective 2, to assess whether dual-wavelength lidar can be used to separate leaf and wood 

returns, was investigated on a tree and plot scale. Two methods for leaf-wood separation 

were investigated in this research which involved: (i) applying a threshold to the apparent 

reflectance of the 1545nm wavelength, and (ii) matching the returns from each 

wavelengths and taking a normalised ratio (NDI) of the apparent reflectance value, before 

applying a threshold. The threshold value was defined based on the frequency distributions 

of leaf-off and leaf-on scans, which then classified each return to one of two classes to 

represent leaf and wood material. There were three methods implemented to assess the 

performance of the leaf-wood separation achieved by each of the two method. First, a 

visual inspection of the classified point clouds to judge whether the returns making up the 

trunks and branches appeared to be classified to ‘wood’, and the leaf material as the other 

class. Second, the same procedures applied to the leaf-on scans were applied to the leaf-off 

conditions and the percentage of the point cloud misclassified to the leaf category was 
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recorded. Finally, for the individual trees at Alice Holt, the direct LAI measurements 

provided a validation dataset for the LAI values derived from the TLS using the returns 

classified as ‘leaf’. This procedure allowed the assessment of whether dual-wavelength 

lidar can be used to separate leaf and wood returns, therefore satisfying Objective 2. 

Research Question 2.1: Can leaf and wood separation be achieved on a tree and plot scale 

with dual-wavelength TLS? 

Table 9.1 summarises the tree and plot scale misclassification errors generated by using the 

two thresholding methods for leaf-wood separation. The misclassification error was 

consistently lower when the classifications were applied on the tree scale (Chapter 5) 

compared to the plot scale (Chapter 7). This can be attributed to the fact that there is a 

larger mix of biological materials present in a plot scene, compared to an isolated 

individual tree. Therefore, a larger amount of spectral variability and external factors 

would be introduced that would affect the apparent reflectance values. For all cases the 

errors are lower using the NDI compared to a single wavelength suggesting that a dual-

wavelength approach outperformed using a single wavelength. However, it should be 

noted that error was assessed in one direction (i.e. the percentage of wood classified as 

leaf). Unless the exact amount of leaf is known, such as in a virtual model (e.g. Tao et al., 

2015), quantifying the error of leaf classified as wood poses significant challenges. 

Table 9.1. Summary of misclassification errors on the tree and plot scales using the two 

leaf thresholding methods. Values are given in percent. Tree scale results relate to the 

three scanning positions of Tree 01 (Chapter 5), and plot scale results are for the 

deciduous Plots 1, 2, 3, and 5 at full-leaf (Chapter 7). 

Threshold method Tree scale Plot scale 

λ1545nm 70.0, 67.3, 64.1 79.8, 82.4, 82.0, 65.9 

NDI 38.6, 28.4, 24.9 42.6, 44.1, 32.2, 49.2 

 

Previous leaf-wood separation research, using a single wavelength, have been carried out 

on small isolated individual trees (Béland et al., 2011; Hosoi & Omasa, 2009). In these 

studies, although visual inspection of the resultant classification has been undertaken, a 

quantitative measure of the success of the classification was not. Furthermore, the findings 
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from this research indicate that extrapolating classification methods from the tree to the 

plot scale presents some challenges to constrain accuracy at the plot scale. 

Research Question 2.2: How  does leaf-wood separation vary for different UK woodland 

species? 

The test plots surveyed at Delamere forest included five stands of differing, but common, 

UK woodland species. As before, the NDI showed the lowest misclassification errors for 

all of the plots compared with the single wavelength approach. According to the NDI 

results, the lowest error (32%) was achieved in Plot 3, the beech stand, which was the most 

homogeneous plot: single species, no ground vegetation, and trees of similar age. The 

largest error (49%) was found in Plot 5, the Japanese Larch stand, and the poor results here 

can be attributed to the fact that buds and needles are visible in the ‘leaf-off’ scan. Plot 1 

and Plot 2 contained misclassification errors of 42% and 44%. Plot 1 was a mixed plot, 

dominated by oak trees but comprising sweet chestnut and silver birch individuals, as well 

as a varied ground vegetation layer. Although Plot 2 was mostly sweet chestnut species, 

apart from some conifers around the edge of one side, many juvenile individuals were 

present here, in close proximity of the scanner. These variables would have increased the 

spectral variability of the plots and therefore increased the variability in the NDI. 

Based purely on the misclassification errors discussed above, it may be concluded that the 

NDI method (using both wavelengths), provided a more accurate method for leaf-wood 

separation than that based on a single wavelength (the 1545nm method). However, visual 

inspection of the classified point clouds, apparent reflectance distributions, and the stability 

of the resultant classification and LAI values, as described in earlier chapters, have 

indicated that there are still some significant challenges to be addressed in applying this 

method. The performance of using a single threshold for leaf wood separation is relatively 

easy to explain by the incorporation of partial hits as cited in previous studies (Béland et 

al., 2014). However, the performance of the NDI is more complicated, and could be due to 

a number of reasons, a discussion of which is addressed in a later section. As shown in this 

research, once a leaf-only product has been achieved, the apparent reflectance of each 

return can be used to account for partial beam interception (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). This 

should help to improve accuracy of LAI measurements for TLS. 
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9.4 Assessment of Objective 3 

Objective 3, to examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of foliage in a range of UK 

forest types, was addressed by comparing 57 measurements of PAVD and PAI profiles 

collected over a full annual seasonal cycle for the five Delamere test plots. The research 

presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 provides the first PAI and PAVD values from the 

SALCA instrument. Using these repeat measurements, the spatial and temporal growth 

dynamics was examined, allowing Objective 3 to be fulfilled. 

Research Question 3.1: Does the spatial distribution of foliage vary between stands? 

Profiles of PAVD have enabled dynamics within the forest structure to be vertically 

resolved (such as in Griebel et al., 2015; Calders et al., 2015). A comparison of the PAVD 

profiles derived for the five test plots (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) exemplify the significance 

of these vertically resolved parameters. The results show that the spatial distribution of 

plant material (and foliage when comparing a leaf-off and leaf-on condition) can vary 

between stands. Although in the majority of cases the bulk of the material was held in the 

canopy, differences in understorey and height strata of each plot could be determined. 2D 

methods of PAI estimation, such as DHP as shown in this study, or optical satellite-based 

observations, cannot differentiate between these vertical layers. The ability to describe 

vertical canopy structure is essential for many ecosystem studies due to its effect on net 

primary productivity, sub-canopy radiation, temperature and moisture environment, and as 

a result, habitat characterisation (Landsberg & Sands, 2011).  

Research Question 3.2: Are there differences in the temporal characteristics of foliage 

growth between stands? 

The results in this research have illustrated how PAI is variable through time, even in an 

evergreen stand. This illustrates the need for high temporal resolution of PAI dynamics for 

critical estimation of key biochemical and physical processes such as CO2 fluxes, and 

water and light interception (Breda, 2003). The forest growth, measurable through 

comparing PAI values of repeat measurements, therefore gives insight into the magnitude 

of these processes over time. The results have shown that there are differences in the 

temporal characteristics of foliage growth between stands. These differences are 

observable both in timing and magnitude between the plots, and have been measured 

through PAI derived by both TLS and DHP. The PAI estimates have shown good 
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agreement between the methods although a tendency for higher summer estimates from 

DHP which is supported by the gap fraction calculations in Chapter 7. As both of these 

methods are indirect approaches, there is no ‘ground-truth’ for validation. However, the 

techniques deployed in both methods are well established and while it cannot be concluded 

that one method is more accurate than the other, the results provide a useful comparison as 

discussed. 

9.5 Further consideration of the separation of leaf and wood using TLS 

The aspects affecting the NDI values, and leaf-wood separation more generally, can be 

summarised as ecological, instrumental and processing factors. These factors are 

considered in light of the findings of this research together with future research needs in 

this area that are required. 

9.5.1 Ecological 

The surface reflectance of an object at a particular wavelength is a function of the complex 

physiochemical characteristics of the material itself, combined with other factors such as 

surface humidity and micro-roughness (Pesci & Teza, 2008). ASD data and apparent 

reflectance values obtained in this research indicated that for some species there is no clear 

spectral separation between leaf and bark material. The results also indicate that there is a 

large amount of spectral variability in tree species, particularly in bark material, and that 

this varies between species. Gathering representative spectral information at a plot scale is 

a very difficult task because of the inherent heterogeneity between and within plant species 

such as age, stage of growth (e.g. first and second flush of leaves can differ (Thomas, 

2011)), health, site characteristics, and external factors (e.g. moisture). Further research 

into the spectral variability of certain species, particularly bark which is under-represented 

in the literature, would be beneficial. 

9.5.2 Instrumental 

The principle behind the NDI is that the middle-infrared laser, 1545nm, is sensitive to 

internal water content, whereas the near-infrared laser, 1063nm, is not. However, at 

1063nm, there is still a slight sensitivity to water content which has the potential to 

introduce noise into the calculated ratios (Gaulton et al., 2013). The configuration of the 

SALCA instrument could potentially be simulated within a ray tracing model (such as 

Librat; Lewis, 1999). This would allow the effect of footprint size, sequential scanning, 
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and beam divergence, on the NDI to be investigated for a range of vegetation targets. More 

generally, the choice of wavelengths and design of the instrument (ensuring perfectly 

aligned beams, for instance) is key for future multi-spectral instruments. However, issues 

of eye-safety, cost, and availability, mean that ideal wavelengths are not always possible. 

9.5.3 Processing 

Deriving reliable and accurate NDI calculations relies on a calibration of intensity to 

apparent reflectance. The results in this research suggest that the limitations of neural 

network approach described earlier had limited the application of the NDI for some scans 

(Chapter 7.3.3), emphasising the reliance of this approach on a successful and robust 

calibration. Furthermore, the calculation of NDI values in itself has the potential to 

introduce noise. For instance, when a ratio is taken of two very small values, a relative 

change in either value makes a considerable change to the result. Therefore, an alternative 

processing method which incorporates the apparent reflectance from both wavelengths 

could be investigated in the future. 

9.5.4 New approaches 

The separation of leaf and wood material in lidar data, and other indirect approaches, 

remains a key goal of improving measurements of vegetated environments. The leaf-wood 

separation methods implemented in this research are based purely on spectral information. 

To address some of the challenges discussed above, other approaches could be considered 

to improve the classifications. These methods include classifying point clouds based on 

their 3D geometrical properties. Brodu & Lague (2012) developed a procedure for 

examining point clouds at a given location and scale, and identifying lines, planes, and 

volumes to classify natural scenes. For vegetation, this corresponds to stems, leaves, and 

3D vegetation, respectively. Combining this information from multiple scales meant that 

signatures could be developed to identify categories of objects in a given scene, with 

accuracy of upwards of 97.5%. In very recent work, this method has been combined with 

apparent reflectance to provide a classification to leaf and wood for the DWEL instrument 

(Li et al., 2015b). Similarly, newly published research by Tao et al. (2015) also uses 

geometrical features for classification. In this approach, tree point clouds were sliced into 

horizontal layers and within each segment, circle (and circle-like) features were identified 

as wood, and line segments as leaves. This achieved misclassification errors of 10.7% on a 

‘virtual’ tree, and 13.4-16.9% on real individual trees. 
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A further way to improve classification would be to incorporate information on the pulse 

shape. For instance, Yang et al. (2013) classified trunk/branch or foliage by thresholding 

the relative width of the return waveforms, and Fieber et al. (2013) classified an orchard 

according to pulse width and a backscattering coefficient. Utilising pulse shape was 

considered for the SALCA instrument as part of this research, but a preliminary 

investigation indicated that extracting further information on pulse width may be limited 

by the pulse length to sampling ratio of the instrument. However, this could be examined 

further (although the issue of ‘hidden peaks’ will need to be resolved in the waveform 

processing; Chapter 5.2.4). 

9.6 Future of quantifying forest structure with lidar 

Lidar is a relatively new but rapidly developing technology. Airborne laser scanning first 

emerged for topographic and urban mapping in the 1970s (Baltsavias, 1999), and the 

demand for lidar point data sets accelerated rapidly with commercial airborne lidar systems 

widely available in the 1990s, and a further nine years before the first TLS was built 

(Heritage & Large, 2009). Since then, the variety of commercial TLS systems available has 

rapidly expanded leading to a wide variety of applications, such as forestry. More recently, 

the desire to have access to the raw data and tailored instrument characteristics have driven 

the development of custom-designed instruments such as SALCA, DWEL, HSL, MWCL, 

and VEGNET (Chapter 2.7.4). These instruments have only been operational in the last 

few years and are beginning to demonstrate their potential for their individual purposes. 

This trend in developing custom instruments coupled with the emergence of new 

commercial systems, is bound to see further use of the geometric and radiometric 

information from lidar, and find new ways to quantify and characterise vegetation. The 

experimental research presented in this thesis is important in investigating the information 

content of data from TLS systems in order to inform future instrument design and 

application areas. 

The application of TLS for measuring vegetation seasonal dynamics has been clearly 

demonstrated as seen in the LAI, foliage profiles, and spring phenology quantification in 

this thesis. But for these plot-based measurements to be most useful, methods to 

extrapolate the estimates to broader scales, landscape or even regional, are required 

(Newnham et al., 2015). With the current and future availability of lidar on other 
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platforms; airborne and spacebourne, this link can be addressed directly. Exciting laser 

scanning advancements in drone technology (Riegl VUX-SYS, RIEGL, Horn, 

Austria), airborne (Optech Titan, OPTECH, Henrietta, USA), and spacebourne (GEDI; 

NASA, 2015) are already creating new opportunities in this area.  

However, there are a number of current challenges that remain unresolved within the lidar 

community. These include factors such as occlusion, clumping, dealing with complex 

radiometric properties, and separation of vegetation materials, as seen in this thesis. More 

generally, factors such as cost-effectiveness, time, expertise, volume of datasets, and 

practicalities of using lidar, still pose a considerable problem. Furthermore, the acceptance 

and utilisation of TLS at an operational level, by ecologists and foresters in particular, also 

remains a challenge, for the reasons outlined above, as does the propagation of research 

activity to commercial implementation. 

9.7 Conclusions 

Vegetation seasonal dynamics over time, or phenology, is considered one of the most 

responsive aspects of nature to global warming, and forests themselves are also sensitive 

indicators of climate change through phenology. This motivates a requirement to 

quantitatively measure vegetation change. The complexity of dynamic heterogeneous 

forest environments poses measurement challenges. However, TLS systems provide an 

opportunity to sample these forest structures and build accurate 3D scenes which can be 

quantitatively analysed. One of the current limitations of the characterisation of tree and 

stand structures from TLS is the inability to distinguish between woody material and 

photosynthetically-active foliage. This is of importance due to the different ecological role 

each component plays. To address this concern, a custom designed dual-wavelength TLS 

has been developed known as SALCA. The research in this thesis has presented the use of 

the SALCA instrument for leaf-wood separation and the characterisation of foliage 

dynamics at the tree and plot scale. Based on the results obtained, a series of key 

conclusions may be drawn. 

 Neural networks can provide an alternative radiometric calibration of raw 

intensities recorded from a TLS to realistic values of apparent reflectance, 

successfully accounting for the complexities of TLS intensity response. 
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 Increase in laser temperature leads to lower laser outputs and lower recorded 

intensities. This has been shown to be significant for the SALCA instrument, 

particularly for the middle-infrared wavelength. It may also be important with other 

TLS, especially for the increasing number of custom-designed dual/multi-

wavelength systems where accurate intensities will be key to quantitative analysis 

of the data. 

 Foliage spatial and temporal dynamics differ between species. Plant area index and 

PAVD profiles have shown that temporally and vertically resolved plot 

measurements can allow quantitative analysis of vegetation. Furthermore, PAI 

values derived from SALCA and DHP have shown good agreement. 

 Based on misclassification errors, a dual-wavelength approach to leaf-wood 

separation performed better than using a single channel, on the tree and plot scale. 

However, visual inspection of the classified point cloud suggested that the dual-

wavelength approach was not always reliable and requires further investigation.  

 Dual/multi-wavelength lidar has the potential to aid separation of leaf and wood 

material in a point cloud, but there are significant ecological (e.g. spectral 

separability and variability within and between vegetation targets), instrumental 

(e.g. choice of wavelength), and processing limiting factors (e.g. having a robust 

calibration). 

The original contributions to knowledge of this research can be summarised in four key 

points: (i) the research provided the first systematic analysis of the radiometric 

characteristics of a unique dual-wavelength TLS, (ii) the research developed a novel 

approach to radiometric calibration using neural networks, (iii) the research provided the 

first study aimed at separating leaf and wood returns using a dual-wavelength TLS and 

quantitatively comparing the results to using a single wavelength in a variety of species 

and scales, and (iv) the research presented the first foliage profiles from dual-wavelength 

LIDAR. 

Future research priorities to extend and complement this research include improving the 

reflectance calibration for the SALCA instrument along with the development of a more 

comprehensive accuracy assessment, and the investigation of other methods for leaf-wood 

separation such as the incorporation of geometrical information. 
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The overall aim of this research project has been to improve characterisation of the 

seasonal dynamics of UK woodland vegetation structure using dual-wavelength full-

waveform terrestrial laser scanning. This research has made a significant contribution to 

this area by developing and applying new methods and a novel instrument to address some 

of the current challenges. 
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APPENDIX 

SALCA code 

 

Overview 

This appendix contains Matlab code developed to process data from the SALCA 

instrument. The following functions are included: 

 salca_cuba: To read raw SALCA binary files and extract waveform information to 

text files. 

 geom_cuba: Calculates Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) and zenith and azimuth 

angles. 

 Ringing: Cleans point cloud by removing returns generated by ringing. 

 match_returns: Searches (by range) for corresponding returns from both 

wavelengths and calculates the NDI ratios. 

 sim_nn: To calculate intensity to apparent reflectance by using an artificial neural 

network. 
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salca_cuba.m 

function [pulse15 pulse10] = salca_cuba(path, basename, start, stop); 

 
% input data: 

% path: Path to folder storing scanning mode data (ending in \). 

Enter as a String contained in single quotes ‘ 
% basename: Name of folder containing the data. Enter as a String 

contained in single quotes ‘ 
    % start: Number of first azimuth file to read (commonly 0) 
    % stop: Number of last azimuth file to read (3050, for full scan) 

  
pulse15 = zeros(12000000, 6);  % preallocation output matrix 
listPtr15 = 1;    % pointer to last free position 

  
pulse10 = zeros(12000000, 6);  % preallocation output matrix 
listPtr10 = 1;    % pointer to last free position 

       
azimuths = (stop - start) + 1; % number of azimuth positions 

 
output_rows = azimuths * 3200; % number of rows 

  
threshold = 17; % define noise threshold for identifying valid returns 
backsig = 11.3; % average of background signal (-115.7 + 127) 

  
range1545 = [0.15:0.15:60]'; % range intervals (60m range) 
range1063 = [0:0.15:64.95]'; % range intervals (60m range) 

  
% range1545 = [0.15:0.15:106.05]'; % use for 105m range 
% range1063 = [0:0.15:109.95]'; % use for 105m range 

  
%% import binary files one azimuth at a time 

  
for azindex = start : stop 
    ident = num2str(azindex); 

     
    str = sprintf('%s',path,basename,'_',ident,'.bin'); 

      
fid = fopen(str, 'r'); 
data = fread(fid, [1400,3200],'*int8'); % use for 60m range 
% data = fread(fid, [1700,3200],'*int8'); % use for 105m max range 
fclose(fid); 
data = double(data); 

  
% split wavelengths by row number 
data1545split = data(1:400,:); % row400 = 60m 
data1063split = data(967:end,:); % row967 = 145.05m 

  
% data1545split = data(1:707,:); % use for 105m range 
% data1063split = data(967:end,:); % use for 105m range 

  
%% 1545nm data 

  
 for j = 1:3200;  
    zenindex = j; 
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    data1545 = [range1545 data1545split(:,j)+127-threshold]; 
 

% For no returns: If no data above threshold in ranges 1.5m-60m then skip 

column 
if data1545(10:400,2) <= 0;  
  zenindex = zenindex + 1; 
  continue; 
end 
 

% For no outgoing pulse in first 2 range bins: If no data above threshold 

at first or second range (0.15m or 0.3m) for first pulse then make 

0.15m=1 
if data1545(1:2,2) <= 0;  
 data1545(1,2) = 1; 
end; 

  
idx = find(data1545(:,2) < 1); % remove data below threshold 
data1545(idx,:) = []; 

  
%% Search for returns 

  
m = data1545; % [range intensity] 
m = [m(:,1), m(:,2), (m(:,1).*m(:,2))]; % a third column is added: range 

* intensity  
return_no = -1; % return_no is initalised to -1, so the first return will 

be coded as zero.  

  
z = zeros([1,7]); % create a pre-allocated matrix  
                  % Column_1= return number 
                  % Column_2= intensity sum 
                  % Column_3= width 
                  % Column_4= weightR/intensity sum (REMOVED AT END OF 
                  % CODE) 
                  % Column_5= estimated range  
                  % Column_6= Zenith index (1-3200)  
                  % Column_7= Azimuth index (0-3050)  

                                 
width = 1; % initial values 
sum_int = m(1, 2);  
weightR = m(1, 3); 
separation = 0.15; 

  
for i = 1:size(m,1) 

     
    if i < size(m,1);  

         
        p = m(i+1,1) - m(i,1); %test value 
        if abs(m(i+1,1) - m(i,1) - separation) < eps(m(i+1,1)) % the 

range is <= 0.15 

                 
            width = width + 1; 
            sum_int = sum_int + m(i+1, 2);  
            weightR = weightR + m(i+1, 3); 

                             
        else % the range is > 0.15 

  
            return_no = return_no + 1; 
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            if return_no > 0  

                 
                z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) 

width weightR/sum_int ((weightR/sum_int) - z(2,4)) azindex zenindex]; 
                width = 1; 
                sum_int = m(i+1, 2); 
                weightR = m(i+1, 3); 

             
            else % this is to make sure that estR = 0 when return_no = 0 

             
                estR = 0; 
                z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) 

width weightR/sum_int estR azindex zenindex]; 
                width = 1; 
                sum_int = m(i+1, 2); 
                weightR = m(i+1, 3); 

                 
            end     

           
        end 

     
    else % the last row of the input matrix is reached 

         
         if return_no < 0  

          
            estR = 0; 
            return_no = return_no + 1; 
            z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) width 

weightR/sum_int estR azindex zenindex];    

             
         else 

              
            return_no = return_no + 1; 
            z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) width 

weightR/sum_int ((weightR/sum_int) - z(2,4)) azindex zenindex];    

              
         end 

          
    end 

     
end 

  
z = z(2:size(z,1),:); % remove the first row of the output matrix '[0 0 0 

0 0 0]' 
idx=find(z(:,1)==0); % remove records for outgoing pulse 
z(idx,:)=[]; 
z(:,4)=[]; % remove column 4 (weightR/intensity sum) 

  
pulse15(listPtr15:listPtr15 + (size(z,1)-1),:) = z; % store new item 
listPtr15 = listPtr15 + (size(z,1)); % increment position pointer 

  
 end 

  
 %% 1063nm wavelength 

 
 for j = 1:3200;   
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    zenindex = j; 
    data1063 = [range1063 data1063split(:,j)+127-threshold]; 

  
if data1063(26:434,2) <= 0; 
  zenindex = zenindex + 1; 
  continue; 
end 

  
idx = find(data1063(:,2) <1 ); 
data1063(idx,:) = []; 

  
%% search for returns 

  
m = data1063; % [range intensity] 
m = [m(:,1), m(:,2), (m(:,1).*m(:,2))]; % a third column is added: range 

* intensity  
return_no = -1; % return_no is initalised to -1, so the first return will 

be coded as zero.  

  
z = zeros([1,7]);  % create a pre-allocated matrix  
                   % Column_4= weightR/intensity sum (REMOVED AT END OF 

CODE) 

                        
width = 1; 
sum_int = m(1, 2);  
weightR = m(1, 3); 
separation = 0.15; 

  
for i=1:size(m,1) 

     
    if i < size(m,1);  

         
        p = m(i+1,1) - m(i,1); %test value 
        if abs(m(i+1,1) - m(i,1) - separation) < eps(m(i+1,1)) % the 

range is <= 0.15 

                 
            width = width + 1; 
            sum_int = sum_int + m(i+1, 2);  
            weightR = weightR + m(i+1, 3); 

                             
        else % the range is > 0.15 

  
            return_no = return_no + 1; 

             
            if return_no > 0  

                 
                z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) 

width weightR/sum_int ((weightR/sum_int) - z(2,4)) azindex zenindex]; 
                width = 1; 
                sum_int = m(i+1, 2); 
                weightR = m(i+1, 3); 

             
            else % this is to make sure that estR = 0 when return_no = 0 

             
                estR = 0; 
                z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) 

width weightR/sum_int estR azindex zenindex]; 
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                width = 1; 
                sum_int = m(i+1, 2); 
                weightR = m(i+1, 3); 

                 
            end     

           
        end 

     
    else % the last row of the input matrix is reached 

         
         if return_no < 0  

          
            estR = 0; 
            return_no = return_no + 1; 
            z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) width 

weightR/sum_int estR azindex zenindex];    

             
         else 

              
            return_no = return_no + 1; 
            z = [z; return_no (sum_int+((threshold-backsig)*width)) width 

weightR/sum_int ((weightR/sum_int) - z(2,4)) azindex zenindex];    

              
         end 

          
    end 

     
end 

  
z = z(2:size(z,1),:); % remove the first row of the output matrix '[0 0 0 

0 0 0]' 
idx=find(z(:,1)==0); % remove the records for outgoing pulse 
z(idx,:)=[]; 
z(:,4)=[]; % remove column 4 (weightR/intensity sum) 

  
pulse10(listPtr10:listPtr10 + (size(z,1)-1),:) = z; % store new item 
listPtr10 = listPtr10 + (size(z,1)); % increment position pointer 

  
end 
end 

  
pulse15(listPtr15:end,:) = [];     
pulse10(listPtr10:end,:) = []; 

  
% save('data1063_out.txt', 'pulse10', '-ascii', '-double','-v7') 
% save('data1545_out.txt', 'pulse15', '-ascii', '-double','-v7') 

  
% output data: 
    % column 1: return number 
    % column 2: intensity (sum) 
    % column 3: width 
    % column 4: range (m) 
    % column 5: azimuth index (0-'stop') 
    % column 6: zenith index (1-3200) 
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Geom_cuba.m 

function [xyzdata] = geom_cuba(ScanData, p, res, SquintData); 

  
% Inputs: 
    % ScanData = input data file (e.g. data1063_3174) 
    % p = last azimuth file to read (4mrad = 749, 1mrad = 3050) 
    % res = azimuth resolution in degrees (0.06, 0.12, 0.24) 
    % SquintData = geometry data (import 'salcaSquint.mat') 

  
% Designed to run with output from Cuba - i.e.: 
    % cols 5 and 6 = azimuth and zenith indices 
    % col 4 = range 

  
% Must load 'salcaSquint.mat' which imports as 'data' containing: 
    % col 1 = zenith index 
    % col 3 = true azimuth 
    % col 4 = true zenith 

     
% Make an Azimuth geometry file (AzGeom) to find the true azimuth angle 

from the Azmiuth and Zenith Index: 

  
AzIndex = (0:p); 
AzindexMatrix = repmat(AzIndex,3200,1); 
Azsquint = SquintData(:,3)'; 
Azsquintdat = repmat(Azsquint,p+1,1); 
AzGeom = ((AzindexMatrix*res)+(Azsquintdat')); 

  
% Make a Zenith geometry file (ZenGeom) to find the true zenith angle 

from the Azmiuth and Zenith Index: 

  
Zendata = SquintData(:,4); % data from salcasquint 
ZenGeom = repmat(Zendata', p+1,1); 
ZenGeom = ZenGeom'; 

  
indices = [ScanData(:,5)+1,ScanData(:,6)]; % extract indices from input 

data 

  
% Find the true Azimuth and Zenith angle for each row of 'indices': 

  
AzAngDeg = AzGeom(sub2ind(size(AzGeom),indices(:,2),indices(:,1))); % 

angles in degrees - used to generate foliage profiles 
ZenAngDeg = ZenGeom(sub2ind(size(ZenGeom),indices(:,2),indices(:,1))); 

  
AzAng =(AzAngDeg*pi)/180; % convert to radians 
AzAng = (2*pi)-AzAng;  % flip data in azimuth 

  
ZenAng = (ZenAngDeg*pi)/180; % convert to radians 
ZenAng = (pi/2)-ZenAng;  % convert from zenith angle to elevation 

  
newdata=[ScanData AzAng ZenAng AzAngDeg ZenAngDeg]; 

  
% Convert to Cartesian coordinates: 
 

[x,y,z] = sph2cart(newdata(:,7),newdata(:,8),newdata(:,4)); 
xyzdata=[x y z newdata]; 
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Ringing.m 

function [data_noRing] = ringing(xyzdata); 

 

% find high intensity first returns 
idx = find((xyzdata(:,5) >= 290) & (xyzdata(:,4)==1)); 

 

% separate them out 
High1stDN = xyzdata(idx,:); 

 

% remove them from scan data 
xyzdata(idx,:) = [];  
[tf] = ismember(xyzdata(:,[8:9]),High1stDN(:,[8:9]),'rows'); 

 

% remove the remaining returns for those pulses 
xyzdata(tf,:) = [];  

 

% concatenate matrices 
data_noRing = [xyzdata; High1stDN];  

 

% sort by azimuth and zenith angle 
data_noRing = sortrows(data_noRing,[8 9]); 
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match_returns.m 

function [ratiosout] = match_returns(data1063, data1545); 

 
% inputs: 

% data1063: processed scan data for 1063nm wavelength (geom_cuba 

output) 
% data1545: processed scan data for 1545nm wavelength (geom_cuba 

output) 

  
ratiosout = zeros(1,12); % preallocate 

  
% chunk data into blocks to speed processing 

for s = 0:2:700;  
a1063 = data1063; 
a1545 = data1545; 

     
idx = find((a1063(:,8)>=s) & (a1063(:,8)<s+2)); 
a1063 = a1063(idx,:); 

  
idx = find((a1545(:,8)>=s) & (a1545(:,8)<s+2)); 
a1545 = a1545(idx,:); 

  
% Use zenith and azimuth indices to find where there are hits in both 

wavelengths 
[tf] = ismember(a1063(:,[8:9]),a1545(:,[8:9]),'rows'); 
c1063 = a1063(tf,:); 
[tf] = ismember(a1545(:,[8:9]),a1063(:,[8:9]),'rows'); 
c1545 = a1545(tf,:); 

  
% Check same amount of first returns 
%idx1=find(c1063(:,1)==1); 
%idx2=find(c1545(:,1)==1); 

  
list = unique(c1063(:,[8:9]),'rows'); % generate a list of first return 

azimuth and zenith indices 

  
ratios = zeros(1,13); % create an output file which the 'for loop' rows 

will be appended to 

  
for i = 1:length(list); 

     
    a = list(i,:); % for each row (az & zen idx) in list 
    idx1 = find(c1545(:,8) == a(:,1) & c1545(:,9) == a(:,2)); % extract 

all returns for that index in 1545nm data 
    c1545_a = c1545(idx1,:); 

  
    idx2 = find(c1063(:,8) == a(:,1) & c1063(:,9) == a(:,2)); % extract 

all returns for that index in 1063nm data 
    c1063_a = c1063(idx2,:); 

     
       for j = 1:length(c1063_a(:,4)); 

            
% find the difference in range between each return in 1063nm and 1545nm, 

also add the indices which relates back to c1063 and c1545 data and the 

Azimuth and Zenith indices and Range from 1063 
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diff = [repmat(c1063_a(j,[1,2,3]),length(idx1),1),(c1063_a(j,7)-

c1545_a(:,7)), idx1(:,1), repmat(idx2(j,1),length(idx1),1), 

repmat(c1063_a(j,4),length(idx1),1), (c1545_a(:,4)), 

repmat(c1063_a(j,[8,9,7,17]),length(idx1),1), (c1545_a(:,17)) ]; 
        

% keep only those pairings with similar range values (+-0.12) 
        idx = find((diff(:,4) > -0.12) & diff(:,4) < 0.12);  
        new_row = diff(idx,:); 

         
        ratios = [ratios; new_row]; % append the results 

                
        end 

  
end 

  
ratios(1,:)=[]; % remove row of zeros from preallocation 

  
%% Calculate ratios 
 

% normalised ratio 
ratios(:,14) = (c1063(ratios(:,6),17) - 

c1545(ratios(:,5),17))./(c1063(ratios(:,6),17) + c1545(ratios(:,5),17)); 

 

% simple ratio 
ratios(:,15) = (c1063(ratios(:,6),17))./ (c1545(ratios(:,5),17));  

  
ratios(:,4:6)=[]; % remove 3 columns (diff, idx1, idx2) 

        
ratiosout = [ratiosout; ratios]; 

  
end 

  
ratiosout(1,:) = []; 

  
%save('ratios3181.txt','ratiosout', '-ascii','-double','-v7'); 

  
% col 1: x 
% col 2: y 
% col 3: z 
% col 4: Return no 1063nm 
% col 5: Return no 1545nm 
% col 6: Azimuth index 
% col 7: Zenith index 
% col 8: Range (m) 
% col 9: Apparent reflectance 1063nm 
% col 10: Apparent reflectance 1545nm 
% col 11: Normalised ratio (r1063-r1545)/(r1063+r1545) 
% col 12: Simple ratio (r1063/r1545) 

  
% use azimuth index, zenith index, and return number to find input data 

for each ratio 
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Sim_nn.m 

% First interpolate temperatures 

 

Scandata = data1545_3355; 
start = 0; 
stop = 3050; 

  
% *** import 'temps' for scan *** 

  
% start and stop are first and last azimuth position (0 and 3050 for high 
% res full scan) 

  
az1 = 115/3051; 
time = az1*((stop-start)); 

  
xi=[start:az1:time]'; % x values for interpolation 

  
xplot=(start:stop)'; % x values to plot High res 

  
x=temps(:,4); % time (mins) 
y=temps(:,1); % 1545 temp 
yi = interp1(x,y,xi,'linear','extrap'); % linear interpolation with 

extrapolation 
plot(xi,yi,'r') % plot interpolated values 
hold on 
scatter(x,y,'pk') % plot original points 
temps1545=[yi]; 

 
function [AppRef] = Sim_nn(nnInput, net, tempcol); 

  
% *** Ensure correct network is loaded into workspace *** 

  
% Scandata = input scan to be calibrated 
% tempcol = column number containing the laser case temps (1063:14, 
% 1545:15) 

  
%idx=find(Scandata(:,1)==1); % first returns only 
%Scandata=Scandata(idx,:); 

  
InputScan = [nnInput(:,[5,7,tempcol])]; 

  
pattern_data = InputScan.'; 
y = sim(net,pattern_data); 
y = sim(net,pattern_data); 
AppRef = [nnInput, y']; % all scan data, apparent reflectance 

 

 

 

 


